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Adverbs of frequency

2 Replace the percentages in bold with the
adverbs of frequency: always, often,
sometimes, never, and usually.

1 Dennis (50%) ................ goes horseback
riding on the weekends.

2 I (75%) ....................... have lunch with 
my friends on Fridays.

3 Richard is (0%) ................. late for school.
4 We (100%) ........................ go jogging in 

the afternoons.
5 Jonathan and Grant (25%) ...................

play soccer after school.

1 .............. 2 ..............

4 .............. 5 .............. 6 ..............

1 Lucy ® takes out the
garbage.

Household chores

4 What does each person do on Saturdays?

Vocabulary 
Sports

1 Look at the pictures and label the sports.

Question words

3 Fill in the blanks with question words and
then answer the questions about yourself.

ñ When ñ Where ñ What time ñ What
ñ How ñ Who

1 .......... is your favorite actor? 
2 .......... old are you? 

3 .......... do you live? 
4 .......... do you go to school every day? 
5 .......... sports do you like to play in your

free time?
6 .......... do you usually go out with your

friends?

3 ..............

2 Jason ......................
..............................

3 Mom .......................
..............................

4 Dad .........................
..............................

5 Emily ......................
..............................

6 My brother ................
. .............................

7 She .........................
..............................
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Grammar 
Simple present 

5 Sally is writing a letter to her pen pal to tell
her about her best friend. Complete the
letter with the verbs in the list. Use the
simple present form. One of the verbs
should be in the negative form.

ñ walk  ñ need  ñ prefer  ñ be  ñ like
ñ have  ñ live  ñ play 

28 April
Dear Helen,

Last week you asked me to tell you about my
best friend. Well, my best friend 1) .............. fifteen
years old and she 2) .............. in New York, like me.
Her name is Linda. Linda moved to New York last
month and she really 3) .............. living here
because there are so many things to do and it has
everything that she 4) .............. . New York is full of
stores, coffee shops, and restaurants. It’s great!

In her free time, she enjoys shopping and
going to the movies. She also 5) ................ a lot of
sports after school. She likes basketball, but she
6) ................ football because it’s more exciting.
She wakes up at 7 o’clock every morning to go to
school. Unfortunately, she 7) ................ to school
because it’s far away, so she 8) ................ to take
the bus.

On the weekends, she does household chores
and then comes to my house to hang out. Well,
that’s all for now. Write back and tell me about
your best friend!

Talk to you soon,
Sally

A/An — The

8 Fill in the blanks with a/an or the where
necessary.

1 Diane went to ........ beach yesterday because
it was hot.

2 Do you have ........ pencil?
3 She bought ........ new dress and ........ pair of

pants when she went shopping.
4 I went on ........ vacation for ........ month last

summer. I stayed at ...... great hotel in Madrid.
5 ........ weather is terrible today, so we can’t

go to ........ park.
6 David had ........ sandwich, ........ apple, and

........ glass of milk for lunch today.
7 We had ...... great time at ....... party last

night.
8 ........ airline tickets to ........ Paris were very

cheap.

1 meat .....
2 people .....
3 cookie .....
4 time .....
5 rice .....

6 electricity .....
7 nurse .....
8 luggage .....
9 headache .....

10 weather .....

Countable/Uncountable nouns

7 Write U (uncountable) or C (countable) next
to each noun. 

Pronouns

6 Underline the correct pronoun.

1 Katie bought a gift for her/she sister.
2 Jimmy is my/I best friend.

3 They/Their travel to Italy every year.
4 The beautiful girl looked at her/herself in

the mirror.
5 My/Mine desk is next to the door.
6 His/He sister goes to college.
7 I baked this cake itself/myself.
8 Mom did all the household chores herself/

myself.
9 Their/They house has three bedrooms and

two bathrooms.
10 She/Her goes to the library every Thursday

afternoon.

6
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Grammar Review 

9 Circle the correct item.

1 Ben ...... basketball everyday.
A playing B plays C play

2 The boys ...... their homework every
afternoon after school.
A does B doing C do

3 Richard ...... a very small and quiet town.
A live in B lives on C lives in

4 I usually go on vacation ...... July.
A on B in C at

5 We always go to the movies ...... the
weekends.
A at B in C on

6 Gary enjoys sitting ...... his bed and watching
TV.
A in B at C on

7 The window is ...... my bed.
A between B behind C in

8 Joey is ...... best friend. 
A mine B me C my

9 ...... lives in a very big house. ...... bedroom
is three times bigger than mine.
A Her, Her B She, Hers C She, Her

10 ...... any apples left in the fridge.
A There isn’t B There are
C There aren’t

11 I love shopping, but ...... many stores near
my house.
A there isn’t B there aren’t
C there are

12 Mom gave me ...... expensive gold watch for
my birthday.
A an B a C any

13 I ...... two cats and one dog.
A have B has C having 

14 My little sister hid ...... my bed because she
was scared.
A above B under C opposite

15 Mark did all the household chores ...... .
A himself B itself
C themselves

16 I ...... my bed every morning and mom ......
all the clothes.
A makes, irons B make, iron
C make, irons

17 We usually go out for dinner ...... Friday nights.
A in B at C on

18 ...... brother is twelve years old and ......
loves playing football.
A My, him B My, he C Mine, he

19 I met a lot of interesting ...... on my trip to
China.
A peoples B person C people

20 ...... favorite subject ...... history.
A Him, is B He, are C His, is

21 ...... weather is great today. Let’s go for ......
walk in the park.
A The, a B The, an C A, the

22 Can I please have ...... of water?
A a glasses B a glass C an glass

23 Craig walked a lot today. His ...... hurt now.
A feet B foot C foots

24 Kate is upset because ...... didn’t pass ......
test.
A she, an B her, the C she, the 
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Reading

10 Read the text and circle the correct form of the verb. Then answer the questions that follow.

Ashley 1) is / are sixteen years old. She 2) live / lives in

London with her mom, dad, sister, brother, and her

dog, Rex. Her house is very big. It 3) has / have four

bedrooms, two bathrooms, and a beautiful yard.

Ashley usually 4) walk / walks to school when

the weather 5) is / be nice. Ashley’s favorite

subjects 6) is / are history and math. When she

7) grows up / grow up, she 8) wants / wanting to

become a history teacher. She also 9) enjoy /

enjoys playing football and basketball and she’s

very good at swimming. Ashley 10) has / have

many friends and in her free time she usually

11) hangs out / hang out with them. They 12) goes / go

to the movies. They sometimes 13) going / go shopping.

Ashley 14) loves / love buying new clothes and shoes. On the

weekends, Ashley 15) helps / help her mom with the household chores. She 16) make / makes her

bed, 17) dusts / dust the furniture, 18) waters / water the plants, and 19) clean / cleans her room.

When she 20) finishes / finish her chores, she 21) likes / like to study and then 22) go out / goes

out with her best friend, Tina. Though Ashley is still young, her life is fun and exciting and she

never gets bored.

1 How old is Ashley and where does she live? .................................................................
......................................................................................................................

2 Who does she live with? ........................................................................................
......................................................................................................................

3 What are her favorite subjects? ...............................................................................
......................................................................................................................

4 What does she want to do when she grows up? ............................................................
......................................................................................................................

5 What sports does Ashley play? .................................................................................
......................................................................................................................

6 What does she do in her free time? ..........................................................................
......................................................................................................................

7 What does she do on the weekends? .........................................................................
......................................................................................................................8
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1 lives/small/town/in/she/a
.......................................................................................................................

2 plays/on/John/football/the/weekends
.......................................................................................................................

3 my/make/I/every/bed/morning
.......................................................................................................................

4 no/milk/there/left/is/fridge/the/in
.......................................................................................................................

5 reads/free/James/in/time/his
.......................................................................................................................

Writing

11 Write the words in the correct order.

12 Write a short text about yourself. Describe your hobbies, your favorite school subjects,
your best friend and family, etc. Use the text in Ex. 10 as a model.

..........................................................

..........................................................

..........................................................

..........................................................

..........................................................

..........................................................

..........................................................

..........................................................

..........................................................

..........................................................

..........................................................

Glue your picture here.
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B) Work in pairs. The pictures above show people doing things at home. Now talk together
about what you like and dislike doing at home.

ñ what you can see in the photograph
ñ what the people are doing 
ñ what they are wearing
ñ how they feel

Describing pictures
A) Choose a picture and describe it to your partner. Talk about:

A

B
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Name: ...................................... Date: ........................ Class: ........................

What does your house look like? Draw a picture of your house and label each room. Then describe
your house and your neighborhood. What do you like about your house? Include details like where
your house is located, how many bedrooms and bathrooms it has, what other rooms it has, what
is outside your house (e.g., a pool, a garden, a forest, etc.), what your neighborhood looks like,
and if there are any stores or restaurants nearby, etc. Include a lot of details and be creative.

.......................................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................

My House

Design your house here. Don’t forget to label each part of your house.
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Students play in groups of three. Each group prepares short dialogues which contain sentences
translated word-for-word from their language. Students take turns to act out the dialogues. Any
student from the other groups that spots the mistake raises their hand and says “Hey!”. If the
student says the sentence correctly, their group wins one point. If not, they lose one point.
When the students act out all the dialogues, the team with the most points wins.

“Hi! What are

you doing?”

“Hey! How are

you?”

“I’m fine thanks!”

“Thanks!”

“Hey! You’re

welcome!”

“Nothing!”
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kiss shake give nod

13

Vocabulary 
Body language

1 a) Complete the sentences using the
present simple or the present progressive.

2 Choose the correct word.

1 When I’m nervous, I just can’t stop biting/
eating my nails!

2 How do you usually deal/handle with conflict?
3 When two people meet for the first time,

they usually scratch/shake hands.
4 You should always try to face a difficult state/

situation in a positive way.
5 Mark has no brothers or sisters. He’s a(n)

unique/only child.
6 Peter clenched/opened his fist ready to punch

Mark, but decided to suppress his anger.
7 Michael hopes he will become a successful

lawyer before he climbs/turns forty.
8 What do you do to break/cut the ice when

you meet new people?

1 Ms. Jameson ..................... her son on the
cheek every morning.

2 Tony ..................... his head in agreement. 
3 Susan ..................... her head right now.

She does not agree. 
4 Rachel always ..................... her mom a

hug before she goes to school.

Adjectives

3 Fill in: impatient, frustrated, reliable,
confused, annoyed, honest, stubborn,
sensitive.

1 Sandra was hurt and ................ because
her best friend forgot her birthday.

2 I don’t know what else to do to change your
mind. You’re so ................!

3 Most people get really ................ when
they get stuck in traffic.

4 Things happened quickly. Michael was
................ and didn’t know how to react.

5 Alex is not very ................ . He always says
he will be there for you but he never is.

6 Why do you always have to be so ................?
Just join the line and wait.

7 Do you think that lawyers can be totally
................ when they defend their clients?

8 Don’t tell her she’s put on weight. She is very
................ and she’ll start crying.

1 Sarah ....................
............................

b) Read the speech bubbles. Use the verbs
in the box to complete the sentences.

“I feel so
embarrassed!”

2 David ...................
...........................

“I’m so happy!”

3 Tonya ..................
..........................

“I can’t do this math
problem! It’s so

confusing!” 

4 Paul .....................
...........................“I’m so tired!”

smile yawn blush frown
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Lisa and Helen 1) ............................ (live) in the

city. However, today they 2) ..........................

(visit) their grandmother, Ms. Peterson, in her

cottage. They 3) ...............................................

(usually/not have) free time to visit her. But,

today 4) ............................ (be) a special day for

Ms. Peterson because she 5) .........................

(celebrate) her 75th birthday. They always

6) ........................ (have) a great time together.

They really 7) ......................... (miss) their

grandmother when they 8) ........................ (be) in

the city. The girls 9) ...................................

(think) of moving to the country, too. They

10) ..................................... (think) that people

who 11) .............................. (live) far from the city

12) ............................ (have) a better quality of life.

14

Grammar 
Simple present vs. Present progressive

4 Fill in the blanks with the simple present
or the present progressive.

-ing form/full infinitive

6 Complete the sentences. Use the –ing form
or full infinitive of the verbs in the list.

ñ have  ñ go  ñ use  ñ get  ñ come  
ñ join  ñ change  ñ stay in  ñ work out  
ñ eat  ñ walk

1 A: I was considering ..................... a gym.
B: That’s a great idea! .............................

is good for your body.
2 A: Do you want .......................... to the

movies tonight?
B: Not really. I’d prefer ...................... .

3 A: What would you like ........................?
B: It’s too late ........................ a proper

meal, so I’ll just have a salad.
4 A: Do you want me ........................ and

pick you up?
B: No, thanks. I don’t mind .................. .

5 A: Why are you going to the mall?
B: .......................... a present for mom.

6 A: Why won’t you allow me ......................
your cell phone?

B: Because you’re so careless! There’s nothing
you can do to get me .........................
my mind.

Phrasal verbs: come

7 Fill in the blanks with the correct particle(s).

1 Come ................ this evening to watch a
DVD.

2 Mike always comes ................ great ideas. 
3 When is the new movie coming ................?
4 I think I’m coming ................ the flu.

6 A: What ............................ (you/cook)? 
It ......................... (smell) really nice!

B: Lasagne. It ....................................
(taste) delicious, too!

5 Put the verbs in parentheses in the simple
present or the present progressive.

1 A: What time ® does the movie ® start (start)?
B: At 8:00.

2 A: Oh no! It ...................... (rain) again!
B: Yeah, don’t forget to take your umbrella

with you.
3 A: ............................... (you/understand)

this exercise?
B: No. Can you help me, please?

4 A: I’m going for a walk. ........................
.............. (you/want) to join me?

B: I’m sorry but I can’t. I ......................
(see) the dentist in half an hour.

5 A: You ............................... (look) upset. 
Is everything okay?

B: Everything is fine. Thanks.
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1 Michael likes playing his guitar or ...... to
music in his free time.
A listens B listening C listen

2 I lived in Moscow ...... 2000 ...... 2005.
A in, to B from, to
C between, to

3 I don’t really like going out ...... cold days.
A in B on C at

4 Tony doesn’t mind ...... his shirts.
A ironing B iron C to iron

5 Where ...... your sister ......? Can she get me
some milk on her way back home?
A are, going B does, go C is, going

6 Lyn ...... her friends after school.
A usually meet B meets usually
C usually meets

7 I’m so bored! Do you want ...... bowling?
A go B going C to go

8 Every year they raise money ...... help families
in need.
A so B to C for

9 Excuse me, where is ...... nearest bank?
A a B the C some

10 I can’t lift all these boxes ......! Can you help
me?
A me B myself C my

11 Could you please tell me what time the plane
......?
A is leaving B leave C leaves

12 Where is your brother? I want to invite ......
to my party.
A him B he C his

13 I’m sorry, but you can’t make me ...... my
mind!
A change B changing
C to change

14 Bob suggested ...... a dietician how to lose
weight.
A ask B to ask C asking

15 Why ...... you always ......? You know it really
annoys me!
A do, yawn B does, yawn
C are, yawning

16 A: ...... MP3 player is this?
B: It’s Billy’s.
A Who’s B Whose C What

17 ...... the police still ...... for the man who
robbed the bank yesterday?
A Is, looking B Do, look
C Are, looking

18 I don’t really like traveling by ...... bus, so I
usually take ...... train.
A the, the B —, the C —, a

19 ...... your brother ...... of moving?
A Do, think B Is, thinking
C Does, think

20 Hurry up! The play ...... at 8!
A is starting B starts C start

21 The bank is ...... to the post office.
A next B near C opposite

22 A: Is this your new car?
B: No, it isn’t. It’s my ...... .
A parents B parents’s C parents’

15

Grammar Review

8 Circle the correct item. 
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How can you tell when 0) ® someone is lying to you?

According to many experts, you can find all the information you

need in a person’s body 1) ..... . Our hands, for example, are

quite 2) ..... indicators of deception. If someone 3) ..... their nose

or mouth while speaking, the chances that they are lying are far

greater. When trying to deceive, people also tend to keep their

hands 4) ..... closer to their body.

Most modern lie detection, however, focuses 5) ..... the eyes.

Some experts claim that the direction our eyes move in when

answering questions shows whether we are 6) ..... a lie or not.

Apparently, most people 7) ..... slightly to the left when

remembering a real event, but slightly to the right when inventing a

8) ..... . 

It takes a lot of hard 9) ..... to become good at spotting a liar. Now

that you know some of the signs, why not ask a friend some

questions and put these ideas to the 10) .....?

16

Reading

9 Read the text. For each question choose the correct answer (A, B, C, or D).

0 A anyone B someone C everyone D people
1 A language B speech C talk D tongue
2 A honest B loyal C sincere D reliable
3 A feels B touches C contacts D holds
4 A much B very C more D well
5 A in B on C for D to
6 A giving B telling C saying D speaking
7 A see B gaze C look D watch
8 A report B legend C story D history
9 A chore B job C work D effort

10 A test B quiz C exam D trial
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Dear Mary,

How are you? Well, I’ve just seen an ad for

a cheap all-inclusive vacation to Kenya. It

looks great because it includes a five-day

safari to see all the wild animals. Do you

want to come with me?

Please let me know.

Jill

Now reply to it (30-40 words). You should
include:

ñ the reason you can’t go
ñ suggest meeting her before the vacation 
ñ suggest where you can meet

..................................................

..................................................

..................................................

..................................................

..................................................

Writing

10 Jill is going on vacation and has written a
short message to her friend Mary. Read
her message below and answer the
following questions:

ñ Where is she going to spend her summer
vacation?
...............................................
...............................................

ñ Why has she chosen this place for her
vacation?
...............................................
...............................................

ñ What else is there in her message?
...............................................
...............................................

Prepositions

11 Choose the correct preposition.

1 Ms. Rodriguez is very patient at/with her
students.

2 Why are you jealous with/of his talent?
3 Michael isn’t very good in/at dancing.
4 Sarah is very fond with/of dogs.

Word formation: Forming adjectives
from nouns/verbs

12 Fill in the blanks with an adjective
derived from the words in capitals.

1 Michael leads a very ...................... life.
ADVENTURE

2 You’re always behaving in such a .............
............... way! Grow up! CHILD

3 Tom is a sweet, ..................... boy. LOVE
4 I really like my job. I’ve always wanted to do

something so ......................... . CREATE
5 Don’t be afraid of my little iguana! He’s

.........................! HARM
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Making decisions
You are planning to have a party to celebrate the beginning of the school year in your new
school. Talk together about what you need for the party and then decide which are the most
important things to do. 
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Name: ...................................... Date: ........................ Class: ........................

Ask a member of your family and a friend of yours how they define friendship, how they choose
their friends, and how they deal with arguments with their friends. Then write a short paragraph
for each one of them. Also include your own views on this topic. You can glue a picture of each
one of you.

..........................................................

..........................................................

..........................................................

..........................................................

..........................................................

..........................................................

..........................................................

..........................................................

..........................................................

e.g., I think that friendship is all about
understanding and encouraging each other.
I also think it’s really important to be able
to trust a friend in difficult times. When I
was in the hospital with a broken leg, it
made me so happy when my friends visited
me and brought me presents! I choose
friends who will help me and not discourage
me. I do have arguments with my friends,
but I always try to listen to their side, as
well. Perhaps the most important thing is
making up again afterwards.

A picture of me

A picture of a

member of my

family

..........................................................

..........................................................

..........................................................

..........................................................

..........................................................

..........................................................

..........................................................

..........................................................

..........................................................

A picture of a

friend of mine
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h lz. wht r u dng n Strdy? hw
bt gng 2 th mvs?
(Hi Liz. What are you doing on
Saturday? How about going to
the movies?)

nthng spcl. tht snds grt. wht
tm?
(Nothing special. That sounds
great. What time?)

rnd 8. k? 
(Around 8. OK?)

thts fn wth m.
(That’s fine with me.)

C u thn.
(See you then.)

C u.
(See you.)

Short messagesShort messages

Students play in pairs. Student A writes a short message to Student B by leaving out the vowels
in words and using single letters or numbers. Then Student B decodes the message, writes it
out in full, and replies in code. Students win one point every time they decode a message
without making any spelling mistakes. Otherwise, they lose one point. The student with the
most points wins the game. 
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Vocabulary  
Science

1 Fill in the blanks with the
correct noun.

1 Alexander Graham Bell was the
i _ _ _ _ t _ r of the
telephone.

2 Pythagoras was a famous Greek
m _ _ _ _ m _ _ _ _ _ _ n.

3 Galileo Galilei, the Italian
p _ _ _ _ _ i _ t, was the first
to tell people about lunar
mountains and craters.

4 Initially, dreams were the source
of inspiration for the Spanish
a _ _ i _ t Salvador Dali.

5 When d _ _ _ o _ s take the
Hippocratic Oath, they promise to
follow the principles of medicine.

6 Frederick Banting and Charles Best
are the two s _ _ _ _ _ _ s _ s
who discovered insulin.

2 Complete the phrases.

ñ contact  ñ long  ñ correction
ñ travel  ñ culture  ñ humming

1 ....................... tradition
2 ....................... plate
3 ....................... bird
4 ....................... fluid
5 ....................... lens
6 ....................... arrangements

3 Choose the correct word.

1 Our chemistry teacher
showed us how to do/
make simple experiments. 

2 What does your father do/
make for a living?

3 There is a protocol you must
follow when you meet a member
of the royal/regal family. 

4 Albert Einstein performed/developed the theory of
relativity.

5 There were 1,000 passengers on board/aboard the ship.
6 People hope that the new mayor will improve/develop the

living conditions in their city.
7 Lynn’s parents hope that their daughter will arrive home

safe and good/sound.
8 Sue reached/came to the conclusion that she had to tell

her fiancé the truth. 
9 Antibiotics are used to treat/restore infections.

10 Peter has fully recovered/improved from his illness.
11 Radhanath Sickdhar, a mathematician from Calcutta,

invented/discovered Mount Everest. 
12 When Jane took/gave a closer look at the photograph,

she realized that there was a big stain on her dress.
13 Samantha used to write lengthened/long letters to her

family when she lived in Paris.
14 Many students work short/part-time to cover their

expenses.
15 The doctor gave/took an X-ray of her leg to make sure

nothing was broken.
16 The students produced/performed their experiments in

front of the audience.
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Used to/Would/Simple past 

6 Use the verbs in parentheses and used to/
would or the simple past to complete the
sentences. More than one answer may be
possible.

1 Ben ................. (play) football when he
was at school.

2 Lynn ................. (go) to the gym four
times a week when she was younger.

3 My grandmother ................. (read) me
a bedtime story when I was little.

4 When I lived in Paris, I .................
(have) a puppy.

Grammar 
Simple past vs. Past progressive

4 Put the verbs in parentheses in the simple
past or the past progressive.

1 A: What 1) ........................................
(you/do) when it 2) ..........................
(start) snowing? 

B: I 3) .................................. (study).
A: 4) ................................ (you/go out)?
B: No, I 5) ............................ (stay in).

2 A: What 1) .................. (happen) to you? 
B: I 2) ......................... (jog) in the park 

when I 3) .......................... (trip) and 
4) .................... (fall).

A: 5) ..................... (you/visit) a doctor? 
B: Yes, fortunately everything 6) ...............

(be) fine. The doctor 7) .......................
(not/put) a cast on my leg.

3 A: I 1) .................. (win) all the races that 
2) .......................... (take place) in my 
hometown when I 3) ............ (be) a student.

B: Really? And why 4) ...........................
(you/not/become) a professional racer?

A: Because I 5) ............. (want) to study
law and 6) ...................... (not/have)
time to train.

Subject/Object questions

5 Write questions to which the words in
bold are the answers.

1 Sue bought a new house.
®What did Sue buy?

2 Michael bought Sarah a present.
.......................................................

3 Gus is the younger of the two brothers.
.......................................................

4 Jessica bumped into Steve this morning.
.......................................................

Phrasal verbs: turn

7 Choose the correct particle.

1 Turn on/out the lights, please? It’s too dark. 
2 How many people turned out/up at Bill’s party?
3 Although they offered him $4,000, he turned

them off/down.
4 Fortunately, things turned out/up fine. 

Prepositions

8 Fill in the blanks with the correct
preposition.

1 What has happened ................. Jessie?
2 We should not experiment .................

animals.
3 What does the dish consist .................?
4 Yogurt is made ................. milk.
5 You need to think ................. a different

way to make him tell you the truth.

22
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1 Daniel repaired the broken window ...... .
A his B him C himself

2 Laura suggested ...... their summer vacation
in the Maldives this summer.
A spending B to spend C spend

3 I ...... of visiting my friends in Barcelona this
weekend.
A thought B think
C was thinking

4 What time ...... the plane ......?
A is, arriving B was, arriving
C does, arrive

5 A: Did you use to work part-time when you
were at college?

B: Yes, I ...... .
A used to B did
C used to work

6 Sarah ......! She’s never satisfied with anything!
A always complains
B is always complaining
C always complained

7 This is my pencil case and that one is ...... .
A your B yours C you

8 I usually go shopping ...... the weekend.
A in B on C during

9 What ...... you ...... yesterday evening at 8
o’clock?
A did, do B do, do
C were, doing 

10 Physics ...... my favorite subject.
A is B are C were

11 I ...... what you mean.
A see B am seeing
C was seeing

12 My parents didn’t let me ...... out on my own
when I was 8 years old.
A go B to go C going

13 The room ...... of her perfume.
A is smelling B smell C smells

14 It ...... when I left the house this morning.
A rained B was raining C rains

15 Michael ...... English before he became an
actor.
A used teach B teaches C taught

16 Susan ...... to music while her brother was
watching TV.
A listened B was listening
C listens

17 David ...... dressed and then he went to
work.
A was getting B got
C didn’t get

18 I ...... my apartment all day yesterday.
A cleaned B was cleaning
C clean

19 Do you know where .......... Nile is?
A — B the C a 

20 I ...... when I slipped and fell.
A was jogging B jogged C jog

21 Can you give me ...... advice about where to
stay when I go to Santorini?
A an B any C a lot of

22 Sam ...... to play tennis when he was younger.
He used to play football.
A didn’t use B didn’t used C not used 

23 Ross ...... to London in 1999.
A was moving B is moving C moved

23

Grammar Review

9 Circle the correct item. 
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Reading

10 Read the text. For each question choose the correct answer (A, B, C, or D).

24

A couple of months ago I was suffering from chest pains. The doctors did all the regular tests and
finally decided that I needed a heart operation. It was unexpected, but it didn’t worry me so much at
first. I thought that a few weeks off from work was all that was necessary. 

The real shock came when they explained that they were going to use a modern robotic arm to
carry out the surgery. The hospital had a new system called da Vinci that allowed doctors to operate
on the heart without cutting the chest open. Although I felt I could trust my doctors, placing my heart
in the hands of a steel machine just seemed like a different matter altogether. I wasn’t looking forward
to it at all.

On the day of the surgery, I tried to keep as calm as I could. The operation itself lasted less than thirty
minutes, and I was under general anesthesia the whole time. The only thing I remember is the doctor saying
that the da Vinci system was more reliable than the finest doctor in the world.

When I woke up, I could understand why. There were hardly any signs of the operation at all. My chest didn’t ache, and the only
marks I had were four tiny scars on my chest the size of peanuts. Best of all, they let me leave the hospital after four days of
important tests and resting. I can’t say that I’d ever like to do it again, but I’m certainly a lot less scared of it now. 

1 In this text the writer is describing
how
A his fear of robotic surgery was

unnecessary.
B his operation by a robotic arm

went wrong.
C he decided to test out the value

of robotic surgery.
D robotic surgery changed the

way he behaves.

2 What would a reader learn about
robotic surgery from the text? 
A Robotic surgery leaves no

marks on the patient’s body.
B The robot makes its own

decisions in the operation.
C Robotic surgery avoids breaking

the chest bone.
D Italian experts invented robotic

arms. 

3 What does the writer say about his reaction to the doctors’
decision?
A He was terrified when they told him he needed an

operation.
B He was unsure about the science behind the robotic arm.
C He wanted them to open his chest and operate manually.
D He wasn’t afraid until they mentioned the use of robotics.

4 What does he say about his current attitude to robotic
surgery?
A He feels more relaxed about it than before.
B He could never undergo robotic surgery again.
C He is not sure since he was asleep during the operation.
D He is just as afraid as he ever was.

5 What was the writer’s opinion before the operation?
A There’s nothing worse than heart surgery. 
B People are easier to trust than robots.
C I’ll be asleep so it really doesn’t matter.
D The least painful way is always the best.
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I was shopping yesterday

1) .............. I saw a man drop his

wallet on the road. I 2) .............. ran

to pick it up and started calling out,

but he couldn’t hear me. 3) ..............

I was trying to catch him, he

4) .............. got into a cab. I couldn’t

believe it! 5) .............. thinking for a

few seconds, I looked inside the

wallet and found a phone number.

6) .............. I got home, I called him

and told him I had his wallet. He

was so thankful, and 7) ..............

that day he came to collect it. 

Para 1 ñ Who were the main character(s)?:
When/Where did the story take place?:
(What a day that be. It be/end of May/my
biology class be/a nature field trip/Lake
Prespa. Miss Jenkins lead/trip. My friend
Dave love nature/be/really excited/the
trip.)

Para 2 ñ What happened?: What was the climax
event?: (After/morning walk down/lake, we
stop/break. Miss Jenkins show/different
birds & reptiles/beautiful book. Dave
ask/borrow it. He was looking at birds
through/binoculars. He spot/flamingo/
start/run towards it. Suddenly/he trip/Miss
Jenkins beautiful book fall/lake. I
immediately rush/to pull it out but/it be
ruined./Dave run over to Miss Jenkins/
apologize. Miss Jenkins understand/it/be/
accident/try/not to look upset/both Dave
and I know/she/be/we both/feel terrible.)

Para 3 ñ How did the character(s) feel?: (The very
next day/find/new edition/“Birds &
Reptiles” in/store by chance. I lend Dave/
money/buy it. Later that day/we surprise
Miss Jenkins/the/book. She be over the
moon/thank us both/our thoughtfulness.)

Writing

11 a) Complete the text using
the following time connectors: 

while later immediately

when suddenly after

Word formation: Forming nouns from
verbs/nouns

12 Fill in the blanks with a noun derived from
the words in capitals.

1 Susan’s driving ................. was really patient
with her. INSTRUCT

2 Susan is one of our fastest ................. . TYPE
3 Peter’s father was an ................. before he

retired. ECONOMY
4 ................. usually work long hours as their job

is very demanding. BANK

A teenage magazine has asked its
readers to send in short stories
entitled “I did everything I could to
make things right.” Write your story
for the competition (120-180 words).

“I did everything I could to make
things right.”
...........................................
...........................................
...........................................
...........................................
...........................................
...........................................

b) Read the rubric, underline
the key words, and use the
plan to write the story.

Use the prompts to help you
write your story.
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Describing pictures

B) Work in pairs. The pictures above show people doing dangerous jobs. Now talk together
about what qualities somebody needs to have to do these jobs and if you would like to do
either of them.

A) Choose a picture and describe it to your partner. Talk about:

ñ what the picture shows
ñ what the person is doing/wearing 
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Name:....................................... Date: ......................... Class: .........................

Imagine you have invented something such as a small gadget. Write a short description of it. Write:

ñ what it is/what to use it for
ñ how you did it
ñ what it is made from

..........................................................

..........................................................

..........................................................

..........................................................

..........................................................

..........................................................

Invent it!

..........................................................

..........................................................

..........................................................

..........................................................

..........................................................

..........................................................

..........................................................

..........................................................

..........................................................

..........................................................

..........................................................

A sketch of you and your invention

A sketch of you working on your invention

Small sketches of the things you used/what
your invention is made from

How I did it!

Let me introduce my invention to you

These are the magic components
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Sentence prompts: 

Question prompt cards:

Divide the class into two teams. Each team writes 10 sentence prompts. The two teams
exchange their cards. Students also prepare six question prompt cards. A student from team A
picks up a sentence prompt and a question prompt card. Team A needs to ask a question to find
out more information about the sentence prompt. Team B needs to answer this question. Then
a student from B repeats the process. Each team gets one point for each correct
question/answer they give. When students deal with all the sentence prompts, the team with
the most points wins.

Our dog
looked
sick

It was
sunny

I met
my

friends

We
wanted to
go to the
beach

WHO?

WHAT? WHEN?
WHY?

WHERE? HOW?

“Our dog
looked
sick.”

“What did
you do

about it?”

“I took it to the
vet.”
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Reason New Word

1 fork — flour — knife — spoon

2 carrots — broccoli — eggs — onions 

3 meat — cheese — chicken — fish 

4 frying pan — saucepan — dish — stove 

29

2 Complete the web diagrams using the words below.

ñ meat  ñ broccoli  ñ fork  ñ onions  ñ chicken  
ñ knife  ñ cauliflower  ñ eggs  ñ spoon  ñ celery  
ñ fish  ñ saucepan

Ways of cooking

3 Circle the correct word.

1 Ted likes steamed / poached eggs while I prefer baked /
scrambled eggs. 

2 Mom made a great scrambled / steamed vegetable and
rice dish the other day.

3 We’re having roast / poached chicken and potatoes for
supper tonight.

4 Boiled / Sliced food isn’t as tasty as fried food, but it’s
much healthier.

5 My brother loves to eat scrambled / grilled fish in the
summer.

6 Freshly baked / grilled bread is always delicious.

1 ..................... the cheese.
2 ..................... the butter.
3 ..................... the eggs.
4 ..................... the onions.
5 ..................... the potatoes.
6 ..................... the bread.

1 a place where you can
send letters and buy 
stamps .......

2 a place where you can
buy plants and flowers .......

3 a place where you can
buy medicine .......

4 a place where you can
buy newspapers and
magazines .......

5 a place where you can
have your eyes checked .......

6 a place where you can
buy seafood .......

7 a place where you can
have your hair cut and
blow-dried .......

8 a place where you can
buy a loaf of bread .......

9 a place where you can
buy rings, necklaces,
and bracelets .......

Stores

5 Read the definitions below.
Then write the correct word
in the blanks that follow.

Vocabulary 
Food

1 Circle the item that is out of place. Then explain why it
is out of place and add another item to each category.

4 Using the words below,
complete the phrases.

ñ chop  ñ beat ñ slice
ñ peel  ñ grate  ñ melt 
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7 Complete the email by putting the correct
verb in the present perfect or the present
perfect progressive.

ñ train  ñ do  ñ be  ñ speak  ñ not see  
ñ take  ñ study

Prepositions

9 Circle the correct preposition.

1 Many people are allergic to / with different
types of food, so they suffer for / from various
symptoms.

2 She always goes out for / with her friends at /
on the weekends.

3 Isabelle lived at / in Spain for nine years.
4 I’m going for / on a diet to lose some weight.

30

Hey Ashley,
How are you? I’m sorry it 1) ................ me so long
to respond to your letter, but I 2) ................. very
busy the past week. I 3) .................. every day
because I have three exams next week. I
4) ................. also .................. for my tennis
competition which is in two weeks. 5) .................
you ................ anything fun or exciting lately? I
can’t believe it’s almost summer. I really need to go
on vacation because I’m exhausted. I hope I can
travel abroad again this year. Last year, I had an
amazing time in Brazil. Hopefully I can visit a new
country this summer. Well, that’s all for now. I have
to do some homework. Write back soon.
Your friend,
Rita
P.S. 6) .................. you .................. to Joanne
lately? I 7) .................. her since last month. I
hope she is doing well. Let me know if you want to
hang out next week after I finish my exams.

Word formation: Forming verbs from
adjectives

10 Fill in the blanks with a verb in the correct
form derived from the words in capitals.

1 Elizabeth ................... her name to Lisa.
SHORT

2 Don’t forget to ................... your seatbelts.
FAST

3 Can you ................... that picture on the
wall for me, please? STRAIGHT

4 ................... the cloth before you use it.
DAMP

Grammar 
Present perfect vs. Simple past 

6 Underline the correct form of the verb.

1 We ate/have eaten supper two hours ago.
2 I haven’t seen/didn’t see that movie yet.
3 Ben didn’t study/hasn’t studied yet.
4 Maria has gone/went shopping last week.
5 He screamed/has screamed when he saw a

snake in his room. 
6 Beth didn’t talk/hasn’t talked to Luke since

last month.
7 Tom visited/has visited his aunt last night.
8 I have bought/bought a beautiful blouse

when I went shopping three days ago.
9 Joe hasn’t had/didn’t have lunch yet. 

Phrasal verbs: go

8 Fill in the blanks using the correct form
of: go through, go after, go up, go on, go
for, go about.

1 Dad always told me that I should .............
my dreams.

2 Rick has been ................... a very difficult 
time which is why he’s been so quiet lately.

3 Mom wants to sell our car, but it won’t
.................... much because it’s very old.

4 The price of food ........................... last
week. Now, it’s more expensive than ever.

5 I don’t know how to .............................
telling Sam that I don’t like him.

6 “Hi Sue. I haven’t seen you in a long time.
What’s .......................................?”
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1 Sara always ....... with her dog Rex after
school.
A playing B plays C play

2 ....... old is Adam?
A Who B How often C How

3 Grandma usually visits us ....... July.
A in B on C at

4 ....... brother’s name is Ted.
A Me B Mine C My

5 I cooked ....... delicious meal last night.
A an B a C the

6 ....... little girl was eating ....... big piece of
chocolate cake.
A An, the B The, an C The, a

7 They never ....... television.
A watch B watching C watches

8 We ....... to the movies this Friday night.
A going B are go C are going

9 My parents ....... right now.
A are sleeping B sleep C slept

10 Greg is going out ...... football with his friends.
A play B to playing C to play

11 I can’t ....... with the answers to my math
homework. I’m never going to finish!
A come down B come up C come out 

12 He ....... the dishes after dinner and then
....... to sleep.
A wash, goes B washed, gone
C washed, went

13 I ....... my favorite book while my sister .......
TV.
A was reading, watching
B read, was watching
C was reading, was watching

14 I saw ....... at the library last night.
A her B she C hers

15 ....... let me use his phone to call my parents.
A Him B He C His

16 She ....... visit her grandparents every weekend
when she was younger.
A use to B use C used to

17 Everyone must ....... their cell phones during
the test.
A turn on B turn down C turn off

18 I received a great job offer, but I ....... .
A turned it off B turned it down
C turned it up

19 ....... the onions yet?
A Have you chopped B Are you chopping
C Did you chop

20 Jill ....... judo for many years.
A have been doing B has been doing
C is doing

21 They ....... lasagna.
A has never eaten B have never eat
C have never eaten

22 Craig and Diane ....... last night.
A go out B went out
C have gone out

23 She ....... in Paris since 2001.
A has been living B have been living     
C has lived  

24 How should I ....... telling him the bad news?
A go on  B go out C go about

25 Mom ....... the house all day.
A has been cleaning B cleaned
C has cleaned 

Grammar Review

11 Circle the correct item.
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The Place — I think this is a great name for a burger
restaurant! They offer the best burgers in town. This restaurant
is a good deal. My children love it and we usually stop in on the
way home and bring something back with us, especially if I have
had a hard day at work. Sometimes, we eat there. 

Riverside Restaurant — The best thing about this out-of-
town restaurant is its romantic setting overlooking the river.
There is a large dining area upstairs and a small disco
downstairs. The food is OK and reasonably priced, and although
they were extremely busy, everyone working there was very
friendly and helpful.

The Riverboat — If you are looking for something
different, this old ferry boat on the river is a good choice. It is 2
miles from the downtown area with a parking lot on the riverside
and a very good piano player. The food is pricey but excellent,
especially the fish which was delicious. The waiter said it was
“today’s catch” and I believe him. 

A Taste of Thailand — The surroundings here are so
beautiful and I love the way that Thai people prepare their food
with flower shaped carrots and tomatoes decorating the plates.
The waitress was charming and very helpful. Some dishes are
spicy and they prepare an excellent meal for four so you can try
different dishes (not suitable for vegetarians).

Cliff’s Carvery — This new restaurant opened last month
on North Street and has a small parking lot in the back. This is
a restaurant for meat lovers. It’s buffet style so you can fill your
plate with as much as you like. There is a choice of roast meat,
a selection of hot, fresh vegetables, a salad bar for the main
course, and a delicious variety of desserts. 

China Doll — This is my favorite Chinese restaurant with
lovely fish and meat dishes, and lots of vegetable dishes to
choose from. They do offer a takeout service, but it is a little bit
expensive. It is a short walk from the station so you can leave
the car behind. Take the family and practice eating with
chopsticks (but they do give you a knife and fork too!) 

Mario’s Restaurant — Last week, we went to this little
family run restaurant to celebrate our son’s graduation. He is a
vegetarian, but my husband likes to eat meat and the menu was
suitable for both of them. They had some live music which was
entertaining, but it was a pity that the service was so slow.

The Daisy Chain — This restaurant is part of a chain of
restaurants offering good traditional English food at a good
price. There is a children’s play area which was popular with the
kids, but we found it difficult to find a place to park the car.

H

G

F

A

B

C

D

E

Pauline and her friend Janet like to go out on Friday evening in town to relax after work and enjoy a meal
together. Last week, they had Chinese food. They are both vegetarians, and they love trying new
restaurants and different kinds of food.
Mr. and Mrs. Green are celebrating their 30th wedding anniversary, and they are looking for somewhere special
for a romantic dinner for two. They like eating fresh fish and would like to listen to some music.
Jason will be 18 at the end of the month. His parents have said he can have a party. He wants to invite 10
friends and go somewhere where they can have something to eat and dance.
Andrew would like to take his family out this weekend. He and his wife have two children aged 7 and 9 and
his elderly mother also lives with them. He would like to go somewhere with a parking lot, where the food
is English and reasonably priced.
Michelle and Lauren are students and have just moved into a new apartment. After a tiring day, they are
hungry. Because everything is still in boxes, they want to eat out or order takeout, but they do not want
to spend a lot of money.

5

4

3

2

1

Places to eat in and around town

32

Reading

12 The people below are all looking for a restaurant to go to. There are eight restaurant
reviews. Decide which restaurant would be the most suitable for the following people.
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Para 1 ñ What is the name of the restaurant? Where is it? (“Good and on the Go” be/
new fast food restaurant/open downtown last week. I go there/Friday.)

Para 2 ñ What does it look like outside and inside? (It be/small building/two floors.
There be tables downstairs/upstairs. /walls be in bright colors/pictures/
local artists. There be/children’s play area upstairs.)

Para 3 ñ Service, staff, dishes, prices (It be/self-service where you order/pay/the
counter. You can eat there/get/takeout. /Staff be/helpful/service/fast./
restaurant have good food/big portions/reasonable prices. For example/my pizza
cost $5/my friend/burger and french fries/only cost $3.50. /menu also offer
vegetarian dishes/desserts/ice cream/fruit pie/cake. They make/great
milkshake.) 

Para 4 ñ Recommendation (I plan/visit/“Good and on the Go”/again. It
be/convenient location/have friendly atmosphere. Everything be clean/prices
be very reasonable. This/be/one/the best fast food restaurant/town.)

........................................................
........................................................

.............

........................................................
........................................................

.............

........................................................
........................................................

.............

........................................................
........................................................

.............

........................................................
........................................................

.............

........................................................
........................................................

.............

........................................................
........................................................

.............

........................................................
........................................................

.............

........................................................
........................................................

.............

........................................................
........................................................

.............

........................................................
........................................................

.............

Writing (a restaurant review)

13 Write a review describing a new fast food restaurant that has opened in your area. Use
the plan and prompts below (80-100 words).
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B) Work in pairs. The pictures above show people cooking and preparing food in the kitchen.
Now talk together about the food that your families cook and prepare at home and the food
that you like or don’t like to eat.

2

1

ñ where the picture was taken
ñ what the picture shows
ñ what the person is doing/wearing
ñ how the person feels

Describing pictures
A) Choose a picture and describe it to your partner. Talk about:
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Celebrating with Food

Write a letter to your American pen pal describing your favorite traditional food. Complete the
letter below. Then find a picture of the dish and glue it onto the space provided.

Name: ........................................... Date: ................... Class: ..................

Date: ...........................,

Dear ...........................,

My favorite traditional dish is .......................................
.............................................................................

My ............................................................ usually
cooks the food and we eat it during ..............................
.............................................................................
The ingredients that we use to make this dish are ..............
.........................................................................................................................
.........................................................................................................................
The way we cook and prepare this dish is ...................................................................
.........................................................................................................................
.........................................................................................................................
.........................................................................................................................
.........................................................................................................................
I enjoy eating this food because ...............................................................................
.........................................................................................................................
Please write back and tell me about your favorite traditional food!

Your friend,
..........................

Glue your picture here …
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Sample Story Start Cards:

Student A turns over the following story start card:  

Student A’s new sentence: When all of a sudden, I saw a woman in a white dress appear
in front of me.

The next student continues the story in the same way, and the game continues until
there is a winner.

It was a cold,
foggy night ...

Once upon
a time, ... I had the most

exciting day
yesterday ...

They were

walking in

the park late

one night ...

I’ve traveled
abroad many
times ...

Late one
night ...

It was a cold,
foggy night ...

Students play in pairs or groups of three. Each pair or group gets a set of story start cards.
Student A turns over a story start card and reads it to the group/pair. Then student A continues
the story by adding on a sentence that contains one verb (in the past progressive, simple past,
present perfect, or present perfect progressive), and at least one noun or adjective. After
student A completes their turn, the other students continue in the same manner. The sentences
don’t have to make sense, and they can be silly or funny. However, they must be grammatically
correct. Each correct sentence gets one point. If a student makes a mistake or cannot continue,
one point is deducted and the student loses a turn. The game ends when the group can no longer
continue the story. The group with the most points at the end wins the game.
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5 My best friend has wavy / narrow hair.
6 My teacher has a high / double chin because

she is skinny / overweight.
7 Anthony doesn’t eat very much so he’s quite

skinny / overweight.

Vocabulary 
Physical appearance

1 Match the words to form phrases. 

3 Circle the correct adjective.

1 My dad has bushy / deep eyebrows.
2 Kate’s ears are wide / pierced.
3 Ann’s lips are very chubby / full; I’m so jealous!
4 I think that Josh is a very long / handsome

young man.

4 Complete the sentences with the verbs
below. Pay attention to the tenses.

1 I cut my hair every month because it ............
fast.

2 The boy ............ his hand in class because
he wanted to answer the question.

3 Luis ............ his shoulders because he
didn’t know the answer.

4 When mom asked me if I wanted more
spaghetti, I ............ my head.

5 Felicity ............ too much on her appearance.
6 I’ve gained some weight this past month and

now my clothes don’t ............ me.
7 Boys and girls ............ at different speeds.
8 The things that women and girls see on TV

and in magazines often ............ them.
9 My sister ............ at herself in the mirror all

the time.

2 Read the text and replace the bold words
with their opposites.

bushy

deep

bald

full

pierced

curly

thin7

6

5

4

3

2

1

a mustache
b lips
c ears
d eyebrows
e wrinkles
f head 
g hair

My best friend Isabelle is a very 1) .....................

(short) and 2) ..................... (ugly) girl. She has

3) ..................... (short) 4) ..................... (straight)

hair and 5) ..................... (thin) lips. Isabelle is

6) ..................... (unfriendly) and smart. 

Isabelle’s younger sister, Marie, is also my friend.

Marie doesn’t look like Isabelle, though. Marie is

7) ..................... (tall) and 8) ..................... (skinny)

with 9) ..................... (curly) brown hair. However,

Marie is friendly and smart like her sister. I'm very

10) ..................... (sad) that they are my friends!
Clothes and Fashion

5 Circle the word that’s out of place. Then
add another word to each group.

1 floral — plain — bright — plaid — .............
2 fashionable — modern — plain — trendy —

...............
3 elegant — linen — silk — velvet — ...............
4 polka-dot — striped — patterned — nylon —

...............
5 cotton — leather — denim — classy — ............
6 sporty — denim — casual — sharp — ............

raise stare shrug mature nod

grow focus affect fit
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7 Put the adjectives in parentheses in the
correct form. Add any necessary words
where needed.

1 A: That was such a great movie.
B: I agree. It was one of .........................

(good) movies I’ve seen in a long time.
2 A: Are you older than Greg?

B: No, actually I'm a couple of years
......................... (young) than him.

3 A: Meg is so pretty, isn’t she?
B: Yeah, she’s one of ............................

(beautiful) girls I know.
4 A: I think we should travel by plane.

B: Well, traveling by plane is ..................
............ (fast) way to get there, but it is
also ............................. (expensive). 

38

1 Katherine is ® friendlier than Lucy.
2 Maria is .................................... of all.
3 Lucy is ................................ Maria, but 

Katherine is ............................... of all.
4 Maria is .......................... Katherine, but 

Lucy is ..................................... of all.
5 Maria is ................................ Lucy, but 

Katherine is ............................... of all.

Katherine Lucy Maria

friendly ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

old ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

tall ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

beautiful ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

5 A: The service is terrible.
B: I know. This is ......................... (bad)

restaurant I’ve ever been to.
6 A: I am so relieved that I passed my exam.

B: I can tell. You definitely look ...................
................... (relax) now than you did
before. 

So / Such – Too / Enough

9 Circle the correct answer.

1 These shoes are such / so comfortable.
2 David is so / such a handsome young man.
3 I’m too / enough tired to go out tonight.
4 Let’s go swimming today. It’s warm too /

enough.
5 This is such / so a beautiful bracelet.

Grammar 
Comparative/Superlative

6 Look at the table and complete the
sentences using the correct form of the
adjectives and any other necessary words.

8 Circle the correct answer.

1 Fred is ..... his brother, Jack.
A taller B as tall as C the tallest

2 He’s ..... of his friends.
A successful as B less successful than
C the least successful

3 My mom is ..... my dad.
A much younger than B younger
C young as

4 Planes are ..... trains and cars.
A faster than B as fast as C fast

5 Jason is ..... person I know. He always makes
me laugh.
A funnier than B the funnier
C the funniest

6 I bought a ..... new pair of gold earrings
yesterday.
A most beautiful B more beautiful
C beautiful
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Grammar Review

10 Circle the correct item.

1 Ann is ...... than Linda.
A popular B more popular
C most popular

2 ...... time do you wake up every morning?
A How B When C What

3 The butcher shop is located ...... the movie
theater and the clothes store.
A in B under C between

4 I ...... as a teacher since 2005.
A have been work
B has been working
C have been working

5 I can’t afford to buy these boots. They’re
...... expensive.
A enough B too C such

6 Nathan is the ...... person I’ve ever met.
A funnier B funny C funniest

7 Melissa loves ..... abroad and ..... new people.
A traveling, meet B travel, meeting
C traveling, meeting

8 This cake is ...... delicious! I can’t stop
eating it.
A such B so C too

9 Ben ...... a new computer last month.
A was buying B buys C bought

10 I ...... in my room when I ...... an unusual
noise.
A was studying, was hearing
B was studying, heard
C studied, was hearing

11 I called ...... last night.
A him B his C he

12 Nicole ...... her cell phone during the exam. 
A turn off B turned around
C turned off

13 Jason ...... Chinese food.
A has never eaten
B have never eaten
C has never eat

14 ...... best friend, Ellen, is from New York.
A My B Mine C Me

15 Sandra is ...... a difficult time at home.
A going out B going through
C going about

16 Ted ...... a movie with his friends right now.
A watches B is watching C watching

17 Andrea is ...... Joanne but ...... Katie.
A taller, shorter
B taller than, the shortest
C taller than, shorter than

18 Alison wants ...... a doctor when she grows up.
A becoming B to become
C to becoming

19 It’s not warm ...... to go to the beach yet. 
A enough B too C such

20 Chad is ...... a friendly person. He’s always
willing to help. 
A so B too C such

21 I had ...... sandwich and ...... apple for lunch
today.
A an, a B a, a C a, an

22 Andrew ...... reading books about animals and
nature.
A enjoying B enjoys C enjoy

23 Grant is the ...... student in the class.
A quietest B quieter C quiet

24 You shouldn’t ...... doing your homework.
A put out B put on C put off

25 I ...... that book four times in the past year.
A has read B have read
C have been reading
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Reading

11 Read the text. For each question choose the correct answer (A, B, C, or D).

You feel overwhelmed and confused.
You’re always 1) ................ pressure and

it seems like people expect too
2) ................ from you. You have a
difficult time controlling your emotions
and your mood seems to change
constantly. These things are all part of
growing up and it’s normal to feel
stress and pressure 3) ................ .
However, stress becomes a problem
when you start losing sleep and when
your ability to 4) ................ on basic

things, like studying, decreases. 
Teenagers these days have a lot to

deal with. When teens are forced to
5) ................ their problems alone over
a long period of time, then stress

becomes 6) ................ major problem
and can lead to serious physical and emotional
side-effects. Here are some simple things that you
can do to reduce your stress and to feel better
about yourself again:
ñ Think positive! Push away those negative

thoughts that make you feel sad and angry.

Having a positive 7) ................
will help you deal with any
situation more calmly.

ñ Don’t set 8) ................ goals
and don’t try to achieve
perfection. No one is perfect, so
just do your best.

ñ Rest, eat well, and exercise. Your
body needs a lot of 9) ................
and minerals in order to stay
healthy, so avoid unhealthy food
and bad habits such as smoking
or drinking alcohol. Exercising a
few days a week will make you feel
better about yourself and it will help you fight
stress.

ñ Communication is extremely important. Find
someone you can trust and talk to them about
how you feel and what you’re going through.
10) ................ your thoughts with others is a
wonderful way to release stress. 

Everyone experiences stress and pressure. Just try
to find helpful ways to handle your problems and
don’t forget to relax. 

1 A with
2 A more
3 A sometimes
4 A do
5 A see 
6 A an
7 A idea
8 A strange
9 A energy

10 A Giving

B on
B lots
B anytime
B see
B stare
B a
B position
B complicated
B health
B Showing

C under
C many
C anyhow
C think
C face
C the
C attitude
C high
C vitamins
C Sharing

D in
D much
D everytime 
D concentrate 
D deal
D one
D thought
D unrealistic 
D fruit
D Dividing
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Writing

12 This is part of an email you received
from your best friend.

You seemed really upset and stressed the last time we hung
out. Did something happen? Please write back and let me
know what is going on because I’m worried about you.

Now write an email (about 80-100
words), telling your best friend:

ñ Why you were upset that day.
ñ How you feel now and what problems

you are facing.
ñ Finally, ask your best friend for some

advice and help.

....................................................

....................................................

....................................................

....................................................

....................................................

....................................................

....................................................

....................................................

....................................................

....................................................

....................................................

....................................................

....................................................

....................................................

....................................................

....................................................

....................................................

....................................................

....................................................

....................................................

....................................................

Prepositions

13 Fill in the blanks. Use on, to, at, up,
for, and with.

1 Stop looking ........... yourself in the mirror.
2 Ryan doesn’t focus ........... his appearance.
3 I enjoy talking ........... my mom.
4 Tim grew ........... in LA.
5 Kim loves going out ........... her friends.
6 I need to buy a gift ........... Brenda.

Phrasal verbs: put

14 Underline the correct particle.

1 Tony decided to put on/off going to the dentist.
2 You should put with/on your coat. It’s cold.
3 I refuse to put up with/on with mean people.
4 The firemen put up/out the fire.
5 It’s not right to put down/up people who

disagree with you.
6 Can you please put me through/on to the

customer service department.

Word formation: Forming opposite
adjectives

15 Fill in the blanks with an adjective
derived from the words in capitals.

1 These shoes are very ........................... .
I can’t wait to take them off. COMFORTABLE

2 The boy’s bad behavior was .................. .
APPROPRIATE

3 Peter is .......................... of operating his
computer, so he always asks for help.
CAPABLE

4 Brad is ......................... because he can’t
go to his friend’s party on Saturday. HAPPY
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Making decisions
Your friend has been feeling rather down lately because he/she has gained some weight and is
having problems with his/her skin. In pairs, discuss your friend’s problem and decide what
your friend should and shouldn’t do to feel better and more confident. 
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Fashion Design

Design it!

Your school is having a fashion show. You have been asked to design clothing for the show. Create
a complete outfit. Describe the different parts, colors, patterns, and what materials or fabrics it
is made from. What style is it, who would wear it, and when? Draw a sketch of your design in the
space below.

Name: ........................................... Date: ................... Class: ..................

Description of My Design: ......................................
.......................................................................
.......................................................................
.......................................................................
.......................................................................
.......................................................................
.......................................................................
.......................................................................
.......................................................................
.......................................................................
.......................................................................
.......................................................................

Fabrics and Materials Used: ................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
Style: ............................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
Designed For: .................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
Additional Comments About My Design: .................................................................
....................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................

Add a sketch of your

design here …
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Students play in pairs. Give each student five number cards (each card has one number on it: 1,
2, 3, 4, and 5). Each pair gets two situation cards and they must decide which role they are going
to take. Then students must perform a dialogue based on their situation card in front of the
class. Each dialogue should last 20-30 seconds. At the end of each performance, each student
gives the pair a score by holding up one of their number cards. Add up all the numbers of each
performance and keep track of the scores by writing them on the board. Once all pairs have
performed, the pair with the highest score wins the game. 

® Student A: Hi, Tom. Why the long face?
Student B: I just don’t know what to do.
Student A: What’s the problem?
Student B: Ann. I really like her, but I just don’t know what to say. What should I do?
Student A: I see. Well, if I were you, I’d ask her on a date.
Student B: No way! What if she turns me down?
Student A: Why don’t you sit next to her in class and start a conversation? That’s easy enough

to do.
Student B: That’s easy for you to say.
Student A: Come on, Tom. You shouldn’t be so shy. Look. She’s alone. Go!
Student B: OK, I’ll give it a try. It might not be such a bad idea.
Student A: Good luck!

After Pair 1 finishes their dialogue, each student holds up their score cards. Add up the numbers and
move on to the next pair. Continue this procedure until all pairs have performed their dialogues. 

Pair 1 has the following situation card: 

You like your new

classmate and want to get

to know him/her better,

but you don’t know what

to do. Ask for advice.

Your best friend has a lot

of pimples on his/her face,

and doesn’t like the way

he/she looks. Give advice.

You are at a new school

and you want to make new

friends. You are very shy

and don’t know what to

do. Ask for advice.

Sample Situation Cards:

44

You like your new
classmate and want to get
to know him/her better, but
you don’t know what to do.

Ask for advice.
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Vocabulary
Types of animals

1 Read the descriptions. Then guess the
animal and write the word in the blanks.

1 It has wings, a beak, and black and white
feathers. Most species live in cold climates.
..........................................................

2 It has four legs, black and white stripes, and
a tail.
......................................................

3 It has black spots all over its body, a tail, big
paws, whiskers, and it runs very fast.
......................................................

4 It has wings and antennae. There are many
different species of this insect.
......................................................

5 It has a very large head and body, and it is
usually gray or brown. It has a big horn on its
head.
......................................................

6 It doesn’t have any legs. It has a long body and
scales. It slithers on the ground.
......................................................

7 It has white feathers, wings, and a beak. It can
float on water and live on land.
......................................................

2 Complete the sentences using the verbs
below. Pay attention to the tenses.

1 My friend, Danny, ................ a lot of fish
on our fishing trip last week. 

2 I ................ a love for animals at a very
young age.

3 A jellyfish ................ my leg last summer
when I was swimming at the beach. 

4 Lions must ................ for their food in order
to eat and survive.

5 You shouldn’t ................ a fear of animals
and insects in children.

Senses

3 Complete the sentences using the verbs
below. Pay attention to the tenses.

1 This chocolate cake ................ great! It’s
very delicious. 

2 Samantha has a problem with her vision, so
she can’t ................ things that are far
away.

3 Did you ................ the strange sound that
the animal made?

4 You’re not allowed to ................ some of
the animals at the zoo.

5 My new perfume ................ wonderful! 

Animal sounds

4 Complete the sentences using the words
below. Pay attention to the tenses.

1 My dog always ................... when he feels
nervous or scared.

2 The sound of bees ................... irritates me.
3 I was very frightened when I went camping last

year. I heard owls ................... and wolves
................... every night! 

4 Gary bought three small mice last week. They
................... all day long, but Gary doesn’t
mind the noise.

5 The beautiful horse ................... when it
sensed danger approaching. 

6 The little boy screamed when he heard the
snake ................... .

45

instil develop hunt catch sting

smell hear touch taste see

hiss hoot squeak neigh 

bark howl buzz
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Grammar 
Past Perfect

5 Complete the sentences by putting the verbs
in parentheses in the past perfect form.

1 Jane was upset because she ................
.................. (lose) her gold bracelet.

2 Diane ..............................................
(already/have) lunch, so she wasn’t hungry. 

3 Mom .............................. (cook) dinner 
before I returned from school.

4 Amanda was angry because her best friend
............................. (not/call) her on her
birthday.

5 By the time I arrived, Jason ...................
(leave).

6 Joanne was crying all day because she ......
...................... (not/pass) the exam.

6 Join the sentences using the words in
parentheses and the past perfect form.

1 Jacob lived in New York. He moved to Spain.
(before)
® Jacob had lived in New York before he
moved to Spain. 

2 They went to sleep. They ate dinner. (after)
......................................................

3 I cleaned the house. My parents came home.
(by the time)
......................................................

4 She went out with her friends. She finished
her homework. (as soon as)
......................................................

5 Harry was sad. He failed his math exam.
(because)
......................................................

6 Mom prepared dinner. Dad came home from
work. (before)
......................................................

Some — Any — Every — No and
compounds/quantifiers 

8 Underline the correct item to complete the
sentences. 

1 I can’t find my wallet. I’ve looked anywhere/
everywhere.

2 New York has lots of/much great museums
and restaurants.

3 Are there every/any eggs left?
4 Adam learned many/much new things in class

today.
5 No one/Anyone knows what really happened.
6 We must get to the airport immediately. Our

plane leaves in a little/a few minutes!
7 Can I borrow some/any money, please?
8 How many/much flour do we need to add to

the mixture?
9 Let’s go somewhere/anywhere quiet so we can

talk.

Past Perfect Progressive 

7 Complete the sentences using the correct
verb and the past perfect progressive form.

1 Jake .................. for two hours before his
friends finally arrived.

2 They .................. for the exam all night, so
they needed some rest.

3 Martha looked exhausted because she
.................. for hours.

4 My dad .................. there for forty years
before he retired.

5 Ralph and I .................. in London before
we moved to New York.

6 She .................. the house all day, so she
was very tired in the evening.

live travel wait clean

work study
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Grammar Review

9 Circle the correct item. 

1 Philip is the ....... boy in my class.
A more handsome B most handsome
C handsome

2 I can’t afford to buy these shoes. They’re
....... expensive.
A such B too C enough

3 Harry ....... studying for his exam and now he
feels stressed.
A put on B put down C put off

4 My friends ....... by the time I arrived.
A were leaving B had left C have left

5 After a very long delay, the plane finally ...... .
A took off B took down C took on

6 Do you need ....... from the supermarket?
A something B nothing C anything

7 My parents ....... at the moment.
A sleep B are sleeping C slept

8 We’re going to the movies in a few minutes.
Would you like ....... us?
A join B joining C to join

9 Derek ....... rock climbing because he is
afraid of heights.
A has tried B hasn’t tried
C haven’t tried

10 She ....... the violin since she was seven.
A has been playing B have been playing
C was playing

11 Greg asked me to ....... with him on Friday
night.
A go about B go out C go on

12 Samantha ....... when she saw an insect in
her bedroom. 
A screamed B screaming
C have screamed

13 I ....... with my cat, Felix, when the phone
suddenly ....... .
A was playing, was ringing
B played, rang
C was playing, rang

14 I haven’t seen ....... in years!
A his B he C him

15 Unfortunately, the bad news ....... to be true.
A turned off B turned out
C turned around

16 I ....... go out every weekend when I was
younger.
A using to B used to C use to

17 They ....... video games every afternoon.
A play B playing
C are playing

18 ....... are you going?
A Who B Where C What

19 My Spanish pen pal is coming to visit me .......
August.
A at B on C in

20 ....... hair is so long! 
A She B Her C Hers

21 Mom ....... the dishes as soon as we .......
eating.
A had washed, had finished
B washed, had finished
C had washed, finished

22 I think that ....... is following us! 
A anyone B someone C no one

23 Carrie ....... late for work because she .......
the bus.
A was, had missed B was, have missed
C was, has missed

47
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Reading

10 Read the text. For each question choose the correct answer (A, B, C, or D).

On October 4th, 1) ® people all over the world show their love for animals by celebrating World Animal
Day. The first World Animal Day was in 1931 and 2) ..... year since then, many organizations, animal groups,
animal shelters, schools, and individuals celebrate the important role that animals 3) ..... in our lives. 

4) ..... this day, animal groups, animal shelters, and other organizations plan special events to raise money
for different animal-related issues, such as protecting endangered species. Wildlife organizations often set up
displays to give people useful information about animals. Students may participate in projects or write stories
related to animals, and many schools organize day trips to local zoos and animal shelters. If you don’t belong
to an animal organization or if your school doesn’t do 5) ..... to celebrate World Animal Day, don’t worry
because there are many different things you can do alone to show your 6) ..... of animals. 

You can take a 7) ..... to your local zoo, park, or wildlife center and learn about your favorite animals, or
you can donate some money to an animal shelter. 8) ..... a wildlife organization, or conservation group and find
out how you can volunteer and offer your help. If you have a pet, you can celebrate World Animal Day by doing
something special for your little companion. Buying new toys or other treats for your pet and spending some
extra time playing with your animal friend are great ways to make your pet happy. Finally, if you can’t go
anywhere on World Animal Day, read a book or newspaper 9) ..... about animals, or do some research on an
animal issue that concerns you. 

Animals need our love and attention and they depend on us to help them and protect them, so make World
Animal Day a part of your life. It’s never 10) ..... late to join in the celebration!

1 A people B everyone C person D individuals 
2 A most B some C all D every
3 A do B take C play D show
4 A At B In C During D On
5 A anything B something C everything D things 
6 A respect B trust C appreciation D belief
7 A visit B trip C journey D tour
8 A Communicate B Contact C See D Write
9 A text B story C article D letter

10 A very B so C too D enough
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Writing

11 Your class is having a short story contest to
celebrate World Animal Day. Write your
story below.

ñ Your story must be about animals.
ñ Your story must begin with this

sentence:
I was taking a walk in the forest the
other day, when all of a sudden ...

ñ Your story must be about 80-100 words.

Word formation: Forming nouns from
verbs

14 Fill in the blanks with a noun derived from
the words in capitals.

1 All people need some ................ in order to
feel good about themselves and accomplish
their goals. ENCOURAGE

2 My sister and I get along very well. We’ve never
really had a serious ................ . ARGUE

3 She has excellent ................ skills. She
pays very close attention to detail. OBSERVE

4 I have to give a ................ in my science
class. I’m going to discuss my favorite animal.
PRESENT

5 Ken never reads the ................ of any book
because he finds it quite boring. INTRODUCE

6 After some ................, Helen decided what
she wanted to do for her birthday. CONSIDER

I was taking a walk in the forest the other
day, when all of a sudden ...
.....................................................
.....................................................
.....................................................
.....................................................
.....................................................
.....................................................
.....................................................
.....................................................
.....................................................
.....................................................

Prepositions

13 Circle the correct preposition.

1 Keith loves reading books for / about animals
and nature.

2 She’s been working on / in this project for
many months. 

3 The children love playing at / with their dog,
Sparky.

4 The aquarium opens on / at 10 o’clock every
morning. 

5 Some animals can see better on / in the dark.
6 Donna devotes all her free time to / for helping

endangered animals. 
7 Brad is studying for / at his history test at the

moment.

Phrasal verbs: take

12 Complete the sentences with the correct
phrasal verb. Pay attention to the tenses. 

1 Frank is so kind and sweet. He ................
his mom.

2 After years of hard work, the man ................
the company that he used to work for.

3 We’re too late! Our plane has already
................ . 

4 Ben ................ me ................ to dinner
last night. We had a wonderful time.

5 Danny ................ karate and judo last month.
6 I ................ all the decorations after the

party had ended. 

take over take up take off

take after take down take out
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A) Choose a picture and describe it to your partner. Talk about:

B) Work in pairs. The pictures above show people holding or petting animals. Now talk together
about the different animals you have had contact with and describe your experiences. Also,
talk about what animal you would like to see up close that you haven’t already seen.

Describing Pictures

1

2

ñ where the picture was taken
ñ what the picture shows
ñ what the person is doing/wearing
ñ how the person feels
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Designing a Brochure

You are a famous naturalist and you are opening up a new animal park that will also have an
aquarium. Design a brochure that will give people information about your park. Draw a picture of
what your park will look like. Don’t forget to include a name for your new park. Be creative and
have fun!

Name: ........................................... Date: ................... Class: ..................

Park Name: ........................................

Price of Tickets: ..................................
Days and Times: ..................................
Location: ...........................................

Animals that you can visit at the park: 
........................................................
........................................................
........................................................
........................................................
........................................................

Animals that you can visit at the aquarium:
........................................................
........................................................
........................................................
........................................................
........................................................
........................................................

Draw your park here…

Activities for visitors: 
........................................................
........................................................
........................................................
........................................................
........................................................

Special events: 
........................................................
........................................................
........................................................

Things you can buy at the Gift Store: 
........................................................
........................................................
........................................................
........................................................

Food and drinks: 
........................................................
........................................................
........................................................

Come and Visit Us Soon!
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Students play in pairs. Give each student five object/animal/event cards and a topic sentence.
Students place the cards face down on their desks. Student A picks up one of their cards and
reads the topic sentence aloud without reading the object/animal/event. Student B must figure
out what the object/animal/event is by asking yes/no questions. Student A should say “warm,”
“warmer,” “cold,” or “colder” in order to guide student B. There should be a limit of 8 questions
for each word. If student B guesses the object/animal/event within 8 questions, they get one
point. If they can’t guess the word, they don’t receive a point. Student A repeats this process
until they have used all their cards. Then, student B does the same thing with their cards. Each
pair continues this process until they have used all their cards. The winner is the student who
has the most points at the end of the game. 

® Student A: I screamed when I saw it on the floor. It was
green and it was very long.

Student B: Is it an animal?
Student A: Warm.
Student B: Did it have four legs?
Student A: No, you’re getting colder.
Student B: Did it have any legs?
Student A: No.
Student B: Was it a snake?
Student A: Yes!

Student A turns over the following card and reads the topic sentence to Student B:

Sample Cards:

I could hear 
it buzzing in my ear.

Everything started to shake.
Things started to fall. 

I was scared.

There was a lot of water.
I saw a strange light and

then I heard a loud noise in
the distance.

I screamed when I saw it on
the floor. It was green and it

was very long.

Student B asked four questions and figured out the correct answer, so they receive one point.

Each pair must repeat this process until they have used all their cards.
Variation: Have students make up their own cards and topic sentences. 

I was swimming 
when I felt it sting my leg.

It was so interesting that I
didn’t put it down until I had

finished.

I screamed when I saw it on
the floor. It was green and it

was very long.
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Vocabulary
Global issues

1 Read the banners and fill in the blanks
with the appropriate global issue.

6 One of the reasons why pandas are rare is
their low birth ....................... .

7 We should replace ...................... fuels such
as coal and oil with renewable energy sources.

8 WWF helps protect ....................... species
such as pandas, whales, and sea turtles.

1 p — — — — — — 3 Fill in: racial, child, shrinking, environmental,
genetically modified, global, acid, toxic.

4 Choose the correct word.

1 If we don’t take measures against forestation/
deforestation in the Amazon, many plant and
animal species will become extinct.

2 Wealthier countries should help poor
countries with limited/shrinking resources.

3 There has been a decline in agricultural
production due to last year’s drought/famine. 

4 Some people claim that genetically modified
foods could be the solution to starving/
shrinking millions.

5 As oil is running out, we need to find other
sources to cover our energy/power needs.

6 The Amazon rainforest is rich in vegetables/
vegetation and it’s also home to many rare
plant species.

7 Do you think advanced/advancing technology
will one day replace teachers with computers?

8 Flowers release/reduce carbon dioxide at
night.

“About one sixth of the world’s population

makes less than $1 a day.”

2 d — — — — — —

“Everyone has the right to health care.”

3 f — — — — —

“Please help us fight world hunger.”

4 h — — — — — — — — — — —

“No more people on the streets.”

5 o — — — — — — — — — — — — —

“Too many people, too little space left.”

6 p — — — — — — — —

“Reduce your household waste. Start recycling.”

2 Fill in: grow, household, rate, fossil,
leading, endangered, developed, global.

1 The burning of fossil fuels contributes to
....................... warming.

2 Each and everyone of us should reduce their
....................... waste by recycling.

3 They use their farm to .....................
vegetables and fruits, such as tomatoes and
apples, for export.

4 Junk food is the ....................... cause of
weight gain.

5 Unless ....................... countries do more
to help poor countries, problems such as
poverty and famine will get worse and worse.

1 .................................... waste
2 .................................... discrimination
3 .................................... warming
4 .................................... rain
5 .................................... labor
6 .................................... issues
7 .................................... planet
8 .................................... food
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Grammar 
Will — Be going to — Present
progressive

5 Complete the sentences using will, be
going to or the present progressive.

1 Don’t worry! I ........................... (pick) 
you up from the train station.

2 What ............................... (you/do) this
weekend?

3 The weather forecast said it ..................
......... (not/be) sunny tomorrow. 

4 Look at those boys! They ......................
(break) everything!

Future progressive — Future perfect

6 Choose the correct item.

1 Don’t call me tomorrow, I will be studying/
will have studied for my exams. 

2 Will you have finished/Will you have been
finishing your project by 10 o’clock tomorrow
morning?

3 This time tomorrow I will have flown/will be
flying to Madrid.

4 Sarah won’t have moved/won’t be moving
to her new house by the end of this week.
Probably next week.

5 Our teacher will have corrected/will be
correcting our essays by the end of this week.

Conditionals

7 Put the verbs in parentheses in the
correct tense.

1 A: I’m starving!
B: If I ......................... (not/be) busy, I

................. (cook) something for you.
Do you want to order in instead?

Phrasal verbs: run

9 Fill in the blanks with the correct particle.

1 Sue ran .......... a $1,000 telephone bill
because she kept calling her friends in France.

2 I ran .......... an old friend in the park
yesterday.

3 The police ran .......... the thief and caught
him.

4 Hurry up! You’re running .......... time! 

2 A: Did you have a good time at the party
yesterday?

B: If it ...................... (not/be) for my
friends, I ...................... (not/enjoy)
myself.

3 A: Have you found your cell phone that you
lost in the restaurant the other day?

B: No, I haven’t. If I ................ (find) it,
I ..................... (not/buy) a new one!

4 A: I’m not ready yet. I still haven’t decided
what to wear.

B: Hurry up! If we ....................... (not/
leave) now, we ................... (be) late.

Wishes

8 Write appropriate wishes. 

1 I wish I ......................... (study) harder 
for my exams last week.

2 I wish I ................................ (not/be)
so busy. I’m so tired!

3 I wish my tooth .................... (not/hurt)
me so much!

4 I wish you ........................... (visit) me 
more often!

5 I wish it ............................... (not/be)
so expensive!

6 I wish my brother ...............................
(not/move) to Chicago. I miss him a lot!
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Grammar Review

10 Circle the correct item. 

1 I ...... of joining the gym.
A think B am thinking
C thought

2 Jane’s parents don’t let her ...... out late on
weekdays.
A stay B to stay C staying

3 What ...... you ...... when David told you the
truth about his past?
A did, do B have, done
C are, doing

4 This shirt is very expensive. Do you always
buy ...... expensive clothes?
A such B so C enough

5 Mike is ...... attractive of the three. 
A the least B less C little

6 If she ...... so much ice cream, she wouldn’t
have been sick.
A didn’t eat B doesn’t eat
C hadn’t eaten

7 Helen was so upset with the sales assistant
that she ...... her bag and left the store.
A was taking B had taken C took 

8 Could I have ...... orange juice, please?
A some B any C every

9 Jessica ...... in Louisiana for 5 years before
she moved to Seattle.
A was living B has lived C had lived

10 A: Where is your mother?
B: She ...... a walk.
A is taking B takes C took

11 Peter ...... fishing every Sunday when he lived
on an island.
A went B was going C goes

12 A: Did you like the movie last night?
B: Yes, actually it was much better than I .... .
A had expected B was expecting
C expect

13 I feel ...... now that I’ve passed all my exams.
A much relaxed B most relaxed
C much more relaxed 

14 I ...... for the bus for 20 minutes now, but it
hasn’t turned up yet.
A am waiting B have been waiting
C was waiting

15 David is willing to do ...... to achieve his
dream of becoming a pop singer.
A something B anything
C everything

16 A: Oh no! I forgot to pay the electricity bill!
B: Don’t worry! I ...... it for you.
A am doing B do C will do

17 If you ...... junk food, you wouldn’t have
gained weight.
A avoided B avoid
C had avoided

18 If I were you, I ...... a new car.
A will buy B would buy
C would have bought

19 Oh no! That man ...... into the river!
A dives B will dive 
C is going to dive

20 Does ...... have a pen I can borrow?
A someone B everyone C anyone

21 I won’t wake you up unless your mom ......
you.
A calls B will call
C doesn’t call
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Reading

11 Look at the text in each message. What does it say? Choose the correct letter (A, B, or C).

Fran — Your piano teacher called
about this week’s lesson. She is coming
on Thursday now instead of Friday,
half an hour later than usual. 

1

A If Jane had gone to the party, she would have seen
Ian.

B If Jane wasn’t ill, she would go to the party.
C If Jane doesn’t come to the party, she won’t see

Ian.

Jane, it’s a shame you were too ill

to come to the party yesterday.

Your friend Ian was hoping to see

you.

2

Take the medicine only

when stomach hurts.

Never take more than

once a day.

3

We keep extra stock in a

storeroom. Ask a sales assistant

to bring more if any product has

run out on a shelf. 

4

Annie is writing to Jane ...
A to ask her for a pair of shoes.
B to apologize for borrowing her shoes.
C to lend her shoes to Jane.

To: Jane
From: Annie

Is it OK if I borrow your silver shoes for the
wedding tomorrow? I don’t have any that
go with my new dress.

5

A Look in the storeroom if you don’t see the product
you want.

B Talk to a sales assistant if you are unhappy with a
product.

C If a shelf is empty, tell us and we will fill it again.

A Take the medicine every day until you feel healthy again.
B Wait until you are in pain before taking the medicine. 
C Taking the medicine more than once a day will make your

stomach hurt.

A Fran will not have a piano lesson this week.
B Fran will have her lesson sooner than expected

this week.
C Fran will not have her lesson on Thursday this

week.
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Writing

12 Match the suggestions to the results.

What are we going to do about homelessness?

13 You have just had a discussion in class about
homelessness. Now your teacher has asked you to
write an essay suggesting ways to solve the problem
and giving the results of these suggestions. Write
your essay (100-120 words). Follow the plan below.

Word formation: Forming
verbs from adjectives/
nouns

15 Fill in the blanks with a verb
in the correct form derived
from the words in capitals.

1 He will ................... if Peter
makes a mistake. APOLOGY

2 Mark still ...................... with
his old school friends. SOCIAL

3 I’m afraid I cannot ................
my report unless I have all the
statistics. FINAL

4 The doctors decided to
................... the young girl
as her temperature continued
to rise. HOSPITAL

5 Please don’t forget to ............
all the company names in this
document. CAPITAL

Para 1 state the problem (e.g., Homeless people
often face a very unpleasant and lonely life on
the streets. How can we help homeless people
find answers to their problems?)

Para 2 first suggestion & results

Para 3 second suggestion & results

Para 4 summarize your opinion (e.g., To sum up, there
are things we can do to help the homeless. If we
provide daily support and help homeless people
find work and housing, we can have a very
positive effect on many people’s lives.)

Prepositions

14 Fill in the blanks with the
correct preposition.

1 According ........ the police,
some campers had accidentally
started the fire. 

2 E-waste is a major threat ........
the environment.

3 Trash cans are crucial ........
keeping the city clean.

4 This zoo is home ........ more
than a thousand animal species.

Results

A If they find work to do, they will be able to support
themselves.

B This will provide a place where homeless people can find
daily help.

C This will help them to overcome illnesses and addictions.
D This way they can find a permanent place to live.

B

Suggestions

set up centers for local support
help homeless people to find work
provide accommodation services
give expert medical treatment4

3
2
1

A
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B) Work in pairs. The pictures above show two environmental issues. Now talk together about
why they are serious and what we can do to improve the situation.

Describing pictures
A) Choose a picture and describe it to your partner. Talk about:

1

2

ñ where the picture was taken
ñ what it shows
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Prepare your own flyer

Your class wants to design their own flyer on how to save water. Use the information in the table
below and also do your own research to complete it. 

ñ use a dishwasher ➝ uses at least 1 gallon less on washing the dishes every day
ñ leave the faucet running while brushing your teeth ➝ wastes 1.5 gallons per minute
ñ leave the faucet running until it runs cold water ➝ wastes at least 2.5 gallons a day

..............................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................

Name: ........................................... Date: ................... Class: ..................

DID YOU KNOW ...

A catchy slogan
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If I were

you, I ...

I would have

come to your

party if ...

If I had

set the

alarm, I ... 

We’ll go to

the beach

unless ...

You wouldn’t

have lost your

watch if ...

If I could

change the

world, I ...

A: Have you

cooked?

B: Not yet,

but I ...

Be

careful!

You ...

This

weekend, I ...
I think

he ...
It’s hot. I ... Tonight I ...

Don’t worry.

Michael ...

Now that

I’ve won the

lottery, I ...
I promise I ...

Make a sentence using

a word that you learned

in this Module.

Give 3 joining

words we use in

essays.

Make a sentence

using a phrasal

verb you know.

Say 5 words you

remember from this

Module.

What is global

warming?
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Divide the class into two teams. Students prepare cards with the following three areas: Conditionals,
Vocabulary, and Future forms and they put them in three different boxes. Both teams place their
counters on the start box. Students take turns rolling the dice and match the number on the dice to
one of the topics using the key below. Students move their counter according to the number rolled on
the dice. They pull out a card from the appropriate box and complete the sentence/question. If they
give acceptable answers, they stay where they are. If not, they move backwards one space. If a team
lands on a “Surprise” box, they must answer one question selected by the other team. The first team
to reach the finish is the winner.

Sample Cards:

BOX 1 – Conditionals

BOX 3 – Vocabulary

BOX 2 – Future forms

9 13 17 21

3 7 10 14 15 18 22
2

4 6 11 19 23
1

5

8

12

16

24

20 25

TOPICS
CONDITIONALS FUTURE FORMS VOCABULARY

1,3 2,5 4,6
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Vocabulary
Technology

1 Fill in the blanks with the correct word
from the list.

ñ do  ñ cabling  ñ deep-sea  ñ follow
ñ vacuum  ñ load 

1 .................................. household tasks
2 .................................. system
3 .................................. cargo
4 .................................. instructions
5 .................................. exploration
6 .................................. carpets

2 Fill in the blanks with the correct word/
phrase from the list.

1 If a machine has ................... intelligence,
it can think like a human being.

2 Because of the dangers, the airport now has
stricter ...................... procedures.

3 ...................... buses are typical of London.
4 Hackers use other people’s ......................

details to buy things online.
5 I’m not really fond of computers. I use mine

only to ...................... documents.
6 His new car is ...................... cry from the

one he used to have.
7 You must always ................. your seat belt.
8 Many people don’t buy CDs any more because

they use the Internet to ......................
music.

3 Choose the correct word.

1 Helen does/makes basic chores around the
house like doing the dishes or dusting the
furniture.

2 The resources/sources at school, such as
computers and printers, are very useful.

3 Keep/Take in mind that taxes are not included
in the price.

4 You must follow/take certain security
procedures before you enter the White House.

5 Students use the Internet to make/do research
for their assignments.

6 Hackers can easily access your personal/
private information such as your home address.

7 Brad Pitt’s new movie is well/good worth
seeing.

8 Entrance/Permission to the library is free.

4 Fill in the blanks with the correct verb
from the list below.

ñ do  ñ break into  ñ chat  ñ release
ñ send  ñ access

ñ credit card  ñ download  ñ artificial
ñ double-decker  ñ security  ñ type
ñ a far  ñ fasten

Dos Don’ts

1 ............ research 1 ............ computer
systems

2 ............ online 2 ............ viruses to
destroy systems

3 ............ emails 3 ............ personal
information
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Grammar 
Modals

5 Underline the correct modal.

1 Michael doesn’t have to/must not go to school
today.

2 You shouldn’t/must not touch anything!
3 David could/was able to put up his tent

without any help.
4 Might/Could I take the day off work tomorrow?
5 I may/can go to bed early tonight. I’m really

tired!
6 You should/must hand in your assignment

tomorrow.
7 May/Should I interrupt you?
8 Sarah must/had to study for her exams last

night.

6 Rewrite the sentences using must, must
not, have to, don’t have to, can, could,
may, might, as in the example.

1 Workers are obliged to wear a helmet at work.
® Workers must wear a helmet at work.

2 It isn’t necessary for you to wake up early
tomorrow.
......................................................

3 Is it OK if I borrow your pencil?
......................................................

4 Is it possible for me to call you back later this
the afternoon?
......................................................

5 It’s against the law to drive without a driver’s
license.
......................................................

6 I strongly advise you to apologize as soon as
possible.
......................................................

7 Fill in the blanks with must, should, ought
to, would, can, could, be able to, may,
might and the verb in parentheses. More
than one answer may be possible.

1 Michael ....................... (open) the door
without his keys yesterday.

2 .................... (I/leave) my luggage here? 
3 Susan ......................... (play) the guitar

at the age of seven.
4 ....................... (you/close) the window, 

please?
5 You .............................. (study) hard if

you want to pass your exams.
6 ...................... (I/have) a glass of orange 

juice?
7 You ....................... (see) a dentist for a

check-up every six months.
8 You ................................ (spend) your

summer vacation in Mallorca this summer.

Phrasal verbs: make

8 Fill in the blanks with the correct particle:
up, out, or for.

1 Please speak up! I can’t make ........... what
you’re saying.

2 No matter how often Michael and I argue, we
always make ........... in the end.

3 Stop making ........... excuses all the time.
Just tell me what really happened.

4 David had to leave in a hurry and made
........... the exit.

62
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Grammar Review

9 Circle the correct item. 

1 George was happy because he ...... a new car.
A was buying B buys C had bought

2 Sam is ...... of the two brothers.
A younger B the younger
C the youngest

3 Ann ...... run really fast when she was younger.
A could B was able 
C should

4 A: Have you found a new apartment yet?
B: Yes, I ...... at the end of next week.
A will move B am moving
C move

5 ...... I speak to the manager, please?
A Must B May C Would

6 I ...... to work when the storm broke out.
A drove B was driving
C drive

7 Yesterday I ...... finish my homework quite
early and meet my friends.
A could B might C was able to

8 How long ...... you ......?
A have, been driving B did, drive
C do, drive

9 The police expect ...... the thief by the end
of this week.
A to catch B catching C catch

10 ...... you mail this letter for me, please?
A Should B Must C Could

11 We ...... stay in and watch a DVD tonight. I’m
too tired to go out.
A must B could C have to

12 You ...... take the wallet you found to the
police.
A must B may C would

13 They ...... flowers in their yard all morning.
A have planted B planted
C have been planting

14 Susan is the ...... experienced of all the
employees.
A less B least C little

15 It’s ...... hot to sleep in this room.
A enough B very C too

16 Marion had studied English before she ......
to London to study.
A was going B went C had gone

17 You’ve made too ...... mistakes. You need to
rewrite your essay.
A many B much C few 

18 We ...... cruise around the Greek islands this
summer. We haven’t made up our minds yet.
A may B should C have to

19 This exercise is so difficult! It ...... me ages
to finish it!
A was taking B takes
C is going to take

20 A: Taxi drivers are on strike again! ...... you
...... me a lift to the airport? 

B: Yes, sure!
A Do, have to give B Do, give
C Would, give

21 You ...... forget your passport! You can’t
travel without it!
A shouldn’t B can’t C must not

22 ...... you ...... a suit and tie at work?
A Do, have to wear B May, wear
C Ought, to wear
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Reading

10 Look at the text in each message. What does it say? Choose the correct letter (A, B, or C).

THE AQUARIUM IS OPEN
TODAY BETWEEN 10 AM AND

5 PM. LAST ENTRY AT 4.

1

Joanna is explaining to Sam that ...
A Sunday is the best day for visiting the museum.
B they need to change their plans for the weekend.
C the museum is always closed on Saturdays.

To: Sam

From: Joanna

The museum is closed this Saturday

for repairs. How about going on

Sunday instead?

2

A All visitors must leave the aquarium before 4 pm.
B All visitors must arrive before 4 pm.
C There will be no visitors inside after 4 pm.

NO LIFEGUARDS
currently on duty. 

SWIM AT YOUR OWN RISK.

3 A You must not swim when there is no lifeguard.
B You may swim but it could be dangerous.
C There are never any lifeguards at the beach.

Please inform the secretary

when you arrive and then wait

for the doctor to call your name.

4 A You must wait until the secretary is ready to see you.
B The doctor will take your name and ask you to wait.
C You cannot see the doctor before informing the

secretary.

PLEASE PUT ON A 
SAFETY HELMET BEFORE

ENTERING THE WORK SITE.

5
A Always wear a safety helmet until you reach the

work site.
B Never go into the work site if you aren’t wearing a

safety helmet.
C Only wear a safety helmet if you are working on this

site.
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Para 1 Nowadays more and more people
are using the Internet to make
purchases. But does that mean it
is the best way to shop?

Para 2 There is no doubt that shopping
online has its advantages.
ñ can shop from the comfort of

your own home 
ñ shop 24 hours a day 
ñ no need to travel or stand in

lines

Para 3 However, there are many
drawbacks to shopping on the
Internet.
ñ can’t look at products — only

pictures 
ñ can’t try on clothes 
ñ no help from sales assistants
ñ have to pay by credit card —

may not be safe to give details
online

Para 4 All in all, ...

You had a class discussion about
shopping on the Internet. Your
teacher has asked you to write an
essay discussing the pros and cons
of shopping online.

Writing

11 Read the rubric. Then use the ideas in the
plan to write your essay (100–140 words).
Use appropriate joining words.

Prepositions

12 Choose the correct preposition.

1 Many people have benefited by/from the new
system.

2 You must not touch anything that is in/on
display.

3 Smoking is related with/to heart disease.
4 The girl’s eyes filled with/in tears. 

Word formation: Forming verbs from
nouns (-ize)

13 Fill in the blanks with a verb in the correct
form derived from the words in capitals.

1 She appeared on TV to .........................
her new movie. PUBLIC

2 Her use of metaphor ............................
her plays. CHARACTER

3 The choir ..........................................
well together. HARMONY

4 Can you ................................ the results 
into a paragraph? SUMMARY

5 Drivers should start .................... on fuel 
due to the recent 10% price rise. ECONOMY

6 You could ................................... your 
books according to their topic. CATEGORY
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Making decisions
You and your friend have $20 to buy a present for a friend. Talk together about what you should
buy for him/her.

$ 15

$ 17

$ 18

$ 14

$ 16

$ 20
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Do a survey to find out which equipment your classmates find the most useful. Then transfer your
information to a pie chart and write a short article giving your findings.

Technology plays a major role in our lives. ..............................................................
...................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................
Firstly, ..........................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................

Name: ........................................... Date: ................... Class: ..................

.......... % people ➞ ...............................

.......... % people ➞ ...............................

.......... % people ➞ ...............................

.......... % people ➞ ...............................

NAME
CELL

PHONE
COMPUTER

DVD
PLAYER

iPod REASON

High-tech Survey
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Divide the class into two teams. A student from each team writes all the modals that have been
taught in this module (e.g., must/have to ➞ obligation, don’t have to ➞ lack of obligation, etc.).
Each team prepares a set of problem cards. You also need a dice and two counters. Students put
their counter on the central square (0) of the progress bar. The cards from both teams are put
into two different boxes and each team keeps the box with its own cards. A student from team
A picks up a card from the box that team B has and reads it aloud. Students need to come up
with three sentences about the problem on their selected card, using three different modals
from the list on the board. Then team B repeats the same process. If students cannot make
proper sentences, they miss a turn and move back one space. 

-10 -9 -8 -7 -6 -5 -4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

“You should drink some milk.” “You could read a book.” “You can ask your brother
to keep you company.”

A student from group A rolls the dice to advance their counter. 

ñ A roll showing 1 or 2 ➝ move back one space
ñ A roll showing 3 or 4 ➝ move forward one space
ñ A roll showing 5 or 6 ➝ move forward two spaces

Group A: 
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Vocabulary 
Art

1 Fill in the blanks with the correct verb from the list
below. 

1 ............ a pot from clay
2 ............ animated frames on the computer
3 ............ on stage
4 ............ a picture
5 ............ with clay
6 ............ pictures with a camera

3 Fill in: possess, ensure, rummaged around, prides
herself on, degree, inspired, adapted, transformed.

1 Lyn has a first class ............. in European Languages.
2 The spare room could easily be ............. into an office.

You just need to get a desk, some chairs, and a small
bookcase.

3 Martha always .................... being a very good cook.
4 Tony ............. the house but he didn’t find his car keys

anywhere.
5 Nowadays, many books are ................. for television.
6 You need to ............. various skills to succeed in this

company. 
7 Please ............. you have switched off all electrical

appliances before you go to bed.
8 Many songwriters are ..................... by their personal

lives.

4 Choose the correct word.

1 Michael Scott, a recent/new
graduate of St. Mary’s College,
gave a speech on homelessness.

2 When Janet made/took a closer
look at her watch, she realized
that it was fake.

3 Fortunately, the whole family
avoided/escaped death when
the roof of their house collapsed.

4 You could add/give some
character to your house simply
by having each room painted in
a different color.

5 I realized he was really upset
with me by the way/manner he
looked at me.

6 Although the Indiana Jones
sequel is quite old, it hasn't
lost/missed its magic at all.

7 The Internet makes/does it
possible for people all over the
world to communicate with
each other faster and cheaper.

8 This new movie has brought/put
the history of ancient Egypt to
life.

9 The hurricane had an enormous
effect/affect on people’s lives.

10 Peter is a kind man with a deep
feeling/sense of responsibility
in everything he does.

2 Circle the word that’s out of place.

1 potter — sculptor — animator
2 clay — easel — paintbrush
3 act — perform — sculpt
4 stage — camera — tripod

perform draw paint

make sculpt take
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Grammar 
The passive

5 Fill in the blanks with the verbs in
parentheses in the passive.

1 Your package .....................................
tomorrow. (deliver)

2 Your car is ready. It ................ yesterday.
(repair)

3 Your dog’s teeth should ............................
every six months. (check)

4 The movie theater ................... opposite
the bank. (locate)

5 Seat belts must ........................... at all
times. (wear)

6 All our jewelry ......................... of gold.
(make)

6 Fill in the blanks with the appropriate form
of the verbs in parentheses in the passive.

1 A: What time ............. lunch ...............?
(serve)

B: At about 1:30.
2 A: Have you already sent the wedding

invitations?
B: Not yet. They ......................... three

weeks before the wedding. (send)
3 A: Can I buy a ticket on the train?

B: I’m afraid you can’t. Tickets ...............
in advance. (sell)

4 A: Why ................ that man ................
to leave the club last night? (make)

B: Because he was rude to customers.
5 A: How often do you water your flowers in

the summer?
B: They should ................ every day, but 

I usually water them every two days.
(water)

The causative

7 Fill in the blanks using the causative.

1 Sam .................................................
every six months. (eyes/test)

2 Susan ...............................................
this week. (house/paint)

3 Jonathan ........................................ in
his house yet. (a telephone line/not install)

4 Sue .........................................as soon
as possible. (the leaky faucet/must repair)

5 Mark ................................................
last month. (living room/redecorate)

6 David ...............................................
in his yard when I called him this morning.
(trees/plant)

6 A: Why did Mr. Banks take the bus to work
this morning? What happened to his car?

B: It ......................... last night! (steal)

may/might, must, can’t

8 Underline the correct modal verb.

1 Peter must not/can’t live in this house. He
isn’t that rich.

2 Tara must/can’t be really upset. Her home was
broken into.

3 They can’t/must not be at home. I just saw
them leaving.

4 Sue must/may spend her vacation in the
Canary Islands this year. She hasn’t made up
her mind yet.

5 Look at the clouds! It might/must start
raining soon.

6 You must not/can’t be only 25 years old! You
look much older!
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Grammar Review

9 Circle the correct item.

1 Michael makes ....... money than his brother.
A much B more C most

2 Susan ....... a picture while her brother .......
computer games.
A drew, played B draws, plays
C was drawing, was playing

3 ....... any houses ....... by the hurricane?
A Did, destroy B Do, destroy
C Were, destroyed

4 A: When ....... the new library .......?
B: Next month.
A is, opened B will, be opened
C was, opened 

5 This dress is so colorful! You have ....... nice
dresses!
A so B such C too

6 Mark ....... solve a difficult crossword puzzle
without anyone’s help yesterday.
A could B might C was able to

7 Mom ....... shopping. She’ll be back soon.
A has been B has gone C went

8 Unless you ......., you’ll miss the flight.
A don’t hurry up B will hurry up
C hurry up

9 The baby ....... many times by people going
in and out of the room.
A woke up B wakes up
C was woken up

10 Marion doesn’t have ....... furniture in her
room. She only has a bed and a bedside table.
A much B many C any

11 Have you ever considered ....... to a bigger
house in the country?
A moving B to move C move

12 You ....... ask your brother to go to the concert
with you. He likes concerts.
A may B could C will

13 You look very tired! What ...... you ...... all day?
A did, do B are, doing
C have, been doing

14 Taking the bus is much ....... than driving to
work.
A cheaper B cheap C cheapest

15 Our area could ....... by planting trees at the
sides of the road.
A transform B be transformed
C is transformed

16 Peter and Zoe ....... for an hour before it
started raining.
A had been jogging B were jogging
C jogged

17 My glasses must be ....... in the house, but I
don’t know where.
A anywhere B everywhere
C somewhere

18 Her bracelet ....... be made of gold. It looks
so fake!
A can’t B must C may

19 When ....... Mark ....... to a private hospital?
A did, transferred B was, transferred
C does, transfer

20 A: Where ....... silk fabric first .......?
B: I think in ancient China.
A will, produced B was, produced
C is, produced

21 The train for Connecticut ....... at 10 am.
A leaves B is leaving
C will leave
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Reading

10 The people below are all looking for a book to buy. There are eight book reviews. Decide
which book would be the most suitable for the following people.

Royal Gala Apples
Bill Monty used to teach music to children with learning difficulties. The school
where he worked had a small yard with an apple tree. In his new book he writes how
the children’s love of the apple tree helped them learn.

The Monarch’s 80th Birthday
The latest biography celebrating the Queen’s birthday in which the author describes
the greatest moments of Her Majesty’s reign. There are beautiful pictures showing
her in the gardens of the palace with her dogs, riding horses with her parents, and
playing with her children.

Back to Nature
There is nothing like the taste of a freshly picked tomato and Jeremy Scot knows all
about that. He says everyone should try to produce their own food even if they only
have a balcony. Each week he gives advice to listeners on his TV program and now
he has written this excellent book. 

The American Dream
An American jazz musician has published a collection of her songs. They are both
colorful and poetic and anyone who has listened to and enjoyed her music may want
to have this on their bookshelf. The quality of the artwork, however, is disappointing.

Shakespeare’s Sonnets
The latest volume of Shakespeare’s masterpieces from Bird Books is on my wish
list. These wonderful works of art are beautifully printed and, although expensive,
this is definitely a book that can be enjoyed for a lifetime. 

Brazilian Coffee
Francis Thomas has traveled widely and written many stories about life in different
countries around the world. In her latest novel, the hero is a young Brazilian man
who finds fame. The story is complicated and exciting.

Dining in the White House
One of the President’s chefs in the White House shares some of his secrets in 200
pages of delicious mouthwatering recipes. Try some of his ideas and you’ll be
amazed. This is a great book for the kitchen. 

Many Miles to Go
This journey by motorbike through so many Latin countries is amazing. Some
adventures are sad, some frightening, and some simply beautiful, but the fact that
they are all true makes this an excellent guidebook.

H

G

F

A

B

C

D

E

Naoko works in a bank in the
city. In her spare time she
enjoys cooking for her
friends. She likes to read
cookbooks on her way to
work each day.

1

Alva is a music teacher with a
passion for the classics. He
wants to buy a special
birthday gift for his mother
who loves the theater and
reading poetry. 

2

Margaret is planning a trip to
South America. She wants to
find a travel book to help her
decide which countries to visit
and learn more about life there.

3

Bruce is an avid gardener and
he would like to try growing
his own fruits and vegetables.
He needs a good gardening
book.

4

Valerie is an art collector who
likes reading books about the
British royal family in her
spare time.

5
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Phrasal verbs: get

12 Choose the correct particle.

1 I explained it carefully, but I just couldn’t get
through/along to her.

2 It is very important for a teacher to be able to
get his ideas over/across to his students.

3 It was really hard for Sue to get through/
over her divorce from her husband.

4 Have you and your sister always gotten across/
along with each other?

3 How long do you think it’ll take David to fully
recover ......... his heart operation?

4 Sarah has a innate talent ......... painting.
5 You know that you can always rely ......... me

if you have any financial problems.

Word formation: Forming opposite
adjectives

14 Fill in the blanks with an adjective
opposite of the words in capitals.

1 Susan has an .................... fear of cats.
She never goes near them. RATIONAL

2 Your handwriting is totally .................... .
I cannot make out what you’ve written.
LEGIBLE

3 I usually take the subway to work because
buses are .................... . FREQUENT

4 Although Peter is 30 years old, he’s still so
childish and .................... . MATURE

Prepositions

13 Fill in the blanks with the correct
preposition.

1 Most teenagers are sensitive .......... remarks
about their appearance. 

2 Michael has a Master’s degree .............
engineering.

Writing

11 Write a short article describing an annual event you have attended (80-100 words). Use
the plan below.

The Notting Hill Carnival

Para 1 ñ What is the annual event? Where and when does it take place? (Notting Hill

Carnival take place/every August/London. Last/two days.)

What does it celebrate? (Carnival/celebrate/mix of different nationalities/London./Lots of

ideas/from Caribbean culture.)

Para 2 ñ What preparations are made? (Early/first day, large speakers/place/streets/for/carnival music.

Stalls/which sell food and drink/set up. Groups of people/often spend weeks/practice/dance routines.

Thousands of people/make or buy/bright carnival clothes for the event.)

Para 3 ñ What happens in the event? (First day/especially for children. There/be/short parade and

people/paint/children’s faces. Main parade/happen/second day. Streets/come to life/all the colorful

costumes/stunning dances. Loud music/fill/air with excitement. There/be/also amazing music

competitions/parks. Total/two million people/attend/event each year.)

Para 4 ñ Conclusion (Whole experience/absolutely breathtaking. If you/think/you can/go along without/

dance/think/again! Just/watch/all/people and/impressive mixture of colors/make/you want to

join in, too!)

73
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B) Work in pairs. The pictures above show two different kinds of art. Now talk together about
which one you like more and why.

Describing pictures
A) Choose a picture and describe it to your partner. Talk about:

ñ where the picture was taken
ñ what it shows
ñ what the person or people are doing/wearing
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My favorite movie

Your teacher has asked you to write about your favorite movie. Write a short article about it and
how it makes you feel (80-120 words).

Name: ........................................... Date: ................... Class: ..................

Plot

.....................................................

.....................................................

.....................................................

.....................................................

.....................................................

.....................................................

......................................................

.....................................................

.....................................................

.....................................................

.....................................................

.....................................................

.....................................................

.....................................................

.....................................................

Title: ...............................................
Genre: .............................................
Director: ...........................................

Cast: ................................................
Release date: .....................................

Feelings

When I first saw it .............................
.....................................................
.....................................................
.....................................................
.....................................................
.....................................................
.....................................................
.....................................................
Now that I think about it, I ...................
.....................................................
.....................................................
.....................................................
.....................................................
.....................................................
.....................................................

A picture of your

favorite DVD.

A picture of the

actors that star

in this movie.
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Play in pairs. You need a dice and some counters. Take turns rolling the dice, and moving your
counter the same number of squares the dice shows. Fill in the blanks or circle the correct item.
If you can’t, move back one square. The first player to reach the finish wins.

76

START

FINISH

1
When ...... Big Ben

..........? (build)

2
mobile ≠

.................

3
Michael got his

degree .........

architecture last

year.

4

5
sensitive ≠ 

.................

6 7
This book must

not/can’t/may not

be yours. It has

my name on it!

8
Many people are

sensitive ..........

dairy products.

9
The 2012 Olympic

Games

................. in

London. (hold)

10
Sarah always
makes a good
impression ........
people she meets
for the first time.

11
liberal ≠ 

.................

12

13
balanced ≠ 

.................

14 15
A healthy diet is

the key .........

staying fit.

16
Streets should

................. on a

regular basis.

(clean)

17 18
resistible ≠ 

.................

19
Sue is recovering

.......... an

operation on her

foot.

20
Susan may/must/

can’t be very

happy. She’s passed

all her exams.
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Vocabulary 
Disasters 

1 Complete the crossword puzzle. 1 The teacher has .......... high standards for
the project.

2 Mike tried hard not to .......... her secret.
3 The massive volcanic .......... caused a great

deal of damage to the town.
4 After the long hike we stopped at a beautiful

lake to .......... our thirst. 
5 The children were so excited about going on

a boat that they woke up at .......... .
6 The team played fiercely and won the game

.......... the odds.
7 Getting the two opposing sides together will

help break down the .......... between them.
8 No one could remember the real reasons for

the argument; they had been .......... in time.

3 Choose the correct word.

1 Extreme climate change has disastrous/awful
effects on the Earth.

2 Mary looked absolutely stunned/stunning in
her new dress.

3 The way the male ballet dancer lifted his
partner was impressive/interesting.

4 The news of the earthquake was rather cruel/
shocking.

5 We visited some of the most interesting/
horrifying sights in the city.

6 It is believable/incredible that no one noticed
the terrible mistakes he had made.

7 Sam scratched his head and had a puzzled/
tired look on his face.

8 This theory has been thickly/widely accepted
by everyone.

1 a violent wind with a circular movement
3 a tropical storm with strong winds and rain
7 a long period with no rain and a shortage of

water

2 when oil has come out of a ship
4 sudden violent movements of the Earth’s

surface
5 a volcano throwing up smoke, fire, and

molten rock
6 ice, snow, or rocks falling down the side of

a mountain
8 when something explodes

1

2

4

3

7

6

5

8

2 Fill in: barriers, lost, quench, dawn, reveal,
set, eruption, against.

Across

Down
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Reporting verbs

6 Rewrite the sentences in
reported speech using the
verbs in parentheses.

1 “Don’t touch this!” David said to
Sarah. (warn)

2 “Stop talking or I’ll call the
principal,” the teacher said to
Philip. (threaten)

3 “Would you like me to help you
with your assignment?” Tony said.
(offer)

4 “Turn off the computer before
you leave the room,” Tom said.
(remind)

5 “You’re always coming in late,”
Paul said to me. (complain)

6 “I won’t be late for dinner,” Ann
said. (promise)

7 “Ok, we can continue with the
project tomorrow,” Jonathan
said. (agree)

8 “I’ll do the dishes,” Sue said.
(insist)

5 Michael met a lot of students when he went to college
last month. Read their words, and then report what
they said.

I’ve been studying
very hard. (Susan)

There is a huge
library. (Robert)

The teachers are
very friendly. (Mark)

I’m taking my final
exams next week.

(Richard)

The college
cafeteria is

fantastic. (Bob)

The lessons aren’t as difficult
as they seem. (Sarah)

The college also offers great
sports facilities. (David)

1 ...................
...................

4 ...................
...................

5 ...................
...................

6 ...................
...................

7 ................................... 8 ...............................

2 ...................
...................

3 ...................
...................

Prepositions

7 Fill in: to, on, from, after.

1 They had been waiting ..........
the platform for the train for over
an hour.

2 Energy ............. the wind can
be turned into electricity.

3 Last Christmas we went ..........
vacation .......... Paris.

4 The children fell asleep
immediately .......... a lovely day
at the beach.

Grammar 
Reported speech 

4 Turn the following into reported speech.

1 “You must answer all the questions on the test,” he said.
......................................................................

2 “The Nile is the longest river in the world,” said the teacher.
......................................................................

3 “Please water the flowers while I’m gone,” Susan told to
Terry.
......................................................................

4 “OK, we can go to the beach tomorrow,” said mom.
......................................................................

5 “How long have you been studying here?” asked the student.
......................................................................

6 “I’m going to get my film developed tomorrow,” he said.
......................................................................

7 “The children didn’t like the food,” mother said.
......................................................................

8 “I have forgotten my car keys at home,” said dad.
......................................................................

It’s very close to the
downtown area.

(Mavis)
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1 The children ....... a beautiful song!
A sing B are singing C is singing

2 ....... car has broken down again.
A John’s B Johns C John

3 The teacher ....... really angry when we are
late for class.
A get B is getting C gets

4 I think you ....... a lot of time on this
project.
A spend B have spent C had spent

5 Ben ....... his arm last week.
A has broken B breaks C broke

6 He is going ....... a new car.
A buy B to buy C buying

7 While Jason ....... out, his sister ....... chess.
A was working, was playing
B worked, was playing
C was working, played

8 Mr. Stevenson ....... for 35 years when he
decided to retire.
A has been working B had worked
C had been working

9 When my brother was a child he ....... play in
the park for hours.
A used B would to C would

10 ....... was on the phone last night?
A Who B Which C Where

11 Claire is ....... than Penelope.
A beautiful B more beautiful
C the most beautiful

12 The students ....... how to protect dolphins.
A have taught B teach
C were taught

13 It’s a pity Robert couldn’t come to the party,
I was looking forward ....... him.
A to see B to seeing C seeing

14 She isn’t qualified ....... to handle this job.
A enough B too C so

15 The weather was ....... nice that we went on
a picnic.
A such B so C such a

16 We ....... a table at the restaurant the day
before.
A have reserved
B had been reserving
C had reserved

17 When Stefan grows up he ....... an astronaut.
A will be B is going to be
C is 

18 The children ....... go to bed now because
it’s rather late.
A must B should C can

19 If it ....... colder, I’ll turn on the central
heating.
A is getting B gets C got

20 If you had closed the window, the thief ....... in.
A wouldn’t get B won’t get
C wouldn’t have gotten

21 He was very upset because the invitations
....... out yet. 
A hadn’t sent B hadn’t been sent
C haven’t sent

22 The writer ....... her book published last week.
A had B has C will have 

Grammar Review

8 Circle the correct item. 

79
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Reading

9 Read the text below. For each blank, choose the correct letter (A, B, C, or D).

80

The summer of 1665 was a very difficult 0) ® time for London. A terrible

disease was killing thousands of people 1) ..... week. 2) ..... had a cure. It was

called the Black Death because it caused black lumps on people’s skin and nearly

always ended 3) ..... death. The mayor finally shut the city gates 4) ..... stop the

horror from spreading.

The countryside was 5) ..... of the plague until it broke 6) ..... in the

unfortunate rural village of Eyam. A shipment of old clothes 7) ..... the plague

over from London. Although terrified, the 300 villagers bravely agreed that the

only 8) ..... to save the surrounding area was for them all to remain in the village.

The 9) ..... of villagers who survived was 30. Their amazing heroism, however,

saved 10) ..... thousands of lives and it is solemnly remembered every year on

Plague Sunday.

The heroic sacrifice of a small English village

0 A time B hour C age D moment

1 A the B all C a D one

2 A Nobody B Anybody C Somebody D None

3 A in B to C for D by

4 A so B to C for D in

5 A free B clean C empty D pure

6 A up B off C out D down

7 A brought B traveled C made D caught

8 A practice B action C road D way

9 A number B amount C size D sum

10 A many B much C lots D great
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Para 1 ñ Who was he? Why was he
famous? (Chief Seattle/a
leader of/Suquamish
tribes/northwest America.
He/famous/for a speech
about peace and respect
for/environment.)

Para 2 ñ What did he do? (Chief
Seattle/strong warrior
and/powerful leader. He
also/become/friend of
white settlers coming
into/country./1854, he/
give/famous speech which/
encourage/people to
respect each other/and to
care for/environment./City
of Seattle/take/its
name/him.) 

Para 3 ñ What was he like? Why do
you admire him?
(I/admire/Chief Seattle
because he/both brave/
wise. I/think/we must
all/listen/his important
speech.)

Writing (an article describing a
person)

10 Your school magazine has asked you to
send in articles about a person from
history you admire. Use the plan below
to write your article (100-150 words).

1 The government is concerned about the
significant rise in ................... . HOMELESS

2 Sharks take ten years to reach ................... .
MATURE

3 There is no ................... of life on Mars.
EVIDENT

4 They are building new roads to increase
................... to the center. ACCESSIBLE

5 Fast food restaurants are popular because of
their ................... . CONVENIENT

6 She found peace and ................... in a
quiet little village in the mountains. HAPPY

7 You shouldn’t question the ................... of
his findings. ACCURATE

8 The student’s main ................ in school is
math. WEAK

Word formation: Forming nouns
from adjectives

11 Fill in the blanks with a noun derived
from the words in capitals.

Phrasal verbs: break

12 Fill in the blanks with the correct particle:
into, off, out, up, down, or through.

1 A dangerous criminal had broken ............. of
prison, but the police arrested him soon after.

2 Their car has broken ............. so many
times that they decided to buy a new one.

3 Burglars broke ............. my grandmother’s
house last week.

4 A herd of cattle have broken ............. the
fence of the farm.

5 Suddenly, a terrible thunderstorm broke
............. .

6 The police tried to break ............. the riot
before it got out of control.
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Making decisions
A friend of yours is planning to go camping. Talk together about what things he can take with
him, and then decide which are the most important to take.
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History Day

Name:....................................... Date: ......................... Class: .........................

Your class wants to organize a History Day. Find information about two historical events that have
impressed you and give some further information about two people who played an important role
in these events.

...............................................................

...............................................................

...............................................................

...............................................................

...............................................................

...............................................................

...............................................................

...............................................................

...............................................................

...............................................................

...............................................................

...............................................................

...............................................................

...............................................................

...............................................................

...............................................................

............................... (name) was
born on ....................................
..... . He/She was .......................
............................ (his/her role
in this historical event). His/Her
greatest achievement was .............
............................................ .
In the end, he/she ...................... 
............................................ .

............................... (name) was
born on ....................................
..... . He/She was .......................
............................ (his/her role
in this historical event). His/Her
greatest achievement was .............
............................................ .
In the end, he/she ...................... 
............................................ .

A picture of
the person

A picture of
the person

A picture of the
historical event

A picture of the
historical event

History Day
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Group A

Paul asked Tina what she
was doing that night and Tina
replied that she was going to
a birthday party. Then Paul
asked her whose party it was
and Tina replied that it was
her cousin David’s. 

What are you

doing tonight?

Whose party

is it?

Group B

I’m going to a

birthday party.

It’s my cousin

David’s.

Divide the class into two groups. Each group prepares a short dialogue. Two students from
Group A act out the dialogue. The students from Group B need to take notes of their
dialogue and then report it back to the class. For every sentence they report correctly, they
win one point. If not reported correctly, Group A needs to give the correct answer and they
win one point. Then it’s the other group’s turn. After five dialogues, the group with the most
points wins.
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4 To help
5 Elegant
6 To take part in an

activity

1 A place where people
go for vacation

2 Lack of something
3 Beautiful

Vocabulary

1 Complete the crossword
puzzle.

C

T1

2

3

5

6

4

1 If you ............... your passport, you won’t be
able to travel beyond the country’s borders.

2 The two friends said goodbye and promised to
............... in touch with each other until the
time they meet again.

3 On their first day in Verona, Jack and Fiona
............... souvenir shopping and sent
postcards to family and friends.

4 James was involved in an accident on his way
to the airport and ............... his flight. 

5 They sailed in a rough sea and Millie
............... seasick. 

6 Always keep your eyes on the road when
driving to avoid ............... an accident.

7 During their stay in the alpine village, Jane
and Nick ............... the locals and were
offered various presents.

3 Fill in the blanks with go, keep, get, miss,
have, lose, and meet in the correct form.

R
T

A

G

L

P

G

E

2 Fill in the blanks with the words below.

ñ contribution  ñ inhabitants  ñ prohibited
ñ survival  ñ conservation  ñ hospitality

1 The protection and restoration of rainforests is
very important for the future ................. of
wildlife.

2 Los Angeles has over 10 million ............... .
3 The Clarks are known for their kindness and

............... .
4 Smoking is strictly ............... in the hospital.
5 Most of the people who attended the

conference made a ............... towards the
fight against poverty and hunger in Africa by
offering money.

6 Ben and Emma went on a .....................
vacation as they wanted to contribute to the
protection of the green sea turtle.

4 Choose the correct word.

1 They wanted to explore/investigate nature
and observe wildlife so they decided to go on a
safari tour.

2 Pandas have been classed as dangerous/
endangered species and are most likely to be
extinct in the next few decades.

3 The Ronaldos love traveling to places which
are off the beaten path/way.

4 Disneyland is sure to make your head turn/spin
with excitement.

5 Michael has tried some of the most delicious
local portions/dishes on his travels around the
world.

6 Global warming has a significant effect on
temperatures in polar areas/regions.

Across Down
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Grammar 
Relative clauses

5 Join the sentences using relative pronouns/
adverbs. Add a comma where necessary.

1 Stacey is a professional dancer. She lives next
door.
® Stacey, who lives next door, is a professional
dancer.

2 This is a very spicy dish. It is cooked in the
south of India. ...................................
......................................................

3 This is the building. Most action movies are
shot here. ..........................................
......................................................

4 This is Mr. Adams. His wife is a famous
playwright. .......................................
......................................................

5 The book became a bestseller. He wrote it
during his stay in Chile. ........................
......................................................

6 Jonathan is having a party. His birthday is on
Saturday. ..........................................
......................................................

Clauses of concession/time/condition/
purpose

6 Fill in the blanks with so that, by the time,
although, despite, unless, before, in case,
and in order to.

1 We were so late that  we arrived at the
theater, the play had already started.

2 She refused to see a doctor .....................
................ she was in terrible pain.

3 He wouldn’t be allowed in the building ......
....................... he had a member’s card.

4 He moved close ........... to get a better look.

7 Complete each sentence with two to five
words using the word in bold.

1 You’d better take your raincoat. It might rain
later on.
case You’d better take your raincoat

® in case it rains later on.
2 Jane had a fever. However, she took part in the

tennis tournament.
spite Jane took part in the tennis

tournament, ® in spite of the fact
that she had a fever.

3 I’ll arrive at the airport. I’ll call you right
away.
soon I’ll call you ...........................

at the airport.
4 Frank has lived in Spain for seven years.

However, he doesn’t speak a word of Spanish.
despite Frank doesn’t speak a word of

Spanish, ...............................
that he has lived in Spain for seven
years.

5 Unless little Ivy feels better, I’ll take her to the
doctor.
not I’ll take little Ivy to the doctor

................................. better.

5 Mom suggested that we take our scarves with
us .................................. it got colder. 

6 We were all reminded to switch off our cell
phones ................................... takeoff.

7 ................................ the bad weather,
all flights took off as scheduled.

8 She put her cell phone in her bag .............
........................... she wouldn’t forget it.
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Grammar Review

8 Circle the correct item. 

1 James and Violet ....... to Holland next week
to celebrate their wedding anniversary. 
A fly B are flying C would fly

2 Have you ever ....... to Scandinavia to see
the Aurora Borealis?
A been B gone C be

3 The Edinburgh festival, ....... offers a wide
variety of events, takes place every August.
A that B which C where

4 Mike was so nervous during the interview that
he couldn’t stop ....... his nails.
A bite B to bite C biting

5 Poor Nancy! She ....... all night and has sore
eyes again.
A has studied B studied
C has been studying

6 The man ....... by a snake and was rushed to
the hospital to be treated.
A was bitten B was biting C bit

7 If drivers were more responsible at the
wheel, there ....... so many road accidents.            
A wouldn’t have been B won’t be
C wouldn’t be

8 Scientists ....... create robots that express
feelings such as friendliness and anger in the
distant future. 
A must B might C can

9 Mr. Knowles is the man ....... son owns the
biggest financial company in the country. 
A that B whose C who

10 ....... we book our tickets well in advance,
the flight will cost us a fortune.
A If B When C Unless

11 Mary suggested that we ....... to the local
farmer’s market for some fresh fruit and
vegetables.
A are going B go C to go

12 Tom and Sophie ....... the house before the
mailman delivered the package. 
A were leaving B have left C had left

13 Look at those people over there! They .......
a stunt.
A perform B will perform
C are going to perform

14 This is Van Gogh’s most famous painting. It
....... cost a fortune to buy!
A must B can C might

15 This is the museum ....... you can see a
collection of ancient Greek art.
A that B where C which

16 Diane hopes ....... to Harvard University next
year.
A being accepted B to accept
C to be accepted

17 We ....... to stay away from the river as the
tide was rising very quickly. 
A were advised B advised
C were advising 

18 This is the house in ....... Judy used to live.
A where B that C which

19 Fiona begged Anthony ....... her secret to
anybody.
A not tell B not telling
C not to tell

20 ....... her old age and poor health, Mrs.
Johnson loves gardening.
A Although B In spite C Despite

87
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1 Every day of the vacation involves a new activity. ....
2 The trek starts from Kathmandu. ....
3 There will be plenty of breaks while climbing. ....
4 There is an overnight stay at a pilgrimage site. ....
5 The rafting will all take place on one river. ....
6 Travelers will be ready to relax by the time

they reach the safari. ....
7 Travelers will not touch any of the animals on

the safari. ....
8 Travelers will be able to go shopping. ....
9 All treks follow the same schedule. ....

10 The shortest possible trip is two weeks. ....

Why settle for only one activity per vacation

when you can now enjoy a variety on one trip?

Our latest Himalayan multi-activity vacation

combines three excitingly different activities

into one stunning adventure.

First, travelers enjoy a four-day trek through

some of the most beautiful scenery in Nepal.

Setting out from Kathmandu, we hike along

the northern slopes of the Himalayas,

following the Annapurna Circuit. Passing

through pine forests and wonderful rice

paddies, the group makes its way up to the

left to Thorong La (17,769 ft.). Regular stops

will be made each day so that hikers get used

to the steady change in height. We spend one

morning exploring Muktinath, an important

site for both Hindu and Buddhist pilgrims.

The second stage of the journey is an

exhilarating white-water rafting ride all the

way back down the mountain. The rafting

begins on the Marsyandi, famous as one of the

best white-water rivers in the world, and

finishes with the somewhat calmer waters of

the Trisuli.

Lastly, after a highly energetic week, travelers

can then enjoy a needed break with a safari

through the Chitwan National Park. Expert

guides watch over the group as we explore

the mysteries of the jungle on the backs of

elephants. The expedition ends with the

chance for some sightseeing and souvenir

hunting back in Kathmandu.

Please note that multi-activity adventures are

flexible and can be designed to meet your

personal requirements. Canoeing, mountain

biking, and bungee jumping are also available if

desired. Please contact us to arrange your own

customized adventure for anywhere between

ten and thirty days.

Himalayan Multi-Activity Adventure

Reading

9 Look at the sentences below about a vacation in the Himalayas. Read the text to decide if
each sentence is correct or not. If it is correct, write C. If it is incorrect, write I.
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Dear Jerry,

I am writing .....................................
.......................................................
.......................................................
.......................................................
.......................................................
I would like to tell you .........................
.......................................................
.......................................................
.......................................................
I would also like to say that I ................
.......................................................
.......................................................
.......................................................
.................... Another thing I

appreciated ........................................
.......................................................
.......................................................
.......................................................
I was wondering if we ..........................
.......................................................
.......................................................
.......................................................
Once again .......................................
and I look forward ...............................
.......................................................
.......................................................

Best Regards,
Amy

Writing

10 An American friend of yours named Jerry
threw a party two days ago. Complete the
letter to Jerry. You should thank him for
the lovely time you had. You should also
say what you liked best. Also suggest
when you could meet again.

Word formation: Prefixes

12 Fill in the blanks with a word derived
from the words in capitals. Use the
prefixes co-, mis-, and super-.

1 The lawyer advised his client to ................
with the police or else there would be serious
consequences. OPERATE

2 This job will require ....................... effort
to get it done. HUMAN

3 In rally car racing, both the driver and the
....................... must wear safety helmets.
DRIVE

4 Grandfather has .................................. his
glasses again and cannot read the paper. PLACE

Prepositions

11 Fill in: in, about, for, and with.

1 Traveling gives people the opportunity to learn
............... different cultures and traditions.

2 New research has shown that there has been a
major decrease ............... the number of
fish due to overfishing.

3 It is believed that in a few hundred years a giant
comet will collide ............... the Earth.

4 This open-air market is famous ............... its
wide variety of cheese and herbs.

Phrasal verbs: throw

13 Choose the correct particle.

1 Mel decided not to throw off/away her old
clothes this year. She will give them to charity.

2 The man was thrown off/out of the store
after he was caught stealing.

3 I don’t feel very well. I think I’m going to throw
up/out.

4 The surface of the sun throws away/off various
particles.
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Describing pictures
A) Choose a picture and describe it to your partner. Talk about:

B) Work in pairs. The pictures above show people on vacation. Now talk together about where
to go on vacation and what to do when you are on vacation.

ñ where the picture was taken
ñ what it shows
ñ what the people are doing/wearing
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My favorite vacation destination!

Find pictures and make a flyer presenting your favorite vacation destination. Write what visitors
can do there and what sights they can see.

Name: ........................................... Date: ................... Class: ..................

.....................................................

.....................................................

.....................................................

.....................................................

.....................................................

.....................................................

.....................................................

.....................................................

.....................................................

.....................................................

.....................................................

.....................................................

.....................................................

.....................................................

.....................................................

1

2

3
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Cell phone codesCell phone codes

Students play in pairs. Draw a large picture of a cell phone keypad on the board. Student A thinks
of a secret word related to vacation activities, and looking at the keypad, he/she tells Student B
the numbers that correspond to the letters of the secret word. Student A gives two of the letters
as a clue. NOTE: Weaker groups can be given the first and last letters (e.g., M _ _ _ _ M). Stronger
groups can be given any two letters. Student B then writes out all the possible letters and tries to
find the secret word. If Student B guesses correctly, he/she gets a point. Students then change
roles and repeat the game. The winner is the first to reach 10 points, or the one with the most
points after an agreed time limit.

® Student A: M 8 7 3 8 M (MUSEUM)

Student B: M
8 T U V
7 P Q R S
3 D E F
8 T U V
M
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NAME: .................................................................. DATE: ...................................

CLASS: .................................................................. SCORE: _____
80

(Time: 50 minutes)

ENTRY TEST 

1 Paul loves doing extreme sports because he
enjoys the sense of ....... they offer.
A affection B romance C adventure

2 Helen always wears ....... to protect her
hands when she works in the rose garden.
A gloves B bags C boots

3 Tom doesn’t look well. He ....... see a doctor.
A needs B should C can

4 While he ....... in the park, he fell and
broke his leg.
A jogged B is jogging C was jogging

5 Can you turn down the music, please? It’s so
....... in here that I can’t concentrate on my
work.
A hot B attractive C noisy

6 We’ve run ....... of sugar, so we can’t bake
a cake.
A out B into C over

7 Would you like ....... orange juice?
A some B little C something

8 ...... rain causes great harm to the natural
environment. 
A Toxic B Acid C Chemical 

9 You’re new at this school, .......?
A you are B you aren’t C aren’t you

10 Carrie ....... watching cartoons as a child,
but now she finds them boring.
A has loved B used to love
C was loving

11 Alex is on a low-....... diet because he
wants to lose weight.
A butter B oil C fat

12 The school rules clearly state that students
....... use their cell phones in the classroom.
A don’t have to B might not
C must not 

13 The children look ....... . Why don't you take
them to the park so they can have some fun?
A boring B bored C boredom

14 I bought this beautiful necklace at a .......
store downtown.
A stationery B housewares
C jewelry 

15 Have you ever ....... the Natural History
Museum? It’s amazing!
A been to B went to C gone at

16 Dad needs to go to the ....... to get new
reading glasses.
A flower shop B eyewear store
C pharmacy

17 This town ....... a lot since the last time we
were here.
A has changed B changed
C was changing 

18 Sam and Josh consider ....... to be
computer experts.
A themselves B theirselves C themself 

19 It’s not very nice to ....... about other people.
A discuss B gossip C claim

Choose the correct item.
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ENTRY TEST 

20 Stephen is a very ....... child; he always
thinks up amazing adventure stories to tell
his friends.
A daring B sensitive C imaginative

21 Cars ....... carbon dioxide, which is very
harmful to the environment.
A burn B reduce C emit

22 Sandra makes the ....... cakes I’ve ever tasted.
A delicious B more delicious
C most delicious

23 Mark started working as an actor in his early
....... .
A thirty B thirties C thirtieth 

24 Frank ....... this summer at his grandparents’
house in the country.
A is spending B spends C spend

25 I ....... to call John for over an hour, but his
line is busy.
A tried B was trying 
C have been trying 

26 Most famous people don’t like ....... about
their private lives.
A talk B to talking C talking  

27 If James ....... a room soon, he won’t have
anywhere to stay on his vacation.
A won't book B doesn’t book
C isn’t booking

28 I think you ....... your parents for advice;
they’ll know what to do.
A are asking B should ask
C need ask

29 Jane ....... for Madrid tomorrow night.
A going to leave B leave
C is leaving

30 Frank didn’t want to try Chinese food, but
he finally came ....... and ate a little.
A off B round C across

31 My new ....... phone has access to the
Internet.
A cell B virtual C hi-fi

32 Cynthia says that Brad Pitt is more handsome
....... Ethan Hawk.
A from B than C of

33 Can you look ....... the boys for a while? I
have a dentist’s appointment.
A forward to B after C up

34 Mary finds horror movies quite ....... .
A very scary B scared C scary

35 Jane never found out ....... stole her purse
at the gym.
A who B which C whose

36 Bob’s father works as a car ....... .
A assistant B cashier C salesman

37 If you don’t study harder, you ....... pass the
exam.
A wouldn’t B aren’t C won’t

38 She has a ....... cough. She should take some
cough syrup. 
A big B heavy C bad

39 Oliver was watching TV when someone .......
the doorbell.
A rung B has rung C rang

40 The DVD store had many comedies to choose
....... .
A from B with C by

41 You look like you’ve been crying. Is something
.......?
A wrong B well C all right
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ENTRY TEST 

42 Taylor can’t sing very well, .......? 
A can’t he B can he C does he

43 Good detective stories usually have
mysterious ....... .
A plots B charts C slogans

44 I’m a little tired. Let’s ....... a break.
A take B get C do

45 Michael has painted my ....... and it looks
exactly like me!
A description B portrait C character

46 Angie loves hanging ....... with her friends
after school.
A off B out C in

47 I took Sally to a ....... comedy, as I know she
enjoys love stories.
A dramatic B romantic C adventure

48 You should put ....... a heavy jacket. It’s
going to be cold tonight.
A on B up C into

49 Mike had to wait ....... he felt better before
he could start going to school again. 
A when B until C as soon as

50 James doesn’t want to go to the movies. He
....... to the movie theater twice this week.
A has been B has seen C has gone

51 Harrison Ford has the starring ....... in the
Indiana Jones movies.
A lyrics B role C cast

52 My coffee needs ....... more sugar. It’s not
sweet enough.
A many B lot C a little

53 Henry goes to football ....... five days a
week.
A move  B practice C exams

54 We ....... around for two hours and we’re
still lost. Why don’t we just ask someone for
directions?
A ’ve driven B were driving 
C ’ve been driving

55 Please give my ....... to your parents when
you see them.
A regards B exchange C remarks

56 There’s a problem with my new MP3 player.
I think I’ll take it ....... to the store.
A off B away C back

57 Lois exercises three times a week to keep
her ....... figure.
A slim B middle-aged
C cunning

58 Your answers on the test were different
....... mine. 
A from B with C than

59 I haven’t been abroad ....... 2004.
A in B for C since

60 The fisherman sold all the fish he had caught
in his ....... .
A ladder B net C nest

61 They ....... in a big city.
A live B leave C living

62 I’m sorry, but I ....... what you’re talking
about.
A ’m not understanding
B can’t understanding
C don’t understand

63 John took ....... his jacket because it was
too hot.
A off B out C away

64 Linda received a silver ....... for finishing
second in the gymnastics competition. 
A licence B record C medal
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ENTRY TEST 

65 The house ....... I want to live has an outdoor
swimming pool.
A which B where C who

66 Do you ....... like going out tonight?
A think B want C feel

67 Fortunately, Nancy and Tom made .......
soon after their fight.
A up with B up C in

68 According ....... this review, the new Thai
restaurant has excellent food and service.
A to B with C from

69 I ran ....... Susie at the movie theater last
night. She’s doing fine.
A out of B across C over

70 Anything I need is ....... at hand, as the
grocery store is next door to my house.
A close B convenient C easy

71 I wanted Jane to be my ....... on the science
project. We work well together.
A member B passenger C partner

72 There is ....... fruit in the fridge if you’re
hungry.
A some B lot of C any

73 Why don’t you do your homework instead of
just sitting ....... doing nothing?
A over B out C around

74 There’s really ....... traffic today. I hope we
won't be late.
A big B heavy C high

75 Tom always ....... flowers for his wife on her
birthday.
A buying B buy C buys

76 She has been studying for her math exam
....... 9:00 am.
A for B since C at

77 We expected the ....... to be funny, but we
didn’t laugh at all.
A drama B comedy C thriller

78 Look! It ....... snowing. Let’s go out later
and make a snowman.
A will B is C is going to

79 Children are usually ....... . They ask a lot of
questions.
A athletic B shy C curious

80 Why don’t you ....... to Mary about your
problem? She’ll know what to do.
A talk B tell C say
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1 Don’t let what he said get you down/boss
you around. He’s just a bully.

2 We couldn’t get a word in all night, as Mike
got by/took over the conversation.

3 Don’t tell Sue you don’t like her dress. She
reacts/avoids badly to criticism.

4 Ben took the opportunity/skill to talk to the
new student when he saw her in the cafeteria.

5 It was a lovely gesture/action to give Maria
roses on her birthday. I’m sure she appreciated
it.

6 Peter suggested we join our favorite band’s
fan club and we all shook/nodded
enthusiastically in agreement.

7 I saw John talking to the new girl in class. He
was hopefully/probably introducing himself.

8 Mary got offended/frustrated by the unkind
remark her classmate made.

9 You should apologize for your harmless/
unacceptable behavior. It was very rude to
talk to your teacher like that.

NAME: .................................................................. DATE: ...................................

CLASS: .................................................................. SCORE: _____
100

(Time: 50 minutes)

TEST 1 (Module 1)

A Underline the correct item.

Vocabulary

(   )Points: ___

9x1   9

10 Terry is so ...... that he talked to almost
everyone at the wedding.
A sociable B shy C sensitive

11 If you want to be a good friend, you should
always be ...... with others.
A honesty B honestly C honest

12 People who are ...... always expect that
things will go well.
A friendly B optimistic
C affectionate

13 I told her to be ......, but she insisted on
opening the gift before her birthday party.
A reliable B patient C selfish

14 You can’t change Jason’s mind. You know
how ...... he is!
A stubborn B polite C flexible

B Choose the correct item.

(   )Points: ___

5x2      10
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C Put the verbs in parentheses in the simple present or present progressive.

Grammar

TEST 1 (Module 1)

15 Anne .............................. (always/call) 
me late at night. It’s so annoying!

16 ............................. (you/think) that it’s 
a good idea to share your secrets with people
you don't know very well?

17 ................................... (Alex/join) us 
for dinner tonight or does he have to work
late again?

18 Pat and Natalie ........................ (meet) 
at the bus stop every day to catch the same
bus to school.

19 Tom ............................... (buy) his son 
a bicycle for his birthday next week.

20 Jamie ............................ (never/offer)
yellow flowers as a gift, as he believes that
they bring bad luck.

21 Look! The kids .......................... (have)
a great time chatting with their friends on
the beach. Let’s join them!

22 Cindy ............................. (sometimes/
bite) her nails when she is in a stressful
situation.

23 John ................................ (try) to get 
his teacher’s attention because he needs
her help.

24 Hurry up! Our flight ............................
(leave) at 7:00 and it’s 6:30 already!

D Complete the sentences by putting the verbs in parentheses in the –ing form or the infinitive.

25 Paul is frustrated because his parents never
let him ......................... (stay) up late.

26 You’d better start ........................ (get)
ready now if you don't want to be late for
the school dance.

27 John is a very private person and usually
avoids ............................. (talk) about 
himself.

28 I don't think that Stewart is talented enough
....................... (become) a professional 
singer.

29 He’s considering ................ (take) a box 
of chocolates to Sue’s dinner party tonight.

30 Are you interested in ...........................
(watch) the new Indiana Jones movie?

31 Lisa made her brother .........................
(promise) that he wouldn’t make fun of her
new hairstyle.

32 Would you prefer ...............................
(celebrate) your birthday at a restaurant or
have a quiet dinner at home?

33 I don't mind ............................ (write)
out all the party invitations for you. Just tell
me when you want them by.

34 I’m expecting ....................... (receive)
a letter from my pen pal this week.

(   )Points: ___

10x2   20

(   )Points: ___

10x2    20
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Everyday English

TEST 1 (Module 1)

35 Do you have any brothers or sisters? ........

36 How old is Janie? ........

37 I have to go now. ........

38 Hello, my name is Maria. ........

39 Are you new here? ........

A She turns 20 next week.
B Yes, I moved in next door

last week.
C No, I’m an only child.
D OK. See you later.
E Nice to meet you.

(   )Points: ___

5x2   10

E Match the sentences to form mini-dialogues.

Reading

F Look at the text in each question. What does it say? Choose the correct letter (A, B, or C).

A Adam has a geography test on Tuesday.
B Linda wants to study at the gym.
C Adam wants to borrow Linda’s book.

e.g., To: Linda
From: Adam
Re: geography book
Hi, Linda. I need my geography book
back. Big test on Tuesday! Can you bring
it with you to the gym tomorrow?
Thanks!

A New cards are available at the bank.
B Your new card will be mailed within five

days.
C You must inform the bank to get a new card.

40
Stolen or lost credit cards should be
reported to the bank as soon as
possible. Replacements will be sent
within five working days.

A Carrie can call Terry on vacation.
B Carrie was not at home last night.
C Carrie tried to call Terry last night.

41

A The play lasts five hours.
B You can buy tickets on the bus.
C Not everyone will be able to go.

42
Theater Trip

All those interested should inform Mr.

Forester before Thursday. Tickets are

limited. Bus leaves on Sat. at 6:30 pm.

Returns at 11:30 pm.

Note

Carrie ― Call Terry today! He called

twice last night and he’s going on

vacation tomorrow!
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Writing

G A friend of yours has just gotten married. Write a short message to your friend
congratulating him on his marriage (35-45 words). 

You may use the ideas below to help you.

ñ drop you a line  ñ sorry couldn’t make it  ñ business trip  ñ honeymoon?

TEST 1 (Module 1)

(   )Points: ___

5x2    10

A You cannot park here on the weekend.
B You can park here after 6:00 pm on weekdays.
C You cannot park before 8:00 am.

43

A Annie cooked a great meal last night.
B Annie went to a restaurant last night.
C Annie went to her friend’s house last night.

44

Hi ...................,
......................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................
Regards,
...................

(   )Points: ___
15

Just a quick note to say thank
you for a great meal last night.
Next time, you’ll have to come
over to my place!
Annie

NO PARKINGNO PARKING
MON — FRI 8:00 am — 6:00 pm
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TEST 1 (Module 1)

Listening

H You will hear Stephanie Miller talking about customs in some parts of the world. For
questions 45-50, put a check (✓) in the correct box.

(   )Points: ___

6x1   6

45 Stephanie says that most Australians dislike

46 What should you do at an Australian barbecue?

47 What should you not do in Holland?

48 What is a good gift in Holland?

49 In India, “Namaste” is said

50 When you visit a house in India, you should

A being given nicknames.

B smoking inside the house.

C shaking hands with someone.

A take your own food

B offer to cook the meal

C wash the dishes

A send an odd number of roses

B send roses to someone’s house

C send thirteen red roses

A chocolates

B knives

C scissors

A only by older people.

B as a greeting.

C as an invitation.

A put your shoes under a table.

B leave your shoes outside.

C take a gift of food or drink.

101
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B Fill in the correct word. There are three words you do not need to use.

ñ waiter  ñ recover  ñ permission  ñ site  ñ illustration  ñ conclusion  ñ cashier  ñ sample
ñ curious  ñ sound  ñ evolution  ñ capture  ñ present

5 In 1903, the Wright brothers returned safe
and .............. from the first airplane flight
in history.

6 The .............. apologized to the customer
for bringing him the wrong order.

7 Students who wanted to attend the science
fair last week had to get .............. from
their parents.

8 The American history students visited Mount
Rushmore, as it is a famous historical .......
................. .

9 The .............. children gathered around
the strange invention to take a closer look
at it.

10 The doctor gave Jill antibiotics to help her
.............. from the flu.

11 The scientist put the .............. under the
microscope to examine it more closely.

12 On the American one dollar bill there is a(n)
.............. of George Washington, the first
president of the United States.

13 Professor Kan is planning to ...................
his most recent findings to the scientific
community.

14 Following several tests, the inventor finally
came to the .............. that his machine was
worthless.

NAME: .................................................................. DATE: ...................................

CLASS: .................................................................. SCORE: _____
100

(Time: 50 minutes)

TEST 2 (Module 2)

A Match the descriptions in column A to the objects in column B.

A
e.g., A type of medicine that helps the body

to fight infections. B
1 Something that you can wear instead of 

glasses when you have poor eyesight. ........
2 A small piece of paper on which you can

write short messages and then stick onto
a surface. ........

3 Something that you use when you want to
measure body temperature. ........

4 A device that cooks or heats up food very
fast. ........

B

A thermometer

B penicillin

C microwave 

D Post-it note

E contact lenses

Vocabulary

(   )Points: ___

4x1   4

(   )Points: ___

10x2   20
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TEST 2 (Module 2)

C Put the verbs in parentheses in the simple past or past progressive.

e.g., Darren sent (send) a long letter to Laura.

Grammar

15 Which amazing discovery do you think 
.................... (change) the 19th century 
the most?

16 Our history teacher says that the German
physicist Wilhelm Röntgen ....................
(discover) the X-ray by accident.

17 While Christopher Columbus ...................
(look) for a sea route to India, he discovered
America in 1492.

18 George Crum .......................... (invent)
the potato chip on August 24th, 1853.

19 Mark ........................ (fix) his computer 
when it started to make a strange buzzing
noise.

20 While the museum guide ........................
(talk) about the exhibits, some students were
laughing and making noise.

21 The teacher ........................ (copy) the 
questions on the board for the students to
read.

D Write questions to which the underlined parts are the answer.

e.g., Marie and Pierre Curie discovered radium.
Who discovered radium?

22 Henry Ford created the Model T Ford
automobile.
....................................................?

23 The famous Altamira cave is in northern
Spain.
....................................................?

24 Albert Einstein won the Nobel Prize in
Physics in 1921.
....................................................?

25 Alexander Graham Bell invented the first
telephone.
....................................................?

26 The art students talked to the famous painter
about 19th century art.
....................................................?

(   )Points: ___

7x2    14

(   )Points: ___

5x1   5
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TEST 2 (Module 2)

Everyday English

(   )Points: ___

8x2   16

E Underline the correct item.

27 When Timmy was young, he used to have/
would have a lot of electrical gadgets.

28 Maria would take/took a difficult history test
yesterday morning.

29 My family used to visit/visited the Hall of
Inventions at the science exhibition last year.

30 Sharon used to be/would be a bad student,
but now she studies very hard.

31 Missi used to have/would have a silver coin
collection, but she sold it two years ago.

32 Peter would have/had a book on the discovery
of dinosaur bones, but he lost it.

33 Mrs. Jones used to be/would be a dancer,
but now she is a painter.

34 During my summer vacation, I was going/
would go down to the sea for a swim every
morning.

35 How long has she been working there? ........

36 How does he like his job? ........

37 What does her job involve? ........

38 What’s the pay like? ........

39 What does your brother do for a living? ........

A Great. He gets over
70,000 dollars a year.

B He’s an author at a
publishing company.

C For over 15 years.
D He really loves it. It’s

very creative.
E She is responsible for

showing school students
around the museum.

(   )Points: ___

5x2   10

F Choose the correct response.
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TEST 2 (Module 2)

G The people below want to go to the movie theater. Decide which of the movies described
would be the most suitable for each person.

Reading

A Iron Man is the exciting tale of billionaire Tony Stark (Robert Downey Jr.) who, after being
kidnapped and seriously injured, develops a robotic suit to fight evil. Adapted from the comic, this
is a summer superhero movie with enough adventure and laughs to please the whole family.

B Get Smart is the big-screen version of the 60s comedy TV series. Special agent Maxwell Smart
(Steve Carell) joins forces with beautiful but deadly Agent 99 (Anne Hathaway) to save the world.
Take the kids because this is a movie for both young and old that’ll have you laughing all summer.

C The Chronicles of Narnia: Prince Caspian is every child’s fantasy. Returning to the magical world
of Narnia, the Pevensie children have to battle the forces of darkness once more to restore the
Prince of the title to the throne. Adapted from the classic children’s book, this is a movie to charm
the younger members of the family.

D Mamma Mia is the big-screen adaptation of the hugely popular musical. Meryl Streep and Pierce
Brosnan fall in and out of love while singing and dancing to the songs of Abba on an idyllic Greek
island. You’ll laugh, you’ll cry, and you’ll dance all the way home after seeing the feel-good movie
of the year!

E Indiana Jones and The Kingdom of the Crystal Skull sees the return of everyone’s favorite
archaeologist. Enjoy all the usual thrills and action as Harrison Ford faces danger around the world
in the search for the treasures of an ancient civilization. Get in line now because this is going to be
the movie everyone will want to see!

40 Sam, 20, is studying history
and geography at college.
He spends a lot of his time
in the library so he doesn’t
want to see a movie that is
too serious. He enjoys
exciting action movies and
always tries to see the most
popular movies.   .........

43 Sarah, 32, owns a bookstore and spends
her spare time reading. She likes books
that have been made into movies. She
enjoys discussing the movies she has seen
with her friends so she prefers serious
movies that make her think.   .........

44 Alfie, 28, is a big fan of secret agents and spy
stories. When he wants to watch something
less serious, he usually chooses a comedy. He
has two children and would like to take them
to see something that they can all enjoy.
.........

41 Jane, 26, doesn’t go to the
movies often as she prefers
to go dancing or to
concerts. She is planning a
vacation abroad this year
and likes movies about
foreign places. She enjoys
romantic comedies that
take her away from her
ordinary life.   .........

42 Daniel, 18, spends a lot of
time watching TV and is
interested in unexplained
mysteries and UFOs. He
dislikes comedies and
children’s movies, but likes
movies that surprise him.
He particularly enjoys
films that scare him.
.........
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TEST 2 (Module 2)

Writing

H Your school magazine has invited students to take part in this year’s short story competition.
Write a story for the competition entitled “Our Amazing Discovery.” You may use the ideas
below to help you write your story (100–120 words).  

(   )Points: ___
15

Introduction (set the scene)

Para 1 ñ Where were you and why did you go there?
(e.g., forest, cave, beach, attic)

ñ Who were you with?
(e.g., 3 classmates, brother, friends)

Main Body (events in the order they happened)

Para 2 ñ What did you find?
(e.g., a lost treasure, a rare book, an old document)

ñ How did you find it?
(e.g., explore, look for something else, fall in a hole)

ñ How did you feel?
(e.g., calm, excited, surprised)

Para 3 ñ What happened afterwards?
(e.g., tell your parents, take item to an expert)

Conclusion (end the story)

Para 4 ñ What happened in the end?
(e.g., take it to a museum, sell it, return it to
original spot)

F The X-Files: I Want to Believe has Fox Mulder (David Duchovny) and Dana Scully (Gillian Anderson)
investigating the unknown. The plot is a secret but the audience should expect to be frightened by
aliens or monsters. The science-fiction TV series was a hit in the 90s and is heading for summer
success this year.

G Blindness is the adaptation of Nobel Prize winner José Saramago’s 1995 novel. The population of
an unnamed city slowly becomes blind and only one person (Julianne Moore) can see the way to
survive. A philosophical drama for older audiences that will have you talking about it long after
leaving the movie theater.

H Kung Fu Panda is the latest cartoon blockbuster and as the title suggests, it’s about a panda that
knows kung-fu! A delight from start to finish, this is a movie about achieving your dreams. The kids
will love it and will probably want to adopt a panda as soon as you get home!

(   )Points: ___

5x2   10
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TEST 2 (Module 2)

(   )Points: ___

6x1   6

Listening

I You will hear a radio announcement about a new art gallery. For questions 45-50, fill in the
missing information in the numbered blanks.

To open:
Friday, July 18th

Reception from 7 pm to 45) .................... .

Location:
From the A8 turn right on Bridge Street and continue to Ness Road. The gallery is

to the left of the 46) ...................., across the street from the library.

Opening Hours and Admission:
Open Monday — Saturday 10 am — 5 pm, Sundays 10 am — 4 pm

Late closing on 47) .................... .
Admission free.

Visiting rules and regulations:
Visitors must hand all 48) .................... , backpacks, and umbrellas into the cloakroom.

No eating and drinking except for in the 49) ..................... .
No flash photography.

Coming soon:
Exhibition of works by famous 50) .................... painters.
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A Fill in the missing word. There is one answer you do not need to use.

ñ itchy  ñ influence  ñ nourishing  ñ runny  ñ effort  ñ allergic  ñ pride  ñ consists

Vocabulary

1 Peter is making a(n) ....................... to
improve his health by exercising and
eating better.

2 Mary broke out into a rash and had
....................... skin.

3 Melina’s lips and eyes were swollen
because she had a bad .......................
reaction to the seafood in the pasta. 

4 Her strict diet ....................... of only
fruits and vegetables.

5 Angelina had all the symptoms of a cold:
high temperature, cough, and a(n)
....................... nose.

6 TV commercials often .......................
people as to what they choose to buy.

7 The market down the street takes
....................... in offering the freshest
vegetables. 

B Fill in the missing phrase. There is one answer you do not need to use.

ñ packed lunch  ñ picky eater  ñ spending habits  ñ nursery school  ñ immune system
ñ established regulations  ñ reasonable prices

(   )Points: ___

7x2     14

(   )Points: ___

6x2     12

8 Nancy has such bad ....................... that 
she’ll never be able to save up any money.

9 Foods rich in vitamin C and E are good for
your ............................ because they 
help fight disease.

10 Mom says that the food they serve at the
school cafeteria isn’t very healthy, so she
prepares a(n) ..................................
to take with us every day.

11 Lucy prefers shopping at the supermarket
because it has more ..........................
than the local store.

12 Tom rarely eats out because he’s a(n).......
........................... and only enjoys his 

mother’s cooking.
13 The United States has ........................

for food safety.

NAME: .................................................................. DATE: ...................................

CLASS: .................................................................. SCORE: _____
100

(Time: 50 minutes)

TEST 3 (Module 3)
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TEST 3 (Module 3)

D Put the verbs in parentheses in the present perfect or the present perfect progressive. 

(   )Points: ___

6x2      12

Grammar

20 Martha .......................... (shop) for her
wedding all day and is exhausted.

21 I’m hungry! I ............................. (not/
eat) anything all day!

22 There’s no need to go to the butcher’s, I
................................... (already/buy)
everything we need for the barbecue. 

23 The service at this restaurant is terrible! We
.......................... (wait) for our food for
forty minutes and they still haven't brought it.

24 Monica’s lost three pounds and she .........
........................ (only/diet) for a week! 

25 George ................................. (never/
eat) sushi before.

14 A: May I speak to Mr. Rogers, please?
B: I’m afraid he’s ............... to our

Manhattan offices. You may contact him
there.

15 A: I found some great bargains at the flea
market.

B: Really? I’ve never .................. to one 
before.

16 A: Can’t Sarah help you with the housework?
B: No, she’s ..................... to the mall to

meet her friends.

17 A: I’ll try on two more dresses and then we
can go and have lunch.

B: Come on! We’ve ............... in this store
for two hours! I’m bored and hungry!

18 A: John and I went to the new Chinese
restaurant yesterday.

B: Is it nice? I haven't ............... there yet.
19 A: Tina isn’t here, but you can wait for her

if you like.
B: Why? Where has she ......................?

C Fill in the blanks with been or gone.

(   )Points: ___

6x1       6

E Underline the correct verb tense.

(   )Points: ___

7x2      14

26 Molly cut/has cut her hair last week and it
looks fantastic!

27 I didn’t hear/haven’t heard great things
about the new Mexican restaurant.

28 Did you pick up/Have you picked up your
medication from the pharmacy yet?

29 Luke and Laura have spent/spent last Sunday
at the flea market.

30 We have ordered/ordered some takeout last
night instead of cooking.

31 Have you ever cooked/Did you ever cook
lobster before?

32 Lucy suffered/has suffered from allergies all
her life.
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TEST 3 (Module 3)

Everyday English
F Complete the dialogue with: 

ñ That’s a bargain!  ñ They really suit you.  ñ Where exactly is it?  ñ Are they new?  
ñ Were they very expensive? 

Anne: Nice earrings, Mary. 33) ...................
Hilary: Yes, I bought them yesterday.
Anne: I like them. 34) .............................

Hilary: Thanks! They’re real gold.
Anne: 35) ............................................

Hilary: No, actually. They were only $20. 

Anne: Wow! 36) ....................................
Hilary: I know! I found them at the West End Flea

Market.
Anne: 37) ............................................

Hilary: Just west off the Bay Bridge.
Anne: I see. I think I’ll go and take a look!

(   )Points: ___

5x2    10
Reading

Manchester Food and Drink Festival
Last year’s festival was the biggest yet with most of

Manchester taking part and staging nearly 600 food-related

offers and events. In Albert Square, at the Taste, Dine and

Learn event, 30,000 visitors got the chance to try and buy

the best of the region’s produce, eat at the best restaurants

the city has to offer, and learn how to cook from famous

regional and national chefs!

Events
This year there are even more events than previously. For a

full list of events, go to the festival’s website at

www.foodanddrinkfestival.com. The main event is Taste,

Dine and Learn and, as always, is held in Albert Square in

the heart of the city. At the Taste tent this year, you can

enjoy cuisine from across the Mediterranean and if you have

a sweet tooth, you can finish your sampling with Italian ice

cream! For a real taste of Manchester, visit the Dine tent with

its dishes from 25 of the city’s finest restaurants. This is one

meal that you cannot afford to miss. If the tricks of the trade

interest you, then make your way to the Learn tent where

some familiar faces from TV will guide you through the steps

that led to the delicious food on your plate.

Gala Dinner and Awards Ceremony
The festival ends on a high note at the Gala

Dinner and Awards Ceremony, which will be

held at Manchester Town Hall. Awards will

go to the best that the city has to offer when

it comes to food, drink, and eating out.

Tickets are limited and all money raised will

go to local charities. And don’t forget of

course, there will be a good meal on the

table!

Healthy Eating
The festival is proud to present a program of

healthy eating events that will not only take

place during the festival, but also throughout

the year. If you want to give your lifestyle a

new direction and are looking for ways to

get healthier, then come along to some of

the fun events that are planned for this

year’s festival. There are talks from experts

and a whole range of fun activities to get you

out, get you informed, and get you going!
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G Look at sentences 38-47 about a food and drink festival. Then read the text to decide if each
sentence is correct or incorrect. If it is correct, mark it as C. If it is not correct, mark it as I.
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Writing

H You just had dinner at the new family restaurant that opened near your house. Write a
review about your dining experience. Write about the decor, service, prices, and give your
recommendation (80-100 words). 

.........................., the new family restaurant on ...................., is a great place for

dinner.

The decor is ...........................................................................................

....................................... . It’s known for its ............................................

............................. and the service is .......................................................

................................................................ . The prices are ......................

...............................................................................................
.......... .

.............................................. is very popular because ..............................

...............................................................................................
............

I would recommend this restaurant ...............................................................

...............................................................................................
............

38 The previous festival was not 
successful. .....

39 Chefs from all over the world took 
part in last year’s festival. .....

40 You can get information about 
the festival on the Internet. .....

41 Albert Square is in the center of
Manchester. .....

42 The Dine tent has 25 different
restaurants. .....

43 You can appear on TV with a famous 
chef. .....

44 Some events carry on after the 
festival. .....

45 The festival will give advice about 
healthy living. .....

46 Awards are given at the start of the
festival. .....

47 You don’t have to pay to attend the 
Gala Dinner and Award Ceremony. .....

(   )Points: ___

10x1     10

(   )Points: ___
15

TEST 3 (Module 3)
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e.g., How will the man eat his eggs?

48 What will the couple order?

112

Listening

I Listen and choose the correct answers.

a b c

a b c

49 Where did the woman leave her bag?

a b c

50 What does the man need to buy for the salad?

© Express Publishing  PHOTOCOPIABLE

TEST 3 (Module 3)

✓

a b c
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(   )Points: ___

7x1     7

a b c
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51 How will the customers pay on the first floor?

52 What present did the boy decide to buy?

53 What chore will the man do?

54 What time will the boy and his mom go shopping?

TEST 3 (Module 3)

a b c

a b c

a b c
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1 Marcia should focus/affect more on people’s
personalities than on their appearances.

2 Her mother always draws/puts pressure on
her to lose weight.

3 Bob looks very cozy/friendly and warm in
that big woolen sweater.

4 Can’t you wear something that’s not so casual/
scruffy? Your shirt needs ironing and your jeans
are dirty!

5 That shirt doesn’t really match/suit your
skirt.

6 Alex has put away/put off cutting his hair
for months and it now reaches his shoulders.

7 I need to buy a plain/pure white shirt to go
with my striped skirt.

8 Grace’s vanity/confidence in herself is what
got her the job.

9 The designer’s new line is made from all
natural chemicals/fabrics.

10 How can you end up with/put up with all
these demanding customers complaining all
the time? You must have lots of patience!

A Underline the correct word/phrase.

Vocabulary

(   )Points: ___

10x2    20

e.g., options remarks
a) George made some rude remarks about

Jane’s new hairstyle. 
b) Tonight’s party is very formal, so we don’t

have many options as to what to wear.

11 mature grow up
a) Helen and her sister both want to become

fashion designers when they ............. .
b) His parents hope that sending him away

to college will help Mike ................. .

12 effort try
a) Larry made a(n) ............ to look extra 

nice for his school picture.
b) The hairdresser suggested she should dye

her hair red, and Niki decided to give it
a(n) ................. .

13 fit go
a) Do these shoes ........... with this dress?
b) She has gained some weight and her

clothes don’t ................ her properly.

14 trendy ridiculous
a) Emma is very ............. and has all the

latest fashion magazines delivered to her
house.

b) Mark looked ................... in his clown 
costume.

15 muscular skinny
a) My coach says that I’m too ............. to

play football.
b) The Olympic athlete was strong and

................. .

B Choose the correct word/phrase to fill in the blanks.

(   )Points: ___

5x2     10

NAME: .................................................................. DATE: ...................................

CLASS: .................................................................. SCORE: _____
100

(Time: 50 minutes)

TEST 4 (Module 4)
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TEST 4 (Module 4)

C Fill in the blanks with the correct form of the adjective, as in the example.

Grammar

16 This is ............... (good) advice you have 
ever given me. 

17 Perhaps you should wear something .........
................ (sharp) than this for your job 
interview.

18 Silk is ....................... (soft) than nylon. 

19 This is  ................... (beautiful) dress in 
the store. 

20 Woolen sweaters are ................. (warm)
than cotton ones.

21 Jane is ............. (pretty) girl in our class.

D Fill in the blanks with less ... than or as ... as.

(   )Points: ___

6x2   12

(   )Points: ___

9x1     9

(   )Points: ___

4x2   8

e.g., Even though they are twins, Bobby is much taller than Ryan.

22 The red dress does not suit you ..............
much .............. the black one. 

23 These jeans are .......... flattering ...........
the skirt, so I would suggest you buy the
skirt.

24 Even though she is a fashion designer,
Monica is ......... trendy ......... I expected.

25 I’ve seen Brad Pitt in person and he is not
.......... attractive .......... I thought.

E Fill in the blanks with so, such, too, or enough.

26 Patrick’s style is ......... athletic for my taste.
27 Carrie is .......... fashionable that she was

named the best-dressed person in the whole
school. 

28 Is it warm ......... to wear sandals today?
29 Tommy wears .......... long shirts that they

look like dresses!
30 Do you have these jeans in a smaller size?

This pair is ......... big for me.

31 Daisy has .......... lovely hair that they’ve
asked her to be in a shampoo commercial.

32 Look at that woman’s dress; it’s ...............
elegant!

33 Molly isn’t old .......... to have pierced ears;
her parents said she can pierce them when
she turns 15.

34 This dress is .............. dark. Why don’t you
wear something brighter?

e.g., I find tight clothes less comfortable than loose ones, because they don’t allow me to move so
freely.
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Everyday English

TEST 4 (Module 4)

Bobby: Hi Carl! 35) .......
Carl: I’m just troubled about something. 
Bobby: What’s the problem?
Carl: 36) .......
Bobby: If I were you, 37) ....... 
Carl: 38) ....... What if she turns me down?
Bobby: Start by talking to her first.
Carl: That’s easy for you to say!
Bobby: 39) ....... Don’t be so shy!
Carl: Ok, I’ll do it!

a Come on!
b No way!
c Why the long face?
d I’d ask her out on a date.
e I really like Sally, but don’t

know what to do!

(   )Points: ___

5x2   10

F Use the sentences (a–e) to complete the dialogue.

Reading

G Read the text. For each question choose the correct answer (A, B, C, or D).

Benetton is a family business. My father started the company, Italy’s largest clothing
manufacturer, forty years ago and we now have around 5,000 stores selling Benetton clothes in 120
countries worldwide. I recently took over as chairman and I want the business to grow, but I also
want to keep the values that have made Benetton an international name.

Having three children means it’s not necessary for me to set the alarm clock. I live very
close to my office so I can be there in five minutes and as soon as I sit at my desk, I get to work.
Time is valuable and there isn’t usually enough to get through everything that needs to be
done. My job is quite varied – it’s not all about clothes. At the moment, we are developing
charity projects in Africa and helping the UN World Food Program – we need to listen to the
people the world has ignored.

When I was growing up, my parents made sure I was able to look after myself and I want
to raise my children in the same way. I don’t treat them like children, I treat them like adults.
They can be childish if they want, but they need to take responsibility for the things they do
and the choices they make. I would love to be with my children more, but my job is very
demanding. That’s why the time I get to spend with my family is extremely valuable to me.
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TEST 4 (Module 4)

Dear Sam,

I just got your letter and I have to say that I’m sorry you feel this way.
First of all, you should ............................................................................................

....................................................................................... . By doing so, you .............
......................................................................................................................... .

Another thing you can try is ....................................................................................... .
This way .................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................... .

I hope that my advice helps you and that you feel better.

Love,
.....................

Writing

H You have just read a letter from your friend Sam, who feels very uncomfortable with his
body because he is a little overweight, and is asking for your advice. Write a letter of advice
to Sam (80-100 words).

(   )Points: ___

5x2   10

(   )Points: ___
15

“I wish I could spend more
time with my children.”

“I spend too much time
worrying about my children.”

40 What is the writer’s main purpose in writing
the text?
A to complain about his children
B to say why he became a businessman
C to give some information about his life
D to describe his future plans

41 What would a reader learn about Alessandro
from the text?
A He likes to be at work early in the morning.
B He enjoys spending time with his family.
C He is nervous about his new role.
D He doesn’t want to open new shops.

42 What does the writer say about his children?
A He helps them with their homework.
B He thinks they are too childish.
C He is annoyed when they wake him up.
D He wants them to be responsible.

43 What does the writer say about himself?
A He wants to do more for charity.
B He believes he works too hard.
C He needs to live near his office.
D He has a lot of things to do at work.

44 What might Alessandro say about his children?

A

B

C

D

“I should involve my
children in the business

more.”

“My children take up too
much of my time.”
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TEST 4 (Module 4)

(   )Points: ___

6x1   6

Listening

I You will hear a conversation between a girl, Emma, and her classmate, Dave, about
participating in their school’s sports day. For questions 45-50, decide if each sentence is
correct or incorrect. If it is correct, put a check (✓) in the box under A for YES. If it is
incorrect put a check (✓) in the box under B for NO.

45 Dave is looking forward to running on sports day.

46 Emma is surprised at how much Dave exercises.

47 Emma agrees with Dave that she should start jogging.

48 Emma will take part in some races on sports day.

49 Dave prefers to participate in sports rather than watch them.

50 In the end, Emma is thinking about doing something she hasn’t done before.

A B
YES NO
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NAME: .................................................................. DATE: ...................................

CLASS: .................................................................. SCORE: _____
100

(Time: 50 minutes)

TEST 5 (Module 5)

Vocabulary

B Fill in the blanks with the correct word/phrase. There are three extra words you do not
need to use.

ñ impressive  ñ sting  ñ fur  ñ developed  ñ confuse  ñ depend  ñ blend in with  
ñ take care of  ñ dedicate  ñ mammals  ñ reptiles  ñ effective  ñ tail

(   )Points: ___

10x2   20

A Fill in the blanks with the correct word.

ñ barks  ñ qualified  ñ howl  ñ chirp  ñ blows  ñ exceptional  ñ variety

1 The small bird started to ...................
as I walked towards its nest.

2 George has a college degree in animal
behavior, so he is certainly .................
to work at the nature reserve.

3 Some animals have a(n) ....................
sense of hearing and can hear extremely
low sounds.

4 My neighbors’ dog always ..................
loudly at everyone that walks by.

5 I like it when the wind .....................
a cool breeze across the lake.

6 Why do wolves ......more often at night?
7 The amusement park offers a great ......

............... of fun things that the whole
family can enjoy.

(   )Points: ___

7x2    14

8 Amanda wants to .............................
her life to looking after helpless animals.

9 It is really .................................... to
see a wild animal in its natural habitat.

10 All young animals ........................... on
a parent to care for them.

11 Blue whales are the largest ..................
in the world.

12 Look at that cat! Its ......................... is
so soft and shiny.

13 A bee .................... can be very painful,
even dangerous, if you are allergic.

14 Animals try to ................................ a
predator by moving in different ways and
changing direction quickly.

15 Most animals have at least one highly 
................... sense to help them survive
in the wild.

16 Using camouflage is a(n) ......................
way for an animal to protect itself.

17 Mrs. Outtridge asked me to ..................
her cat while she was away.
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C Put the verbs in parentheses in the past perfect or the past perfect progressive.

18 Tom ................... (feed) the dog before
he made his own supper.

19 After they ................... (eat) breakfast,
they left for a day trip to Marineland.

20 Steve was very tired because he ............
(work) at the animal clinic all day.

21 The falcon ..................... (try) to catch
something to eat for hours.

22 Jane ............................ (forget) to take
her underwater camera with her, so she
couldn’t photograph the tropical fish she saw.

23 Joan had a terrible sunburn. She ............
........................... (sunbathe) since the
beginning of the day.

24 The children ..................... (never/see)
a real dolphin before. 

25 Suzie ........................ (ask) her parents
for a puppy for many months before they
finally agreed to get her one. 

D Underline the correct item. 

26 Did you see no/any crocodiles while you were
on the boat?

27 There are a lot/many of animals that hear
and see much better than people.

28 Why didn’t anyone/someone bring sun cream?
We are going to burn!

29 There are too much/many people on this
beach. I think we should go somewhere
quieter.

30 Steve Irwin didn’t want to do nothing/
anything else but work with and help animals.

31 There are lot/lots of safety rules to follow
when you are near animals.

32 Would you like to go somewhere/nowhere
this weekend?

33 How much/many do they charge to get into
Marineland?

34 As we were walking through the forest, we
saw a little/few squirrels and a chipmunk.

(   )Points: ___

9x1    9

Everyday English

E Use the sentences (a-e) to complete the dialogue.

(   )Points: ___

5x2   10

Grammar

TEST 5 (Module 5)

(   )Points: ___

8x2     16

Mark: Hi Kevin, how are you?
Kevin: Hi Mark, I’m OK. 35) ....... 
Mark: What?
Kevin: I was playing golf and there was a 

crocodile on the golf course.
Mark: 36) ....... 
Kevin: No, I’m not. It started chasing me.
Mark: 37) ....... You are joking, right?
Kevin: 38) ....... It really happened.
Mark: Sure it did, Kevin. 39) ....... 

a Oh, come on!
b You’d better stop watching so many

thrillers!
c You’ll never guess what happened to

me.
d You’re kidding me.
e Honest!
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TEST 5 (Module 5)

F Look at the text in each question. What does it say? Choose the correct letter (A, B, or C).

Reading

A Adam has a geography test on Tuesday.
B Linda wants to study at the gym.
C Adam wants to borrow Linda’s book.

e.g., To: Linda
From: Adam
Re: geography book
Hi, Linda. I need my geography book
back. Big test on Tuesday! Can you
bring it with you to the gym tomorrow?
Thanks!

A Visitors should not get too close to the
animals. 

B Visitors must not give food to the animals.
C Visitors are a danger to the animals.

40
DO NOT FEED 

ANIMALS 
THROUGH BARS.

A Some applicants are allowed pets.
B Suitable applicants can have pets.
C No applicants can have pets.

41

A Frank Jones will handle emergencies in
September.

B Frank Jones is available for emergencies
until the end of August.

C Frank Jones is on vacation after August 31st.

42
John J. Baxter, Veterinarian

Gone on vacation. Back on Aug 31st. 

In case of emergency contact Frank

Jones, Veterinarian at 647-6754.

(   )Points: ___

5x2   10

A You are not allowed to give cash.
B You do not have to donate in cash.
C You must donate your credit card.

43

Please give donations to 

Finchley Wildlife Reserve.
All major credit cards accepted.

A You can carry your dog if you want on the
escalator.

B You cannot use the escalator if you have a
dog.

C You should hold your dog in your arms when
you use the escalator.

44

APARTMENT FOR
RENT 

TO SUITABLE APPLICANT

NO PETS ALLOWED

DOGS
MUST BE 

CARRIED ON 
ESCALATOR
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Writing

G Your English teacher has asked you to write a story entitled “A Terrible Camping Trip.” Write
your story in about 100-120 words. You may use the plan and ideas below to help you.

TEST 5 (Module 5)

(   )Points: ___
15

Para 1 ñ who? (my brother and I, OR some friends from school)
ñ when? (last summer, OR in September)
ñ where? (seaside camp, OR mountains) 

Para 2 ñ what happened? (got lost, OR bear stole food)
ñ how did it happen? (while exploring area, OR

while sleeping)

Para 3 ñ what happened in the end? (camp leader found us,
OR people heard screams and came to our rescue)

Para 4 ñ how did you feel? (relieved but silly, OR scared and
determined never to camp again)

............................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................

............................................................................................................................
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TEST 5 (Module 5)

Listening

H You will hear someone talking about animal books. For questions 45-50, put a check (✓) in
the correct box.

(   )Points: ___

6x1   6

45 Don’t buy How to Teach a New Dog Old Tricks

for someone who

46 What does the presenter say about Close

Encounters?

47 What makes A Wild Life different from other

similar books?

48 What does the presenter tell us about the

author of The World’s Most Dangerous

Creatures?

49 What does the presenter like about Tales of

the Jungle?

50 What does the presenter think of Miles &

Henry? 

A has an older dog.

B has some problems with their dog.

C wants to read a short book.

A The photographs aren’t very good.

B It doesn’t contain a lot of

information about the animals.

C It’s quite expensive.

A where you can buy it

B how much it costs

C why it was written

A He often appears on TV.

B This is his first book.

C He gets close to dangerous animals.

A the way it’s written

B the variety of the stories

C the photographs

A The plot could be better.

B It isn’t very well-written.

C It’s too serious.
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1 Adventure movies are very popular .......
young children.
A for B with C to

2 Melissa got the ....... grade of all on the
history test.
A high B higher C highest

3 When George was young, he ....... live with
his grandparents.
A used B would C used to

4 The ....... of monarch butterflies are mostly
black and orange.
A whiskers B wings C flippers

5 Whenever George is nervous, his palms ....... .
A blush B react C sweat

6 Can I have ....... milk and cookies please?
A some B any C little

7 Georgia’s just started her new job and is
very ....... about her future.
A reliable B sociable C optimistic

8 Jamie was upset because she ....... in the rain
for over an hour before Mark finally came.
A would wait B has waited
C had been waiting

9 Jennifer had an allergic reaction to her face
cream, which made her skin ....... .
A itchy B runny C swollen

10 Rick asked Sandra to marry him, but she
turned him ....... .
A up B off C down

11 ....... is an excellent way to lose weight and
stay fit.
A To swim B Swimming
C To swimming

12 At $50, these shoes were a real .......!
A price B cost C bargain

13 Mom ....... a chocolate cake for tomorrow’s
picnic.
A grilled B roasted C baked

14 ....... froze when they heard the tragic
news of the accident.
A Someone B Everyone C Anyone

15 Mr. Lewis ....... at our central offices this
week. You can call him there.
A works B has worked
C is working 

16 David went ....... a rough time after he lost
his job.
A through B into C under

17 Alexander Fleming was a great scientist who
....... penicillin.
A invented B created C discovered 

18 Jane ....... George long before I met him.
A had known
B was knowing C has known

19 Sam ....... watching TV while he’s having
dinner.
A would like B likes C is liking 

Choose the correct item.

NAME: .................................................................. DATE: ...................................

CLASS: .................................................................. SCORE: _____
80

(Time: 50 minutes)

MIDTERM TEST (Modules 1-5)
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MIDTERM TEST (Modules 1-5)

20 Why don’t you wear your blue ....... dress to
the beach? It’s nice and cool. 
A straw B woolen C cotton

21 Lisa is ....... shy that she rarely talks to the
other students in the class.
A so B to C such

22 Sue was reading a book while she ....... on
the beach.
A had lain B was lying C lay

23 We have a meeting with the ....... to discuss
the plans of our new house.
A accountant B architect C operator

24 Paul plans to take ....... his dad’s business
when he finishes school.
A after B up C over

25 Alice ....... great pride in her cooking.
A takes B has C gets

26 Brian ....... television when the earthquake
struck.
A has watched B was watching
C watched

27 I ....... the office and will be home soon.
A have just left B have left just
C just leaving

28 Jessica wants ....... a professional skater
and practices every day.
A becoming B become C to become

29 Lenny ....... a beard, but he’s shaved it off.
A would have B was having
C used to have

30 When he heard the news, he just ....... his
eyebrows and said nothing.
A raised B clenched C shook

31 Slow down! You’re walking ....... quickly for
me to keep up with you! 
A so B too C enough

32 The police looked ....... for the bank robbers,
but didn’t manage to find them.
A anywhere B somewhere
C everywhere

33 Leonardo da Vinci ....... the Mona Lisa in
1506.
A painted B was painting
C has painted

34 Do you want to come to the shopping mall?
I need to buy a shirt to ....... these pants.
A suit B match C go

35 Alex thinks that thrillers are ....... than war
movies. 
A as exciting B most exciting
C more exciting

36 I’m really annoyed with Tom; he ....... in
class and I can’t concentrate.
A is always talking B talks always
C has always talked

37 Can you hear the owl .......?
A chirping B cawing C hooting

38 We didn’t have ....... to visit all the museums
in Rome.
A time enough B too time
C enough time

39 Elena ....... her cat and is out on the streets
looking for it.
A had lost B was losing
C has lost

40 Has Robert moved into his new house .......? 
A ever B yet C just

41 Sarah’s father doesn’t let her ....... her cell
phone to school.
A to take B taking C take
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MIDTERM TEST (Modules 1-5)

42 Daniel ....... very badly to the sad news he
received over the phone.
A approached B reacted
C developed

43 Charlotte is ....... a nice girl. Every weekend
she spends time helping her grandmother with
the chores.
A so B such C too

44 The new Indiana Jones movie is coming .......
this weekend. Let’s go see it!
A up B out C by

45 Kelly never wears nylon clothes. She prefers
natural ......., like wool or linen.
A fabrics B flakes C fibres 

46 The customer complained to the restaurant
owner about the tasteless ....... .
A waiters B dishes C prices

47 Rhonda ....... at her father’s store until she
starts school again.
A is working B works C has worked

48 The weather today is ....... than it was
yesterday.
A more bad B worst C worse

49 It is important that we all follow the safety
....... .
A regulations B habits C influences 

50 Can you please stop being so .......?
A childish B childful C childly

51 ...... the Prado Museum when you were in
Madrid?
A Had you visited B Did you visit
C Have you visited

52 The train ....... by the time we got to the
station.
A was leaving B left
C had left

53 Garry and Tina have decided to follow a
more ....... lifestyle.
A healthy B nourishing C excellent

54 Sally doesn’t mind ....... her things to her
friends.
A lending B to lend C lend

55 These shoes look ....... comfortable that I
think I’ll buy a pair for myself.
A so B such C too

56 Pete ....... to fix his computer for four hours
before it started working again.
A has been trying B had been trying
C is trying

57 Can you please hurry up! We only have a
....... time before our guests arrive.
A little B much C few

58 Robert ....... all day. He should be ready for
tomorrow’s exam now.
A has been studying B is studying
C studies

59 Can I borrow ....... sugar from you, please?
A any B so C some

60 Janet can’t have a cat because she’s allergic
....... them.
A of B for C to

61 Jennifer had never been to an Indian
restaurant ....... .
A before B ago C already

62 Sorry, but I can’t come to the movies. I’m
helping my mom put ...... the winter clothes.
A through B up C away

63 Naomi doesn’t like the food they serve at
the school cafeteria, so she takes a .......
lunch with her every day.
A seasoned B packed C minced
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MIDTERM TEST (Modules 1-5)

64 I’m sorry I’m late. I just couldn’t find .......
to park the car!
A everywhere B nowhere C anywhere

65 ...... lovely earrings! Are they new?
A How B What C What a

66 The colorful ....... in this book are the work
of a famous artist.
A experiments B illustrations
C conclusions

67 Ever since the big supermarket opened down
the street, many local grocery stores have
gone ....... .
A through B under C down

68 This movie seems ....... more interesting
than the one we saw a couple of weeks ago.
A bit B far C little

69 What ....... for? Don’t tell me you’ve lost
your keys again! 
A did you look B have you looked
C are you looking 

70 You’ll never guess who showed ....... at the
party without an invitation!
A up B off C out

71 Do you think that Sam is ....... to work with
young children? 
A patient enough B too patient
C very patient

72 Stephen hopes to become an air traffic .......
when he grows up.
A tamer B controller C cop

73 John wanted to do something creative, so
he took ....... painting.
A on B in C up

74 What exactly does your new job .......?
A confirm B consist C involve

75 You can tell that Bill has taken after his
father; they have the same ....... eyebrows.
A bushy B wide C plump

76 The play ....... at 8:00, so we can meet
outside the theater at 7:30.
A is starting B has started
C starts

77 Her feet were aching because she .......
around the city for hours.
A had been walking B has walked
C was walking

78 You can’t really trust Darren; he’s not a very
....... person.
A stubborn B reliable C selfish

79 It turned ....... that Matthew wasn’t the one
who had stolen the money. 
A out B up C on

80 I ....... that Natasha would ever say anything
so insulting to you.
A ’m not believing B haven't believed
C don't believe 
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Vocabulary

A Complete the sentences with the correct word/phrase.

ñ advancing  ñ fossil fuels  ñ drought  ñ support  ñ overpopulation  ñ famine

1 Countries that suffer from ....................
also have pollution problems because of all
the garbage created by so many people.

2 Farmers are hoping the .......................
will end this year and there will be enough
rain to grow crops again.

3 Some people are questioning if all the .....
...................... technology we have now
is actually damaging our planet.

4 Large, developed countries need to offer
............... to countries that are in need.

5 A(n) ................... occurred after several
years of no rain and no crops, and many
people starved to death as a result.

6 We must find an alternative to .............,
........................ before there is nothing
left to heat our homes and power our cars.

B Fill in the blanks with the correct word. There are two extra words you do not need to use.

7 Having abundant natural ......................
can help a country provide for its people.

8 Farmers use ..................... to help their
crops grow more quickly. 

9 I don't see why you should buy a dog, when
you can ............................ a homeless
one from the animal shelter. 

10 People must do a better job of recycling at
home. We produce far too much household
.......................... .

11 Starvation is a ........................... cause
of death in a number of countries around
the world.

12 Scientists ........................... that many
species of plants and animals will be extinct
in just a few years.

13 Some animals .......................... around
the desert for days searching for food and
water.

14 One of the unique ......................... of
the website is that it allows you to see tigers
in their natural habitat through a webcam.

(   )Points: ___

6x2      12

(   )Points: ___

8x2      16

ñ fertilizers  
ñ pesticides  

ñ features  
ñ resources  

ñ roam  
ñ leading  

ñ topic  
ñ waste  

ñ estimate
ñ adopt

NAME: .................................................................. DATE: ...................................

CLASS: .................................................................. SCORE: _____
100

(Time: 50 minutes)

TEST 6 (Module 6)
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TEST 6 (Module 6)

E Underline the correct verb tense.

(   )Points: ___

9x1      9

C Put the verbs in parentheses in the correct form. Use will, be going to, or present
progressive. For some blanks, there can be two acceptable answers.

(   )Points: ___

6x2     12

Grammar

21 This time tomorrow Alex ......................
(present) his project on the environment to
the whole class. 

22 The demonstration ................... (finish)
by the time we get back to the city.

23 Scientists fear that by the time we figure out
a solution to global warming, many plants
and animals .............................. (die).

24 The food supplies ..............................
(arrive) in Somalia by Thursday.

25 Professor Lewis .................................
(announce) the findings of his research at
nine o’ clock tonight.

15 A: Have you found the information I asked
you for?

B: No, but I promise I ......... (do) it tonight.
16 A: There’s so much smog in the city today!

B: I know. It ................... (not/be) easy
for people with breathing difficulties.

17 A: Did you take the bins to the recycling
center?

B: No, I forgot. I ....................... (take)
them now.

18 A: Have you finished making your travel
arrangements?

B: Yes. I .................... (fly) to New York
Tuesday morning.

19 A: Do you have any plans for today?
B: Yes, I ................... (meet) my friends

at the Earth Day Festival.
20 A: I’ve read somewhere that there are

barely enough resources to cover the
world’s energy needs.

B: True. Scientists predict that the world
....................... (have) an even more
serious problem in a few decades.

D Put the verbs in parentheses in the future progressive or the future perfect.

(   )Points: ___

5x2 10

26 If Stephen had known about last week’s
demonstration, he would have taken/would
take part in it.

27 George wishes he had/will have a garden to
grow his own vegetables.

28 If I were you, I don’t throw/wouldn’t throw
garbage in the streets.

29 If we drove/drive smaller cars, we would
burn less gas.

30 If only it hadn’t rained/didn’t rain so much
last winter, then the farms wouldn’t have
flooded.

31 If you start using energy-saving light bulbs,
your electric bill would be/will be lower. 

32 Maria wished she hadn’t passed up/won’t
pass up the opportunity to go on a tour in the
Amazon rainforest.

33 Jill wouldn’t have signed the petition if it
wouldn’t be/hadn’t been for a good cause.

34 If we use/will use eco-friendly products, it
will be a major step towards helping the
environment.
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F Use the sentences (a-e) to complete the dialogue.

Everyday English

G The people below want to do something good for their community. Read the description of eight
campaigns to help the community, and decide which campaign would be the most suitable for
each person.

Reading

(   )Points: ___

5x2     10

Debbie: Hi Bill, how are you?
Bill: Oh, hi Debbie, I’m fine thanks. I’m glad I ran into

you because 35) ....... 
Debbie: 36) ....... Well, here I am.
Bill: I need your help with something. 37) .......
Debbie: Well, I will certainly help if I can. What is it?
Bill: There is a demonstration next week and I need

help putting up banners.
Debbie: 38) ....... The demonstration, I mean.
Bill: We are trying to do something about global

warming.
Debbie: 39) ....... I would be happy to help you. 

a That’s a great thing to be
a part of.

b I’ve been looking for you.
c It’s very important to me.
d Sure. What’s it for?
e Really? Is that so?

Community Campaigns
A Friend for Life is an organization that tries to give a little help and comfort to the elderly in society.

Members are encouraged to visit the elderly in their homes and see if they need anything. Help could range
from doing the shopping to simply having a friendly chat. No experience necessary.

TEST 6 (Module 6)

40 Dan works in the local park
and in his spare time he
enjoys gardening. 
Because he has two
children, he would like to
do something that children
would benefit from.   .........

43 Simon has been working as an architect for
the last fifteen years. He is a little shy and
doesn’t feel comfortable around large groups
of people. He would like to do something
that will last for a long time.   .........

44 Holly cooks, cleans, and looks after her
three young children every day and
doesn’t get out of the house a lot. She
wants something that she can do from her
own home.    .........

41 Marcia has never
volunteered before and
because she is still in
school, she has no real skills
to offer. She likes to help
others, is very sociable, and
gets along well with people
of all ages.    .........

42 Rebecca works as a nurse
during the day but would
like to do something in the
evening. When she’s not
working, she likes to
spend time in the kitchen
trying out new recipes.
.........
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B A Clean Sweep aims to improve the town by cleaning the streets. Teams of volunteers meet and pick up
all the litter that is ruining the image of the community. A different street is chosen every week and the
clean-up takes place on the weekend.

C Watch Your Garden Grow is a group of people who want to improve the appearance of the town by
planting trees, bushes, and flowers in areas that have been abandoned. Not only does it make the area more
attractive, but it creates spaces where children can play safely.

D Paint the Town Red started three years ago when a few local residents painted over some walls that had been
covered in graffiti. Members meet two evenings a week to repaint public walls. The paint is supplied by the
town council and all you have to bring is a little bit of enthusiasm and a paint brush!

E Re-Fashion aims to help the poor by giving them clothes that people do not want any more. There are a
number of ways to help out. You can either collect the clothes or take them to those in need. You can also
wash and iron the clothes at home if you want.

F Brick By Brick is an organization that chooses an old abandoned building and rebuilds it so that it can be
used by various charities. There are not many members, but they are all experienced builders so you will
need some knowledge of construction if you want to lend a helping hand.

G Hit the Beach believes that tourists are ruining our coastline and every weekend it organizes a clean-up of
the nearest beaches. This is a very popular campaign because the group often has a beach party at the end
of a busy day. Don’t worry though, they take home all their litter!

H Home Street Home helps the many homeless in our town. Based in an old office building, the charity provides
a regular evening meal and medical advice to those in need. Volunteers with hospital experience are
particularly in demand.

(   )Points: ___

5x2      10

Para 1 ñ state the problem (air pollution in big cities)

Para 2 ñ first suggestion & result (ban cars from the downtown area
➝ fewer cars, fewer polluting exhaust fumes, less smog)

Para 3 ñ second suggestion & results (make factories which are
near cities find ways to reduce the smoke they produce
➝ fewer toxic fumes in the air)

Para 4 ñ summarize your opinion (problem is serious but we can
improve the situation)

Writing

H Your teacher has asked you to write an essay suggesting ways to reduce the problem of air
pollution in big cities. Write your essay presenting your suggestions, as well as the results of
these suggestions. You may use the ideas and plan below to help you (about 100 words).

TEST 6 (Module 6)
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TEST 6 (Module 6)

(   )Points: ___
15

(   )Points: ___

6x1   6

Listening

I Look at the six sentences below. You will hear a conversation between a boy, Harry, and a
girl, Penny, about a beach clean-up in their area. For questions 45-50, decide if each
sentence is correct or incorrect. If it is correct, put a check (✓) in the box under A for YES. 
If it is not correct, put a check (✓) in the box under B for NO.

45 Last year’s beach clean-up took less time than Harry expected.

46 Harry really enjoyed helping to clean the beach.

47 Penny is worried about getting dirty.

48 Penny doesn’t think the beach will stay clean.

49 Harry thinks that the clean-up will cause people to change their behavior.

50 Penny might join the clean-up this Saturday.

One of the biggest problems that big cities in developed countries face today is  ....................
.................................................................................. . What can be done to .............
.......................................................................................................................... .

To begin with, .................................................................................................... .
As a result, ..........................................................................................................

.......................................................................................................................... .
Another way to solve this problem would be .................................................................

............................................................................................................................
Consequently, ..........................................................................................................

To sum up, ...........................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................

A B
YES NO
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NAME: .................................................................. DATE: ...................................

CLASS: .................................................................. SCORE: _____
100

(Time: 50 minutes)

TEST 7 (Module 7)

Vocabulary

A Fill in the blanks with the correct word. There are two extra words you do not need to use.

ñ chores  ñ copyrighted  ñ follow  ñ rights  ñ properties  ñ emerging  ñ connect  
ñ hackers  ñ mind  ñ develop  ñ risks

B Choose the correct item.

10 Don’t you know that it’s ......... to
download songs from the Net without paying
for them? You could pay a huge fine. 
A illegal B dishonest C overused

11 It is supposed to be a talking robot, but I
can’t ......... what it is saying! 
A make up B make out C make for

12 This microscope has the most ......... lens
that you can get. 
A artificial B fictional C powerful

13 Robots can do many tasks for us, but they
are a ......... cry from a real human when it
comes to certain things.
A far B basic C tiny

14 I enjoy IMAX theaters. The combination of
......... and technology is amazing.
A creativity B loyalty C inaction

15 A modem is a hardware ......... that allows
computer systems to use a telephone line to
send information to one another.  
A task B procedure C device

(   )Points: ___

9x2      18

(   )Points: ___

6x2     12

1 It’s very easy to install the program if you 
...................... the instructions. 

2 Before you buy something through the
Internet, make sure you understand what
your ................... and responsibilities as 
an online shopper are.

3 I have to finish my .................... at home
before I can go to the science museum.

4 The scientific ....................... of metals 
like gold and silver can be very different. 

5 This article is ..................., so you need 
the writer’s written permission before you
can use it in your essay. 

6 I’m not able to .................................
to the Internet. 

7 Keep in .................. that the conference 
on nanotechnology is next week.

8 Are they still trying to find the ...............
who broke into the school’s computer? 

9 Scientists are trying to .................... new
technology all the time.
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E Underline the correct item.

(   )Points: ___

9x1      9

C Complete the sentences with must not or don’t have to.

(   )Points: ___

6x2     12

Grammar

TEST 7 (Module 7)

22 My best friend .................... type faster 
than me when we were at school.

23 Fortunately, John .................... find and
get rid of the virus that was slowing down
my computer.

24 When his computer stopped working, he
.................... repair it by himself.

25 I ................... easily run ten miles in my 
twenties.

16 You .......... touch the exhibits at the science
museum.

17 He .......... play around in the lab. He could
cause some damage to the equipment.

18 You ............... come to my office; you can
send me the report by email.

19 You ........... tell your computer password
to anyone.

20 You ............... be a technology expert to
be interested in robots.

21 The IMAX theater is a great experience and
you .......... do anything but sit and enjoy it!

D Complete the sentences with could or was able to.

(   )Points: ___

4x2     8

F Choose the correct response.

Everyday English

26 You ought/should only buy something online
if the site is secure.

27 You must/can always wear safety glasses
when doing experiments.

28 Dennis had to/must finish his science project
last night.

29 Can/May you give me a lift to the History
Museum?

30 Do you think that one day every home might/
had to have a robot to do all the chores?

31 You must not/don’t have to buy that CD from
a store. You can download it from the Net.

32 Carlos was able to/might build a radio when
he was a child.

33 We could/should go to the new science
exhibition at the museum, if you want.

34 You don’t have to/must not spill any liquid
on the keyboard.

35 I had a terrible day at work today.  ......
36 They say that robots could take over the world one day. ......
37 It’s so annoying when people don’t switch off their cell

phones at the movies! ......
38 Oh no! I’ve just spilled coffee all over my laptop. ......
39 I was watching the Discovery Channel last night. ......

A Oh my goodness!

B You can say that again.

C Anything interesting on?

D Why? What happened?

E Really? That’s scary.

(   )Points: ___

5x2     10
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TEST 7 (Module 7)

G Look at the sentences below about a museum. Then read the text to decide if each sentence
is correct or incorrect. If it is correct, mark it as C. If it is not correct, mark it as I.

Reading

The award-winning National Media Museum, based in Bradford, West Yorkshire, is home to
ten galleries, two screening rooms, and an IMAX theater. It is an exciting center in the heart
of northern England devoted to film, photography, and television. There’s so much to do that
you’ll simply have to come back more than once.

Film
ñ Our two screening rooms regularly show both modern and classic movies and we often

welcome guests from the movie industry to talk about their work. 
ñ Our large-screen IMAX theater offers a daily program of exciting movies in both 2-D and

3-D.
ñ We organize three major film festivals every year – The Bradford International Film

Festival in March, The Mango Festival in September, and The Bradford Animation
Festival in November.

ñ Further information on all movies and events can be found on our website. 

Television
“Well, gentlemen, you have now invented the biggest time-waster ever.” This is what Isaac
Shoenberg said to his development team at EMI following a demonstration of their first
electronic television in 1934. Over three quarters of a century later, television is the most popular
form of entertainment and you’ll find the world’s largest collection of television technology right
here at the National Media Museum. Our collection takes you back to the late 19th century when
television was just a dream for inventors and the word “television” didn’t even exist.  

(continued on next page)

40 The National Media Museum is in the center of England. .....
41 One visit is not enough to see everything in the museum. .....
42 The museum holds a film festival every three years. .....
43 The museum does not give out information on the Net. .....
44 Isaac Shoenberg thought television was not a good way to spend one’s time. .....
45 The museum has exhibits that are over a century old. .....
46 Kodak Ltd. has donated over 35,000 exhibits since the 1980s. .....
47 The museum has old and new photographs. .....
48 Children can take part in a film during the Sleepover. .....
49 Adults can only stay overnight if they are with a child. .....
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Sleepovers
Explore the Museum galleries after closing time and stay the night. Watch an amazing
IMAX film. Star in a live radio show and enjoy many more fun activities. Come and take
part in this exciting overnight adventure, which guarantees an unforgettable experience. If
you would like to take part, please call the Museum box office. 

ñ The Sleepover is only available to children aged 6-12. 
ñ Each child must have an adult with them. 
ñ Children arrive at the Museum at 6:30 pm. The Sleepover finishes at 10 am 

the following morning.

(   )Points: ___

10x1   10

Writing

H You have just had a class discussion about the advantages and disadvantages of cell phones.
Your teacher has asked you to write an essay, answering this question:  

“What are the advantages and disadvantages of cell phones?”

You may use the ideas and plan below to write your essay (100-120 words).

Para 1 ñ Introduction – state topic
(advantages and disadvantages of cell phones)

Para 2 ñ Advantages and reasons
(useful in emergencies, easy to carry) 

Para 3 ñ Disadvantages and reasons
(expensive, others can listen to your conversation)

Para 4 ñ Opinion 

TEST 7 (Module 7)

Photography
Photography plays an important role in our understanding of the
world. When you visit the National Media Museum you can visit the
Kodak Gallery which takes you on a journey through the history of
popular photography, from the world’s first snapshots to today’s
digital images. Exhibits on display are taken from the 35,000 objects
and images donated by Kodak Ltd., in the 1980s.
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These days, a large number of people have cell phones. There are advantages and disadvantages to using
cell phones.

First of all, cell phones are useful ..............................................................................
............................................................................................................................
............................................. . In addition to this, ....................................................
..................................................................... . For instance, ...................................

However, ............................................................................................................
................................................................................ . Also, ...................................
............................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................

To sum up, ...........................................................................................................
............................................................................................................................
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TEST 7 (Module 7)

Listening
I You will hear a radio presenter giving some information about a new science center. For each

question, fill in the missing information in the numbered blanks.

(   )Points: ___
15

An Experience you won’t forget!
First floor

ñ theater showing 3D IMAX film – experience what it would be like to live in 50) .................... .
ñ science room (including exhibition on global warming & climate change)

Second floor

ñ the history of 51) ...................., film, and television

Third floor

ñ 52) .................... 
ñ discovery workshops for children

Opening hours & Admission 

ñ Mon — Sat 8 am — 7 pm

ñ $7 for adults, $3.50 for children under 12, 10% discount for 53) ....................
ñ All exhibits, activities, etc. are included in the ticket price, except for 54) .................... .

Tickets can be booked online up to 55) .................... in advance of your visit by visiting

www.linsdomesciencecenter.com.

(   )Points: ___

6x1      6
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NAME: .................................................................. DATE: ...................................

CLASS: .................................................................. SCORE: _____
100

(Time: 50 minutes)

TEST 8 (Module 8)

A Fill in the blanks with the missing word. There are two words you do not need to use.

Vocabulary

(   )Points: ___

8x2   16

1 Georgia just got her ............................
in art history and has started working in the
museum.

2 Ronald was able to ................. this lump
of clay into a beautiful sculpture of a dog.

3 Pablo Picasso is a well-known ................
in the art world.

4 Annie Lebovitz’s work in the recent Vanity
Fair magazine ............... Joan to take up 
photography.

5 The new show ................. modern dance 
with classical ballet.

6 The antique furnishing adds ..................
to the restaurant.

7 The young movie director wants to ..........
................. Shakespeare’s Othello into a 
motion picture.

8 Joaquin Phoenix’s role as Johnny Cash was
very ................ and earned him an Oscar 
nomination.

9 This person carves and shapes materials 
into objects.    .......

10 This person uses computers to make motion 

pictures. .......

11 This person carries a camera and film 

and takes pictures. .......

12 This person makes objects out of clay. .......

13 This person must practice her dance 

moves many times. .......

A photographer

B ballerina

C sculptor

D potter

E animator

(   )Points: ___

5x2   10

B Match the job description in column A to the professional in column B.

inspired transform character adapt figure combines

rely degree rummage convincing
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TEST 8 (Module 8)

C Fill in the blanks with the correct passive tense of the verbs in parentheses.

e.g., Many works of art were damaged (damage) in last night’s fire.

Grammar

14 Tickets to the art exhibition must ...........
(buy) in advance.

15 Swan Lake .................. (perform) by the 
junior ballet class next month.

16 The Sistine Chapel ..................... (paint)
by Michelangelo between 1508 and 1512. 

17 Only a limited number of students ..............
(accept) to the school of performing arts every
year.

18 Andy Warhol’s work can ................ (see)
online.

19 An exhibition of local artists’ work ..........
(hold) at the city’s art gallery every spring. 

D Rewrite the following sentences in the causative, as in the example.

e.g., A local artist will paint Mr. Brown’s portrait.
Mr. Brown will have his portrait painted by a local artist. 

20 A famous hairdresser styles the actress’ hair
every day.
.................................................... .

21 James and Lily hired a professional to
decorate their house.
.................................................... .

22 The dancer has asked a popular designer to
make her costume. 
.................................................... .

23 Someone developed our vacation pictures
yesterday.
.................................................... .

24 Lucy’s dad is painting her bedroom.
.................................................... .

25 The singer will ask a well-known artist to
design the cover of his new CD.  
.................................................... .

(   )Points: ___

6x2   12

(   )Points: ___

6x2   12

E Underline the correct item.

26 This painting must/can’t be very valuable. It
dates back to the 4th century.

27 The sculpture must/may be Greek, but I’m
not sure at all.

28 You can/may have time to get to the art show
if you hurry.

29 Stephen can/might study at an art school
abroad, but he hasn’t really decided yet.

30 This must/might be a copy of the Mona Lisa.
The original is in the Louvre Museum.

31 Jason might/can’t be an art student. He
hasn’t even heard of Picasso! 

32 This might/can be an original Andy Warhol
painting, but we’ll have to ask an expert to
be sure.

33 The artist’s talent and lively imagination
must/can be the key to his success. 

(   )Points: ___

8x1   8
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G Read the text below and choose the correct answer (A, B, C, or D).

Reading

A
s a sculptor, I need a large studio space and four assistants to help me,

so I can’t really work from home. When I get to my studio, I change into

some old work clothes. None of them are very clean because of the job I

do. The studio even has a washing machine because our clothes smell so

bad a lot of the time. I usually prefer the studio to be quiet, but I sometimes

listen to extremely loud opera music. That’s when my assistants think I’m

being most creative.

I’
m doing some work in Naples at the moment, so I have to travel to Italy.

Normally, I travel to some country at least once a week. Back in

England, lunch in the studio is very simple and at 1:30 I always stop for 45

minutes to read. I particularly enjoy philosophy and poetry. My family and I

only go out once a week. I don’t really have time to cook during the week,

but on the weekend or when I’m on vacation, I’ll take whatever’s in the

fridge and create something interesting. 

A
t the end of the day I turn on the TV and watch a news program or

documentary until 11 pm. As soon as I get into bed, I fall asleep. At the

side of my bed I have a notebook and sometimes I wake up in the middle

of the night and write things down. A sculptor needs ideas and I never know

when they’ll come to me, so I need to be ready.
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TEST 8 (Module 8)

Everyday English

34 There’s something about this painting that really 

captures my imagination.      .......

35 I’ve never been to a Pop Art festival. .......

36 I think that the illustrations in this book 

are rather dull.   .......

37 Why don’t we join an art class together?    .....

38 Do you like Dali’s paintings? .......

A Yes, I know what you mean.
They aren’t very colorful.

B Great idea. I love painting!
C I agree. It’s full of atmosphere.
D Actually, they make me feel

quite depressed.
E Really? You don’t know what

you’ve been missing!

(   )Points: ___

5x2   10

F Choose the correct response.
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TEST 8 (Module 8)

39 In this text, Anish is describing
A the clothes he likes to wear.
B the things he does every day.
C his favorite TV programs.
D his choice of music.

40 What does Anish say about his work?
A It is very tiring.
B It is very dirty.
C It is very healthy.
D It is very interesting.

41 What would a reader learn about Anish from
the text?
A He is a very good musician.
B He cooks twice a week.
C He has trouble sleeping.
D He regularly travels abroad.

42 What does Anish say about his working day?
A He listens to music all the time.
B He takes at least one break.
C His family visit regularly.
D He never eats in the studio.

43 What might Anish say about his work?
A

B

C

D

I can be creative even when 
I’m not working.

I look forward to leaving the
studio at the end of the day.

I get all my best ideas when
I’m in the studio.

My assistants are far too noisy
when I want to be creative.

(   )Points: ___

5x2   10
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Writing

H Your school magazine is putting together a series of articles on famous artists. Use the
information below to write a short biography on Salvador Dali for the school magazine
(about 100 words).

1904 born in Figueras, Spain

1922 attends San Fernando Royal Academy of Fine Arts, Madrid 

1925 first individual exhibition of his paintings in Barcelona

1931 paints The Persistence of Memory – one of his most famous works

1940
World War II, Germans take over Paris; Dali and his wife escape to America; live there for

8 years; Dali works with Walt Disney and famous director Alfred Hitchcock 

1942
publishes his autobiography; publishes other books later; continues exploring new

techniques and movements in art

1974 opens his Theater-Museum in Figueras; it includes the biggest collection of Dali’s works

1989 in January, dies in his hometown because of heart problems
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Listening

I Listen and choose the correct answer.

(   )Points: ___
15

e.g., How will the man eat his eggs?

44 What time will Sally and Jane meet?

a b c

a b c

45 What drawing is there on the fridge door?

a b c

46 What is the man looking for?

a b c

Salvador Dali, one of the most brilliant painters of all time, was born in the town of Figueras,
Spain, in 1904. 
.....................................................................................................................

He held his first personal exhibition .....................................................................
.....................................................................................................................

During World War II, he ....................................................................................
In 1942, he ...................................................................................................

and in 1974, he ..................................................................................................
Dali died ......................................................................................................

✓
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47 What are they currently watching on TV?

a b c

48 Who will blow up the balloons for the party?

a b c

© Express Publishing  PHOTOCOPIABLE

49 Where was the man’s car after the accident?

a b c

50 What didn’t the woman like about the concert?

a b c

(   )Points: ___

7x1   7
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A Fill in the blanks with the correct word. There are three words you do not need to use.

NAME: .................................................................. DATE: ...................................

CLASS: .................................................................. SCORE: _____
100

(Time: 50 minutes)

1 The earthquake victims will never forget the
............ event that left the city in ruins.

2 For years, scientists have been trying to 
............... the mysteries of the universe.

3 Scientist Isaac Newton was able to ...........
that white light is actually made up of a
combination of different colors.

4 Jim ............ a university lecture to learn 
more about the Mayan civilization.

5 Two skiers were found and rescued after a 
................. avalanche had covered them 
in 7 feet of snow.

6 Mr. Anderson thanked his .....................
historians for their help in the research.

7 The reporter gave a detailed ............. of 
what happened when the tsunami hit the
small fishing village.

8 ............... of the Titanic were found in
1985 with the help of technologically
advanced devices.

9 If Jane hadn’t been so ................ in her
work, she might have given up and not
become such a famous archaeologist.

Vocabulary

(   )Points: ___

9x2     18

(   )Points: ___

9x1     9
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TEST 9 (Module 9)

B Underline the correct item.

10 Ever since the direction/dawn of civilization,
man has been trying to develop his skills and
knowledge.

11 After getting her degree in astronomy, Karen’s
leap/goal was to travel to space one day.

12 Jane wondered if people living hundreds of
years ago could conquer/perceive the idea
of rockets flying into space.

13 The explosion blew up/broke down the south
side of the science lab.

14 The children thought the falling star was a
stunning/cruel sight, as they had never
seen one before.

15 Native American chief “Sitting Bull” will
always be remembered for performing/
setting high standards for bravery.

16 When the fire broke up/out in the museum,
everyone was horrified.

17 The flood/drought caused by the hurricane
left many of the town’s residents homeless.

18 Whales and other animals that used to live
on land eventually scattered/evolved into
sea animals.

fellow persistent prove  account calamitous ashes

remains befall attended massive unfold daring
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C Rewrite the sentences in reported speech.

e.g., “Danny and Susan are getting engaged,” Frank said.
Frank said that Danny and Susan were getting engaged.

D Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verbs in parentheses.

e.g., Mom promised us that she would take (take) us to the museum to see the dinosaur exhibition.

29 Mrs. Johnson complained that her son ....
........................... (always/leave) his 

science kits around the house.
30 Sally insisted that she ................. (see) 

two students cheating on the history exam.
31 The city council announced that it .........

.................. (will) restore the historical
building the following month.

32 Our father agreed .............................
(take) us to the planetarium on Saturday.

33 Jack reminded me that he .....................
.................... (already/book) tickets for
the science fiction film the previous day.

34 My teacher advised me .........................
(write) about a native American Indian legend
for my history project.

19 “Nancy wants to go on the underwater archaeology expedition,” Tony said.
....................................................................................................................

20 “Peter has borrowed my book on space exploration,” Maria said.
....................................................................................................................

21 “We’re doing a science project in class this week,” the children said. 
....................................................................................................................

22 “We enjoyed an impressive view of the earth from the spacecraft,” the astronaut said.
....................................................................................................................

23 “John will return from Egypt next week,” Lucy said.
....................................................................................................................

24 “We are visiting the Smithsonian Museum tomorrow,” the children said.
....................................................................................................................

25 “You will not have a history exam today,” our teacher told us.
....................................................................................................................

26 “Astronomers have recently discovered a new star system,” the professor said.
....................................................................................................................

27 “We are getting more information about the space flight this evening,” the reporter said.
....................................................................................................................

28 “The two explorers disagreed about which route to take,” the historian said.
....................................................................................................................

(   )Points: ___

10x2   20

(   )Points: ___

6x2     12

TEST 9 (Module 9)

Grammar
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Everyday English
E Use the sentences (a-e) to complete the dialogue. 

A Adam has a geography test on Tuesday.
B Linda wants to study at the gym.
C Adam wants to borrow Linda’s book.

e.g.,
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F Look at the text in each question. What does it say? Mark the correct letter (A, B, or C).

Reading

To: Linda

From: Adam

Re: geography book

Hi, Linda. I need my geography

book back. Big test on Tuesday!

Can you bring it with you to the

gym tomorrow?

Thanks!

(   )Points: ___

5x2     10

Alan: Steve, where were you yesterday? I called you five
times, but you weren’t at home.

Steve: I went to the battleship exhibition at the museum.
Alan: 35) ....... Did you like it?
Steve: 36) ....... The ships were great! I especially liked the model

of the Yamato, the largest battleship ever built.
Alan: 37) ....... You probably got in late, right?
Steve: Yes, I got in at 8:00 pm. So, what did you do yesterday?
Alan: 38) ....... I just sat around the house and watched a

little TV.
Steve: Well, do you want to go out for a pizza later?
Alan: OK! 39) .......

a No wonder you were out
all day.

b Give me a call.
c It was fantastic.
d So what did you think of it?
e Nothing special.

A Wheelchairs are not allowed in the
museum.

B There is a special entrance for
wheelchairs.

C Visitors can use wheelchairs for free.

40
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© Express Publishing  PHOTOCOPIABLE

A Students can only visit on Saturdays or
Sundays.

B From Monday to Friday, students must
pay the full amount.

C The museum accepts student visitors
only on weekdays.

41

A Danny will not see Karen until after the
weekend.

B Danny will take Karen to Molly’s party.
C Danny will do his history project after

the weekend.

Email

Danny,

I got the info you wanted for the

history project. I’ll bring it to

school on Monday. See you at

Molly’s party on Saturday.

Karen

42

A Visitors should turn off their cell phones
when they are in the galleries.

B Visitors are not allowed in the galleries
with a cell phone.

C Visitors should not use their cell phones
in the galleries.

43

A The museum is not open weekday
mornings.

B The museum closes early on the
weekend.

C The museum is open seven days a week.

44

(   )Points: ___

5x2     10
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G Your school magazine has asked students to send in articles about an important
historical figure from their country. Send in your article. Use the plan below to help you
(100-120 words).

Writing
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One of the most important historical figures from my country .....................
.......................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................

(   )Points: ___
15

Para 1 ñ Who is the article about?
ñ What was he/she famous for?

Para 2 ñ What did he/she achieve?

Para 3 ñ What were his/her qualities?
ñ Why do you admire this person?
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TEST 9 (Module 9)

H You will hear a man called Andrew Stephens talking on the radio about his exciting job
back in the United States. For each question, put a check (✓) in the correct box.

Listening

(   )Points: ___

6x1     6

45 Andrew Stephens chases tornadoes and storms as 

46 Andrew Stephens makes money from

47 The worst tornadoes Stephens has seen were in

48 What is Andrew Stephens worried about most

when he is out on the road?

49 Tornado and storm chasers must

50 During a storm, it’s best to

A a full-time job.

B a part-time job.

C a hobby.

A writing reports.

B taking photographs.

C making videos.

A May.

B June.

C October.

A strong winds

B cars on the road

C flying objects

A give advice to the emergency

services.

B park on the road when filming.

C stay off private land.

A get in your car and drive away.

B stand under the stairs.

C escape through a window.
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A Fill in the blanks with the correct word/phrase. There are two extra answers you do not
need to use.

NAME: .................................................................. DATE: ...................................

CLASS: .................................................................. SCORE: _____
100

(Time: 50 minutes)

1 We went on a .................... speed boat 
ride around the island.

2 One of the best things about the new
restaurant is its ..................... level of 
service.

3 Mary has always wanted to ............... in 
a traditional Hawaiian celebration.

4 The number of ................ on this island
has doubled over the last three decades.

5 One of her ......................... goals is to 
become a famous writer.

6 The cost of the hotel room may ..............
depending on the season.

7 What makes this small town so peaceful is
the .......................... of heavy traffic.

8 A solar eclipse ..................... when the 
Moon moves between the Earth and the Sun.

9 Most of the Earth’s .............. is covered
with water.

Vocabulary

(   )Points: ___

9x2     18

(   )Points: ___

10x2   20
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B Fill in the blanks with the correct word. There are two extra answers you do not need to use.

10 Beach vacations are not my cup of .......... . 
I prefer camping in the mountains.

11 Guess what! I have news for you that’ll
make your head ............................... .

12 When we were in Bangkok, we went on a
guided ........................ around the city.

13 The only thing Sue wants to do when she’s
on vacation is to ............... on the beach 
or by a pool. 

14 Whales have long been threatened with
................. .

15 The resort we are going to provides
entertainment for all ages and ............. .

16 On my vacations, I love buying souvenirs
from little arts and .................... shops.

17 There was a ................... between a car 
and a motorcycle on the highway last night.

18 Sadly, only a few of these historical buildings
....................... in good condition today.

19 We spent the morning ................ around 
the old part of the city. 

occurs participate surface outstanding vary

long-term cultural inhabitants absence conserve thrilling

crafts spin parade wandering tastes collision

remain tea extinction gravity tour lie
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20 Tomorrow we will visit the house ..........
Shakespeare was born.

21 Mr. Buckley, .......... son works as a pilot, is
moving to Canada.

22 That was the time .......... I left my passport
at home.

23 Our hotel, .......... was recommended by a
friend of ours, had a big swimming pool.

24 I don’t know the reason .......... she missed
her flight.

25 The man .......... is talking to my husband is
our travel agent.

C Complete the sentences with who, which, whose, where, when, or why.

Grammar

(   )Points: ___

6x2   12

26 I’ll go traveling around South America when
I will have/have enough money.

27 Unless we don’t book/book soon, there won’t
be any flights left.

28 Take a map with you in case you get/will get
lost.

29 Although/Despite it was raining, they enjoyed
their vacation.

30 I must go home in case/so that I can pack.

31 Jane had been saving money for months so
that she can/could spend a few weeks’
vacation in the Bahamas.

32 In spite/Despite of the train delays, they
arrived at the airport on time.

33 Let’s stay at the beach until it will get/gets
dark.

34 He left early in order to/so as avoid the
morning traffic.

D Underline the correct words/phrases.

(   )Points: ___

9x1   9

35 I’m going to Hawaii next week.
36 How was your trip to Iceland?
37 You really must visit Nepal one day.
38 My bag was stolen during my vacation.
39 I hope the bad weather didn’t ruin your vacation.

A No, not at all.
B It was fantastic!
C Don’t make me jealous.
D Yes, I’d like to.
E How awful!

E Choose the correct response.

(   )Points: ___

5x2     10

TEST 10 (Module 10)
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Reading
F The people below all want to go on

vacation. Decide which of the vacations
described would be the most suitable
for each person.
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TEST 10 (Module 10)

Ted prefers strange and interesting
vacation destinations. He enjoys
cooler weather and because he eats
a lot of junk food at home, he likes
to eat healthy food when he goes on
vacation.

James is a student who is studying art
at college. He would like a vacation
that is both entertaining and
educational. He prefers visiting big
cities with plenty of good restaurants,
so he can eat somewhere different
every night.

Alice works in a library, but is a very
active person who enjoys trying new
and interesting experiences. She
loves water sports and would like to
learn something new on vacation.

John enjoys walks in the fresh air
and light exercise during the day but
prefers something more exciting at
night. He is interested in history and
doesn’t want to stay in an ordinary
hotel or a bed and breakfast. 

Olivia enjoys camping out but would
like to try something adventurous
this year because she is tired of
cold, wet weather. She works at the
local zoo and would love to see
wildlife in its natural habitat.

44

43

42

41

40

A Tanzanian Safari: You’ll spend the
nights out on the Serengeti plains,
sleeping under the stars and eating
around a campfire. During the hot
days, you’ll get to see all those animals
you’ve only seen on TV. Not for the
faint of heart, this is definitely a
vacation for braver vacationers.

B Historical Ireland: Stay in a specially
designed hotel on the grounds of a
castle in Southern Ireland. Situated just
an hour away from Dublin, you have
both the peace of the countryside and
the nightlife of the capital just a short
drive away. Beautiful gardens and a
golf course make this a really relaxing
break.

C Haunted England: How brave are you?
Test yourself as you tour the most
haunted hotels, houses, and bars in the
dark heart of the English countryside.
Seven nights and seven different ghosts
will thrill you and chill you. Bring your
camera, but don’t expect to get a good
night’s sleep!

D Rio Calente, Volcanic Springs, Mexico:
When your neighbors ask you where you
stayed on vacation, just tell them that
it was in the middle of a volcano! It has
spring weather all year round for those
who don’t like the heat and offers the
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Writing
G You have just returned from a vacation

abroad. Write a letter to your tour
guide, Jonathan Atkins, thanking him
for making your vacation so enjoyable.
Use the ideas below to help you write
your letter (80–100 words).

153

TEST 10 (Module 10)

© Express Publishing  PHOTOCOPIABLE

healthiest low-fat organic cuisine. You
can also exercise the easy way with
daily yoga lessons.

E Britain for Booklovers: Each day, you’ll
visit the places where all those famous
writers worked on all their classic
books: Dickens’ London; Austen’s
Chawton, Shakespeare’s Stratford-
Upon-Avon, and Brontë’s Haworth. This
is a tour that’s definitely something to
write home about!

F Jules Undersea Lodge, Florida, USA: A
unique hotel in a unique location ―
under the sea! It used to be a research
laboratory, but now you can stay at the
bottom of the ocean. It is the perfect
diving environment, with lessons for
beginners and more advanced programs
for the more experienced.

G Cultural Florence: As the capital of the
Italian region of Tuscany, Florence
offers some of the best food combined
with the finest museums and galleries.
The world famous Uffizi Gallery is just
one of the many cultural delights in this
beautiful historical city. This is one city
that’ll have you coming back for more.

H Camping in Scotland: For all the nature
lovers who are tired of burning on the
beach, this is a vacation that doesn’t
harm the environment and doesn’t cost
a fortune. Sleep in a tent, breathe the
fresh air, and enjoy the beautiful views
of the Scottish countryside.

(   )Points: ___

5x2     10

ñ ... was/were wonderful
ñ I was made to feel ...
ñ I am writing ...
ñ ... gave me great pleasure
ñ Thank you once again for ...
ñ I appreciate ...
ñ I loved ... and I must say ...
ñ I will never forget ...

Dear ...................,

I am writing ...................................
......................................................
......................................................
......................................................
......................................................
......................................................
......................................................
......................................................
......................................................
......................................................
......................................................
......................................................
......................................................
......................................................
......................................................
......................................................
......................................................
......................................................

Yours truly,
...................

(   )Points: ___
15
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H You will hear a conversation between a boy, Tom, and a girl, Lucy, about their plans for their
summer vacation. For questions 45-50, decide if each sentence is correct or incorrect. If it
is correct, put a check (✓) in the box under A for YES. If it is not correct, put a check (✓) in
the box under B for NO.

Listening

(   )Points: ___

6x1   6

45 Lucy can’t wait for her vacation.

46 Lucy has been to France before.

47 Lucy’s parents won’t let her go on vacation with a friend.

48 Tom feels anxious about traveling to Germany alone.

49 Both Tom and Lucy speak a foreign language really well.

50 Lucy refuses to attend a summer class.

A B
YES NO

TEST 10 (Module 10)
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NAME: .................................................................. DATE: ...................................

CLASS: .................................................................. SCORE: _____
80

(Time: 50 minutes)

EXIT TEST (Modules 1-10)

1 Sally broke ...... and started crying when
she heard about her grandmother’s death.
A down B up C off

2 Doug ...... to call the computer technician
yesterday because his computer wasn’t
working.
A must B had C could

3 Environmental organizations work towards
the ...... of the natural habitats of many
plant and animal species. 
A exploration B conservation
C contribution

4 Milo ...... for the day. Would you like to
leave a message?
A already has left B has already left
C had left already 

5 The chemistry students could not carry ......
the experiment without the help of their
teacher.
A on B out C away

6 The bride wore a beautiful dress and the
groom was in a sharp and ...... suit.
A baggy B scruffy C classy

7 Don’t worry about the mess. I ...... it up
right now.
A have cleaned B will be cleaning
C will clean

8 Would you ever consider ...... your job to
volunteer at the shelter full-time?
A to leave B leaving C leave

9 Our company’s annual party ...... at the end
of spring every year. 
A held B is held C is holding

10 The horse’s ...... woke up the campers early
in the morning.
A barking B chirping C neighing

11 Do you know if there’s ...... in your class
who wants to adopt a puppy?
A everyone B anyone C no one 

12 My dad ...... read us a story every night at
bedtime when we were little.
A would B could C used 

13 The designer presented us with a ...... of
colors to choose from.
A selection B camouflage
C pattern

14 The food ...... great! What are we having
for dinner?
A tastes B smells C looks

15 Our teacher ...... us to bring a hat and a
bottle of water for the school trip. 
A said B reminded C suggested

16 I love spaghetti with lots of ...... cheese on
top. 
A peeled B minced C grated

17 Carol ...... herself on always trying to do
her best.
A transforms B prides C impresses

Choose the correct item.
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18 ...... being sick, Matthew still managed to
complete the marathon.
A Despite B Although C Unless

19 Lisa ...... for her passport for over an hour,
but she still can’t find it.
A have looked B had looked
C has been looking

20 There has been a big increase ...... gas
prices during the last three years.
A with B on C in

21 Tommy ...... to solve a difficult math problem
but he can’t do it. Can you help him?
A is trying B will be trying
C is going to try

22 If you had been more careful, you ...... your
cell phone at the shopping mall.
A wouldn’t have lost B will lose
C won't lose

23 Some people believe that in the future,
...... will do our everyday chores.
A hackers B beams C machines

24 I hope the bad weather didn’t ...... your
vacation.
A lose B miss C ruin 

25 James and Lilly had to put their camping
trip ...... for a couple of months because
Lilly had broken her leg. 
A up B away C off

26 Logan has been suffering ...... a bad cold for
quite a few days now. 
A from B for C of 

27 Mr. Hudson, ...... daughter is in my class, is
an astronaut and has been to space.
A that B whose C who

28 Tim was late and made ...... an excuse to
tell the teacher.
A up B out C for

29 Claire didn’t come to the museum with us.
She ...... the exhibits.
A already had seen B had seen already
C had already seen

30 We couldn’t see the top of the Empire State
Building because the air was filled with
...... .
A crop B waste C smog

31 Henry decided ...... a volunteer for his local
charity. 
A to become B become C becoming

32 Sally hurt her leg ...... a skiing accident.
A at B on C in 

33 Mrs. Jones said that she ...... for a business
trip the next day.
A will leave B was leaving
C is going to leave

34 No one is absolutely certain as to what
eventually led to the ...... of dinosaurs, so
their disappearance remains a mystery.
A eruption B extinction C evolution 

35 You should ...... an anti-virus program on
your PC in order to protect your data. 
A scan B connect C install

36 John has really ...... from his new diet and
exercise routine. He looks amazing.
A fancied B benefited C reacted 

37 Your ankle looks swollen. You’d better ......
by a doctor.
A have checked it B have it checked
C check it
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38 Can you slow down, please? We ...... an
accident.
A are going to have B are having
C will have

39 ...... the wind was very strong, they still
went sailing. 
A Despite B Although C In spite of

40 Further information can ...... at the front
desk.
A find B be found C be finding

41 Dan advised me ...... a doctor about my bad
cough.
A that I see B seeing C to see

42 Don’t forget to bring me back a ...... from
your trip to Dubai.
A souvenir B species C temple

43 This is the book ...... I was telling you about.
A what B why C which

44 By the time I ...... to the party, Chris had
already left.
A had gotten B got C was getting

45 If I ...... you, I wouldn’t buy a secondhand TV.
A had been B were C would be 

46 My younger brother loves ...... tricks on us.
A to playing B plays C playing

47 Brenda usually buys her lunch at the school
...... .
A cafeteria B café C restaurant

48 Gavin ...... to the supermarket, but he’ll be
back in a few minutes. 
A has gone B had gone C has been

49 You cannot go to the party unless you ......
your homework first.
A will finish B don’t finish C finish

50 We could have gone skiing if he ...... his leg.
A hadn’t broken B hasn’t broken
C didn’t break

51 I believe that experimenting on animals is
...... and doesn’t respect animal rights. 
A cruel B impressive C moving

52 Dennis ...... finish his chores before he went
to the park.
A must B has to C had to

53 You can ...... George. I know for a fact that
he’s very good at keeping secrets.
A rely B trust C depend

54 Thieves broke ...... the Simpson Art Gallery
and stole some valuable paintings.
A into B through C down

55 By the end of their trip, they ...... over 20
museums.
A have been visiting B will be visiting
C will have visited

56 A cat has twenty-four movable ...... on each
side of its nose.
A tentacles B whiskers C paws

57 When we lived in the country we ...... a lot
of pets.
A would have B were having
C used to have

58 Why are Sue’s eyes red? ...... about
something?
A Has she been crying
B Had she been crying
C Will she be crying

59 The Thompsons ...... to have a big celebration
when their son graduates from college.
A will plan B are planning
C are going to plan
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EXIT TEST (Modules 1-10)

60 Cactus plants don’t need ...... water to
survive.
A enough B a lot C much

61 If I had time, I ...... at the local shelter.
A will volunteer B would volunteer
C would have volunteered

62 The small streets are filled with ......
tourists in the summertime.
A participating B wandering
C observing

63 The plane is due to take ...... in an hour.
A off B up C on

64 Dora has been studying French ...... three
years.
A since B for C in

65 The artist became ...... known when a
Hollywood celebrity bought three of his
sculptures.
A rarely B widely C narrowly

66 If ...... in the area continues, many nesting
birds will lose their habitats.
A deforestation B vegetation
C overpopulation

67 Those are real diamonds. They ...... be worth
a lot of money.
A might B may C must

68 “We’re having a baby!” Peter ...... proudly.
A announced B begged C insisted

69 I’m so sleepy! I’ve been ...... all day.
A blushing B frowning C yawning

70 Take the bus instead of walking. The store is
...... than you think.
A more far B farther C farthest

71 When my grandfather was young, he ......
walk for hours without getting tired.
A could B was able 
C would be able to

72 Can you bring some extra bread ...... we run
out during the dinner party?
A unless B although C in case

73 Tina is not a computer expert, but she ......
great technical skills.
A possesses B ensures C adapts

74 After days of investigations, the police ......
to the conclusion that the money had been
stolen by a company employee.
A came B presented C decided

75 This time next week, we ...... our coffee at
the Piazza San Marco in Venice.
A are having B will be having
C have been having

76 The 2012 Summer Olympic Games ...... by
London.
A will host B will have hosted
C will be hosted

77 Don’t throw ...... your old clothes. Donate
them to the local shelter.
A off B away C down

78 Why don't we let the children ...... where
we’ll spend our vacation this year?
A to decide B deciding C decide

79 When ...... Lucy to marry him?
A Tom will ask B does Tom ask
C will Tom ask

80 By the time we get to the theater, the movie
...... .
A starts B will have started
C will be starting
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STARTER UNIT

1 1 windsurfing 4 go biking/cycling
2 play football 5 go horseback riding
3 go skateboarding 6 go jogging

2 1 often 3 never 5 sometimes
2 usually 4 always

3 1 Who 3 Where 5 What
2 How 4 What time 6 When

4 2 waters the plants.
3 irons some clothes.
4 cooks dinner.
5 dusts the furniture.
6 washes the dishes.
7 mops the floor.

5 1 is 4 needs 7 doesn’t walk 
2 lives 5 plays 8 has
3 likes 6 prefers

6 1 her 4 herself 7 myself 10 She
2 my 5 My 8 herself 
3 They 6 His 9 Their

7 1 U 3 C 5 U 7 C 9 C
2 C 4 U 6 U 8 U 10 U

8 1 the 4 ―, a, a 7 a, the
2 a 5 The, the 8 The, ―
3 a, a 6 a, an, a

9 1 B 6 C 11 B 16 C 21 A
2 C 7 B 12 A 17 C 22 B
3 C 8 C 13 A 18 B 23 A
4 B 9 C 14 B 19 C 24 C
5 C 10 C 15 A 20 C

10 1 is 9 enjoys 17 dusts
2 lives 10 has 18 waters
3 has 11 hangs out 19 cleans
4 walks 12 go 20 finishes
5 is 13 go 21 likes
6 are 14 loves 22 goes out
7 grows up 15 helps
8 wants 16 makes

1 Ashley is sixteen years old and she lives in
London.

2 She lives with her mom, dad, sister, brother,
and her dog Rex.

3 Her favorite subjects are history and math.
4 She wants to become a history teacher.
5 Ashley plays football and basketball.
6 In her free time, she usually hangs out with

her friends.
7 On the weekends, Ashley helps her mom with

the household chores, studies, and goes out
with her best friend. 

11 1 She lives in a small town.
2 John plays football on the weekends.
3 I make my bed every morning.
4 There is no milk in the fridge.
5 James reads in his free time.

12 Suggested Answer

My name is Helen and I am sixteen years old. I
live in Athens, with my mom, dad, older brother,
and younger sister. Our house is very big. It has
two floors, with four bedrooms, three bathrooms,
a large living room and a fantastic yard, where I
usually play with my dog, Goofy.

In the afternoon, I always do my homework
and then I play tennis at the local tennis club.
My favorite subjects at school are physics and
chemistry.

On the weekends, we all help my mom with
the household chores. On Saturday evening, I
usually go to the movies with my best friend
Fiona. Sometimes, we just go for a walk. I like my
life because it’s really exciting.

Key to Resource Activities
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PAIRWORK ACTIVITIES
A Suggested Answers

STUDENT A

In picture A, I can see a young couple in their
kitchen. I think they are preparing lunch. The
young woman is wearing a white T-shirt with an
apron over it. The young man is wearing a blue
T-shirt and jeans. He is holding a loaf of bread.
The young couple seem very happy because
they are smiling at each other.

STUDENT B

In picture B, there is a young woman in her
yard. She is holding a watering can and she is
watering her flowers. She is wearing an orange
T-shirt and jeans. She is also wearing gardening
gloves and a headscarf. She looks happy
because she is smiling.

B S1: Do you help your mom around the house?

S2: Yes, I do. I always make my bed and clean
my room. Do you help your mom?

S1: Yes, but I really hate dusting the furniture
and mopping the floor. What do you like to
do most?

S2: Well, I like watering the plants in the yard
and doing the dishes. What about you? ...

PORTFOLIO ACTIVITIES

Suggested Answer

I live in a big house which is in a quiet
neighborhood in the suburbs of the city. My
house has four bedrooms and three bathrooms.
There is also a huge living room with a fireplace.
The kitchen is bright and sunny because there
are many windows all around. The yard is full of
beautiful flowers of different colors. We have a
small pond in our yard which is full of goldfish.
There is also an enormous park with very tall
trees near our house.

GAME
Ss’ own answers

MODULE 1

1 a) 1 kisses 3 is shaking
2 is nodding 4 gives

b) 1 is blushing 3 is frowning
2 is smiling 4 is yawning

2 1 biting 4 situation 7 turns
2 deal 5 only 8 break
3 shake 6 clenched

3 1 annoyed 4 confused 7 honest
2 stubborn 5 reliable 8 sensitive
3 frustrated 6 impatient

4 1 live 7 miss
2 are visiting 8 are
3 don’t usually have 9 are thinking
4 is 10 think
5 is celebrating 11 live 
6 have 12 have

5 2 is raining 5 look
3 Do you understand 6 A: are you cooking,
4 A: Do you want smells

B: am seeing B: tastes

6 1 A: joining 4 A: to come
B: Working out B: walking

2 A: to go 5 B: To get
B: to stay in 6 A: to use

3 A: to have B: to change
B: to eat

7 1 by 3 out
2 up with 4 down with

8

9 1 A
2 D

3 B
4 A

5 B
6 B

7 C
8 C

9 C
10 A

1 B
2 B
3 B
4 A
5 C

6 C
7 C
8 B
9 B

10 B

11 C
12 A
13 A
14 C
15 C

16 B
17 C
18 B
19 B
20 B

21 A
22 C
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10 ñ She is going to spend her summer vacation in
Kenya.

ñ It includes a five day safari to see wild
animals.

ñ She asks Mary if she wants to go with her.

Suggested Answer

Dear Jill,

Thank you for inviting me to join you on the safari.
It sounds very interesting. I would love to go, but I
am planning to visit my grandparents at their
home by the sea. I am not leaving for another
week, so why don’t we meet up before I leave?
You could come by my place and tell me all about
the trip. Call me and we can arrange a time.
Mary

11 1 with 2 of 3 at 4 of

12 1 adventurous 3 loving 5 harmless
2 childish 4 creative

PAIRWORK ACTIVITIES

Suggested Answers

S1: We definitely need music so everyone will
dance.

S2: Yes, but let’s not forget to have some snacks
and drinks.

S1: We should also get some decorations and
plan to decorate the classroom.

S2: What about a karaoke machine, it’s so much
fun!

S1: Great idea! We could also have a DJ and play
some dance games.

S2: I think we need to arrange the food first.
What do you think?

S1: I agree. We can start a list and pass it around
the class and see what each person can
bring. 

S2: Next, we should find a DJ and decide on the
music.

S1: Definitely, we can plan the decorations and
activities later. Music and food are the most
important things to do first.

S2: I agree. Let’s get started.

PORTFOLIO ACTIVITIES

Suggested Answers

A family member: 

My older sister has many good friends. She thinks
friendships are for having a good time and enjoying
each other’s company. She is always going out with
different friends and doing all kinds of activities
together. She chooses friends who make her laugh
and are fun to be with. She tries not to argue with
her friends but if they do, she told me that they try
to forget what happened and move on. Friendship
for her is all about having fun.

A friend:

My friend Carol believes friendship is caring about
one another and appreciating the differences in
each other. Carol has many different kinds of
friends because she is open-minded and accepting
of others. She chooses her friends based on
whether they are honest and caring. When
arguments happen with her friends, Carol believes
it’s very important to talk things over and be
understanding of the other person’s opinion. She
doesn’t think it is important to agree, but rather
to respect each other’s point of view.

GAME
Ss’ own answers

MODULE 2

1 1 inventor 4 artist
2 mathematician 5 doctors
3 physicist 6 scientists

2 1 long 4 correction
2 culture 5 contact
3 humming 6 travel

3 1 do 7 sound 13 long
2 do 8 came 14 part
3 royal 9 treat 15 took
4 developed 10 recovered 16 performed
5 board 11 discovered
6 improve 12 took
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4 1 1 were you doing 4 Did you go out
2 started 5 stayed in
3 was studying

2 1 happened 5 Did you visit
2 was jogging 6 was
3 tripped 7 didn’t put
4 fell

3 1 won 4 didn’t you become
2 took place 5 wanted
3 was 6 didn’t have

5 2 Who bought Sarah a present?
3 Who is the younger of the two brothers?
4 Who did Jessica bump into this morning?

6 1 used to play/would play/played
2 used to go/would go/went
3 used to read/would read/read
4 used to have/had

7 1 on 2 up 3 down 4 out

8 1 to 3 of 5 about
2 on 4 of

9

10 1 A 2 C 3 D 4 A 5 B

11 a) 1 when 4 suddenly 7 later
2 immediately 5 After
3 While 6 When

b) Key words: teenage magazine, short stories, I
did everything I could do to make things right.

Suggested Answer

What a day that was. It was the end of
May and my biology class was on a nature
field trip at Lake Prespa. Miss Jenkins led the
trip. My friend Dave loved nature and was
really excited about the trip.

After a morning walk down to the lake,
we stopped for a break. Miss Jenkins was
showing us different birds and reptiles in a
beautiful book. 
Dave asked to borrow it. As he was looking at
birds through binoculars, he spotted a flamingo
and started running towards it. Suddenly, he
tripped and Miss Jenkin’s beautiful book fell
into the lake. I immediately rushed to pull it
out but it was ruined. Dave apologized to Miss
Jenkins. Miss Jenkins understood that it was an
accident and tried not to look upset, but both
Dave and I knew she was and we both felt
terrible.

The very next day I found a new edition of
“Birds & Reptiles” in a store by chance. I lent
Dave money to buy it. Later that day, we
surprised Miss Jenkins with the book. She was
over the moon and thanked us both for our
thoughtfulness. 

12 1 instructor 3 economist
2 typists 4 Bankers 

PAIRWORK ACTIVITIES

A Suggested Answers

STUDENT A

The picture shows a policeman standing beside
his car. He is wearing a uniform and a badge. The
car door is open and the policeman is talking on
his radio. He is probably reporting back to the
station about an incident on the street.

STUDENT B
I see two firemen in front of a burning building.
The firemen are wearing protective clothing and
helmets. They are kneeling in front of the building
and holding a large hose with water spraying out
of it. They are trying to put the fire out.

B S1: You would need to have a lot of courage to be
a policeman. They have to arrest dangerous
criminals and sometimes have to use their
guns to protect themselves.

S2: As a fireman you need to be fearless to fight
the dangerous fires and risk your life every
time.

1 C
2 A
3 C
4 C
5 B

6 B
7 B
8 B
9 C

10 A

11 A
12 A
13 C
14 B
15 C

16 B
17 B
18 B
19 B
20 A

21 B
22 A
23 C
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S1: I believe to do either job you must be
adventurous and enjoy not knowing what
will happen next.

S2: I think you must also be careful and efficient
so no one gets hurt on the job.

S1: I think I would like to be a policeman as I
enjoy helping people.

S2: I would like to be a fireman because I am
always looking for a challenge and adventure.

PORTFOLIO ACTIVITIES

Suggested Answer

Let me introduce my invention to you.
It is a pencil or a pen with an alarm clock
attached to it. This helps to keep track of time
when studying. The alarm signals when to stop,
take a break or change subjects when studying.

How I did it!
I was thinking about how often students lose track
of time or do not realize how much time they are
spending on a particular subject. I came to the
conclusion that some kind of time management
system helps when studying. I thought the best
place for this would be on a pencil, as we
continually use one when we study. I took a
regular pencil and a small alarm clock and I
attached them by wrapping a wire around them
both.

These are the magic components.
My invention consists of a regular pencil, a small
digital clock and fine metal wire. The digital
clock has a built-in alarm.

GAME
Ss’ own answers

MODULE 3

1

2

3 1 poached, scrambled 4 Boiled
2 steamed 5 grilled
3 roast 6 baked

4 1 grate 3 beat 5 peel
2 melt 4 chop 6 bake

5 1 post office 6 fish market
2 flower shop 7 hairdresser’s
3 pharmacy 8 bakery
4 newsstand 9 jewelry store
5 eyewear store

6 1 ate 6 hasn’t talked
2 haven’t seen 7 visited
3 hasn’t studied 8 bought
4 went shopping 9 hasn’t had
5 screamed

7 1 has taken 
2 have been
3 have been studying
4 have ... been training
5 Have ... been doing 
6 Have ... spoken 
7 haven’t seen

Kitchen Utensils Food Vegetables

fork meat broccoli

knife chicken onions

spoon eggs cauliflower

saucepan fish celery

Reason New Word

1 flour
the other 3 are kitchen
utensils

spatula

2 eggs
the other 3 are
vegetables

lettuce

3 cheese it is a dairy product lobster

4 oven
the other 3 are kitchen
utensils

glass
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8 1 go after 4 went up 
2 going through 5 go about
3 go for 6 going on

9 1 to, from 3 in
2 with, on 4 on

10 1 shortened 3 straighten
2 fasten 4 Dampen

11

12 1 G 2 C 3 B 4 E 5 A

13 Suggested Answer

“Good and on the Go” is the new fast food
restaurant that opened downtown last week. I
went there last Friday.

It is a small building with two floors. There
are tables downstairs and upstairs. The walls are
in bright colors with pictures from local artists
everywhere. There is a children’s play area
upstairs.

It is self-service where you choose your food
and pay at the counter. You can eat there or
take-out. The staff is helpful and fast. The
restaurant has good food with big portions at
reasonable prices. For example, my pizza cost $5
and my friend’s burger and fries only cost $3.50.
The menu also offers vegetarian dishes and
desserts such as ice cream, fruit pies, and cakes.
We had great milkshakes. You can also have fresh
juices, soft drinks, tea, or coffee to drink.

I plan on visiting “Good and on the Go” again
because it is in a convenient location, has a
friendly atmosphere, everything is clean and the
prices are very reasonable. This is one of the
best fast food restaurants in town.

PAIRWORK ACTIVITIES
A Suggested Answers

STUDENT A

I can see a young woman peeling a banana. The
woman is probably in her kitchen preparing
fruit juice because I can also see some grapes,
oranges, and apples in front of her. I can also
see a blender full of juice. The woman is
wearing a sweatsuit and a T-shirt. I think she
feels very happy because she is smiling.

STUDENT B

The picture is of a kitchen. It shows a man
standing at the kitchen counter and he is
grating cheese. It looks like he is making a
pizza. He is wearing a sweater and appears to
be concentrating on what he is doing. 

B S1: In my family my mom prepares and
cooks our meals.

S2: Really, in my family we all help in the
kitchen.

S1: Well my mom doesn’t work and she usually
cooks in the morning when we’re at
school.

S2: My mom works in the morning so she
usually cooks in the afternoon. Anyway
what’s your favorite dish?

S1: I like spaghetti more than anything else,
and I can’t stand eating fish. What about
you?

1 B
2 C
3 A
4 C
5 B

6 C
7 A
8 C
9 A

10 C

11 B
12 C
13 C
14 A
15 B

16 C
17 C
18 B
19 A
20 B

21 C
22 B
23 A 
24 C 
25 A
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PORTFOLIO ACTIVITIES
Suggested Answer

Date:  25-5-08

Dear Rachel,

My favorite traditional dish is lemon oregano
chicken.
My mom usually cooks the food and we eat it
during lunch or for supper.
The ingredients that we use to make this dish are a
medium-sized chicken, olive oil, lemons, potatoes,
salt, pepper, and oregano.
The way we cook and prepare the dish is quick
and easy.
I enjoy eating this dish because it is simple and
very delicious.
Please write back and tell me about your favorite
traditional food!
Your friend,
Sonia

GAME
Suggested Answers

Student B: The woman looked very exhausted.
Student C: She was walking slowly, because

she was carrying some bags that
seemed heavy.

Student D: ...

MODULE 4

1 1 d 3 f 5 c 7 a
2 e 4 b 6 g

2 1 tall 6 friendly
2 pretty 7 short
3 long 8 plump/overweight
4 curly 9 straight
5 full 10 happy

3 1 bushy 5 wavy
2 pierced 6 double, overweight
3 full 7 skinny
4 handsome

4 1 grows 4 nodded 7 mature
2 raised 5 focuses 8 affect
3 shrugged 6 fit 9 stares

5 1 bright, polka-dot 4 nylon, plaid
2 plain, classy 5 classy, silk
3 elegant, woolen 6 denim, scruffy

6 2 the friendliest 
3 older than, the oldest
4 taller than, the tallest
5 more beautiful than, the most beautiful

7 1 the best 5 the worst
2 younger 6 more relaxed
3 the most beautiful
4 the fastest, the most expensive

8 1 B 3 A 5 C
2 C 4 A 6 C 

9 1 so 3 too 5 such
2 such 4 enough

10 1 B
2 C
3 C
4 C
5 B

6 C
7 C
8 B
9 C

10 B

11 A
12 C
13 A
14 A
15 B

16 B
17 C
18 B
19 A
20 C

21 C
22 B
23 A 
24 C 
25 B
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11 1 C 3 A 5 C 7 C 9 C
2 D 4 D 6 B 8 D 10 C

12 Suggested Answer

Dear Allison,
Thanks for your concern. I was feeling pretty
stressed out that day we were at the shopping
mall. I was feeling so much pressure with exams
and having a part-time job. Also, my parents ask
me to do so many chores around the house that I
never seem to have any time to rest and relax. I
am a little better now and more positive about
my exams, as I have studied hard the last few
weeks. I still feel anxious and some nights I don’t
sleep well. What do you do to face all the exam
pressure and stress? I could really use some
ideas. Let’s talk soon.
Monique

13 1 at 3 to 5 with
2 on 4 up 6 for

14 1 off 3 up with 5 down
2 on 4 out 6 through

15 1 uncomfortable 3 incapable
2 inappropriate 4 unhappy

PAIRWORK ACTIVITIES

Suggested Answers

S1: Mary is very self-conscious about her
appearance lately.

S2: I know. She is upset that she has gained
weight and is having problems with her skin.

S1: She should really try and watch her diet and
only eat healthy foods like fruits and
vegetables. This will help with her weight
and improve her skin’s appearance.

S2: She should probably try to exercise more
often. This would also help her to control her
weight.

S1: She could also use skin products for problem
skin or see a doctor.

S2: I really think she focuses too much on her
appearance and reads too many fashion and
beauty magazines.

S1: I agree. Those magazines only make her feel
worse about herself with their unrealistic
media images of perfect people. 

S2: They really can affect your self-esteem. I
think Mary should stop looking at those
magazines and start focusing on her good
qualities such as her great personality. What
do you think?

S1: You’re right. She needs to stop worrying
about her appearance and concentrate on
what’s inside. 

PORTFOLIO ACTIVITIES

Suggested Answer

Description of My Design: My design consists of
a long, pleated black skirt. A short-sleeved,
loose-fitting blouse with a floral pattern of light
purple and black is worn on top. A striking red
shawl completes the outfit, along with black
high-heeled shoes.
Fabric and Material Used: A fine, shiny silk
fabric makes up the skirt. The blouse is a light-
weight linen material. The two fabrics combine
together to create a comfortable and easy look.
The bright red shawl is from rich velvet that
makes a dazzling finishing touch. The shoes are
from the highest-quality leather.
Style: My design is very elegant and formal. The
shape and ease of the design gives it a modern
look for today’s woman.
Designed For: A sophisticated woman with a slim
figure will look great in this design. A woman
who wants to have a fashionable look without
being too trendy. This is the perfect outfit for
formal occasions or formal dinners.
Additional Comments about My Design: This
design is very environmentally friendly. I used
natural dyes to color the fabrics. The linen
blouse does not use harmful chemicals in the
production of the fabric. A woman wearing my
design can walk into a room with confidence!

GAME
Ss’ own answers
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MODULE 5

1 1 penguin 4 fly 7 swan
2 zebra 5 rhino
3 cheetah 6 python

2 1 caught 3 stung 5 instil
2 developed 4 hunt

3 1 tastes 3 hear 5 smells
2 see 4 touch

4 1 barks 4 squeak
2 buzzing 5 neighed
3 hooting, howling 6 hiss

5 1 had lost 4 hadn’t called
2 had already had 5 had left
3 had cooked 6 hadn’t passed

6 2 They went to sleep after they had eaten dinner.
3 I had cleaned the house by the time my parents

came home.
4 She went out with her friends as soon as she

had finished her homework. 
5 Harry was sad because he had failed his exams.
6 Mom had prepared dinner before Dad came

home from work.

7 1 had been waiting 4 had been working
2 had been studying 5 had been living
3 had been traveling 6 had been cleaning

8 1 everywhere 4 many 7 some
2 lots of 5 No one 8 much
3 any 6 a few 9 somewhere

9

10 2 D 4 D 6 C 8 B 10 C
3 C 5 A 7 B 9 C

11 Suggested Answer

I was taking a walk in the forest the other day,
when all of a sudden I heard a loud growl. I
stopped to listen and I heard another growl. 
Suddenly, I saw the trees in front of me move. I felt
a bit afraid at the idea of what was behind the
trees and decided to turn around when out jumped
a bear cub! It crawled towards me so I reached out
my hand to pet it. That is when I heard a third
much stronger growl and knew I had better leave.
Fortunately, I managed to hide behind a bush
before the mother bear had arrived. I watched in
amazement as she left with her cub on her back.
I felt lucky and thrilled to see nature up close. I
also felt relieved that I came out of the experience
unharmed and with a pleasant memory.

12 1 takes after 4 took, out
2 took over 5 took up
3 taken off 6 took down

13 1 about 3 with 5 in 7 for
2 on 4 at 6 to

14 1 encouragement 4 presentation
2 argument 5 introduction
3 observation/ 6 consideration 

observational

PAIRWORK ACTIVITIES

A Suggested Answers

STUDENT A

The picture appears to be from a marine park or
zoo as it shows two dolphins interacting in the
water with four people. The people are wearing
bathing suits. They are petting the dolphins and
seem to be playing with them. They appear
happy and to be enjoying themselves from the
smiles on their faces.

STUDENT B
The picture is probably from a zoo or animal
reserve. I see a woman holding a tiger cub. She
is wearing an ethnic tunic and most likely is a
zoo keeper at an animal reserve. She is smiling
and appears to be very happy to be holding the
tiger cub. 

1 B
2 B
3 C
4 B
5 A

6 C
7 B
8 C
9 B

10 A

11 B
12 A
13 C
14 C
15 B

16 B
17 A
18 B
19 C
20 B

21 B
22 B
23 A 
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B S1: I once had the chance to hold an iguana. I pet
its scales and it felt very cold.

S2: I went to the zoo last year and got to ride on
an elephant. They are enormous animals and
they move really slowly.

S1: At an animal reserve in the mountains I got a
chance to feed deer and pet bear cubs. The
cubs were very playful. 

S2: A friend of mine had a monkey and we used
to play with it and teach it tricks. It was very
smart. Someday, I want to see a lion up
close; it would be really exciting.

S1: I agree. I want to swim with dolphins and play
with them.

PORTFOLIO ACTIVITIES

Suggested Answer

Park Name: Nature World
Price of Tickets: Adults-$10, Children (under 12)-$7
Days and Times: Tues-Fri 9-9 pm, Sat and Sun 9-6
pm
Location: Kingston Animal Reserve Exit 27 Highway
12 New Hampshire

Animals that you can visit at the park: Visit our
Wild Den where you meet lions, tigers, elephants
and rhinos up close. In our Play Den you have the
chance to play games with our various species of
monkeys, squirrels, and foxes.

Animals that you can visit at the aquarium: Take
in a dolphin show or watch the sea lions being
fed. There is the otter playtime where you can
participate in the games. A visit to the aquarium
is a must.

Activities for visitors: Children will enjoy the
petting zoo which is open all day. Every day at
noon and 5 pm there is the Animal of the Day
presentation at the main amphitheater.

Special events: The last Tuesday of every month
we present the Night Safari where visitors can
take a unique tour of the zoo by moonlight. Every
month we also present lectures by special guest
speakers on a variety of nature topics. Check the
notice board for times and topics.

Things you can buy at the Gift Store: You will find
a variety of gifts for the animal lover including
clothing, souvenirs, games and toys for the kids,
and exceptional books. All proceeds go to support
the World Wildlife Fund.

Food and drinks: Stop by the Alligator Pond for
refreshments or visit the main coffee shop which
is situated in the main courtyard of the park.

GAME
Ss’ own answers

MODULE 6

1 1 poverty 4 homelessness
2 disease 5 overpopulation
3 famine 6 pollution

2 1 global 5 developed
2 household 6 rate
3 grow 7 fossil
4 leading 8 endangered

3 1 toxic 5 child
2 racial 6 environmental
3 global 7 shrinking
4 acid 8 genetically modified

4 1 deforestation 5 energy
2 limited 6 vegetation
3 drought 7 advanced
4 starving 8 release

5 1 will pick 3 isn’t going to be
2 are you going to 4 are going to break 

do/are you doing

6 1 will be studying 3 will be flying
2 Will you have 4 won’t have moved 

finished 5 will have corrected

7 1 weren’t, would cook
2 hadn’t been, wouldn’t have enjoyed
3 had found, wouldn’t have bought
4 don’t leave, will be 
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8 1 had studied 4 visited
2 wasn’t/weren’t 5 wasn’t/weren’t
3 didn’t hurt 6 hadn’t moved

9 1 up 2 into 3 after 4 out of

10

11 1 B 2 A 3 B 4 C 5 A

12 1 B 2 A 3 D 4 C

13 Suggested Answer

Imagine not having a bed to sleep in tonight.
Homelessness is a rapidly growing problem in our
cities today. The homeless live a difficult and
terrible life on the streets. As a society, we must
work together to find solutions to this unacceptable
problem.
To begin with, we should develop housing
programs. As a result this will prevent others from
becoming homeless and provide those already on
the street with a possible alternative.
Another important way to solve this problem would
be to provide job training and counseling. As a
consequence, homeless people would have a
higher chance of returning to the job market with
newly acquired skills and be more emotionally
prepared to overcome problems they may face.
To sum up, these are just a few ideas of what we
can do to bring about change for the homeless in
our cities. Well-developed programs that address
ways to prevent homelessness and assist the return
of the homeless to society are necessary to make a
difference.

14 1 to 2 to 3 for 4 to

15 1 apologize 3 finalize 5 capitalize
2 socializes 4 hospitalize

PAIRWORK ACTIVITIES

A Suggested Answers

STUDENT A

The picture was taken in a forest, most probably
the rainforest. It shows a man cutting down a very
large tree with a chainsaw. It shows the problem of
deforestation.

STUDENT B
The picture is of a river. I see a sign that says no
garbage should be dumped there, yet there is all
kinds of garbage dumped. The picture shows the
problem of water pollution.

B S1: Deforestation is a serious environmental
problem as we are rapidly destroying valuable
forest land that will take hundreds of years to
grow again.

S2: Yes that’s true. Forests play a major role in
cleaning our air which is more important than
ever with all the toxic gases and pollution in
the air today. They are also the source of
important plants that are crucial in curing
disease.

S1: As forests are so important, governments need
to take action to restrict the number of trees
that are cut down each year.

S2: I agree. Also we need to raise more awareness
about this problem so that companies will
feel pressure and not cut down the forests.

S1: Another problem we need to discuss is water
pollution. The amount of water pollution
created in our rivers and oceans is serious
cause for alarm.

S2: You are right. If it continues, soon we will
not have safe drinking water. Marine life is
also endangered by the pollution.

S1: I believe waste disposal from companies and
factories needs to be monitored.

S2: Yes that would help. I also think strict fines
should be given to individuals who are
caught littering our waterways. 

1 B
2 A
3 A
4 A
5 A

6 C
7 C
8 A
9 C

10 A

11 A
12 A
13 C
14 B
15 B

16 C
17 C
18 B
19 C
20 C

21 A
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PORTFOLIO ACTIVITIES

Suggested Answer

Did you know ... 
... that it’s easy to save water! Here’s how ...
ñ If you use a dishwasher rather than doing your

dishes by hand, you will save at least a gallon of
water every day!

ñ If you turn off the faucet while brushing your
teeth rather than letting it run, you will save
1.5 gallons of precious drinking water every
minute!

ñ If you usually use the toilet to flush away
cotton balls etc., STOP! Put them in the trash
can and you will save a toilet-full of water ―
that’s up to 2 gallons of water!

ñ If you always wash your car using a hose, switch
to using a bucket and sponge instead. You will
save several gallons of water! 

ñ If you are having vegetables for dinner, wash
them in a bowl of water rather than under a
running faucet and you will save many gallons
of water!

ñ If you have a power shower in your bathroom,
change it to a low-flow shower. A 5 minute
shower uses only one third of the water of a
bath, but a 5 minute power shower uses more
water than a bath! 

GAME

Suggested Answers

Box 1― Conditionals

If I were you, I would tell my parents.
Not yet, but I’ll cook something for you if you
are hungry.
I would have come to your party if I hadn’t
worked so late.
If I had set the alarm, I wouldn’t have been late
for school.
We’ll go to the beach unless it rains.
You wouldn’t have lost your watch if you hadn’t
taken it off.
If I could change the world, I would stop poverty.

Box 2 ― Future Forms

Be careful! You are going to fall off the edge.
Now that I’ve won the lottery, I am thinking of
buying a boat.

This weekend I am going to the movies.
I think he will win the game.
It’s hot. I’ll turn on the air-conditioning.
Tonight I am going to play football with my friends.
Don’t worry. Michael will be on time for the show.
I promise I will help you with your homework
when I return.

Box 3 ― Vocabulary

I developed a fear of bees when I was five and
one stung me.
It is the gradual rise in the earth’s temperature
caused by the high release of carbon dioxide and
other gases.
Therefore, furthermore, another way
I ran across an old friend at the library.
Overpopulation, disease, homelessness, dozens,
estimate, toxic waste

GAME
Ss’ own answers

MODULE 7

1 1 do 3 load 5 deep-sea
2 cabling 4 follow 6 vacuum

2 1 artificial 5 type
2 security 6 a far
3 Double-decker 7 fasten
4 credit card 8 download

3 1 does 4 follow 7 well
2 resources 5 do 8 Entrance
3 Keep 6 personal

4 Dos Don’ts
1 Do 1 Break into
2 Chat 2 Release
3 Send 3 Access

5 1 doesn’t have to 4 Could 7 May
2 must not 5 may 8 had to
3 was able to 6 must

6 2 You don’t have to wake up early tomorrow.
3 Can/Could/May I borrow your pencil?
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4 Can/Could/May I call you back later in the
afternoon?

5 You must not drive without a driving license.
6 You have to/must apologize as soon as possible. 

7 1 was able to open
2 Can/Could/May I leave
3 could play
4 Could/Would you close 
5 should/ought to study
6 Can/Could/May I have
7 must/should/ought to see
8 could/should/ought to spend

8 1 out 2 up 3 up 4 for

9

10 1 B 2 B 3 B 4 C 5 B

11 Suggested Answer

Perhaps you or someone you know has purchased
something on the Internet recently. As more and
more people begin to shop online, we must ask if
it is the best way to shop.
Shopping online certainly has its advantages.
First of all, it is convenient. You can shop from
your own home anytime of the day or night.
Secondly, it is easy and quick to shop. You can
buy what you want in seconds without standing
in long lines. No need to get in the car and head
to the shopping center; one or two clicks and
you are shopping.
However, there are some drawbacks to shopping
online. There is the problem of checking products.
By only seeing pictures of products, it is difficult
to be certain about their quality. You cannot try
on clothes for fit and style. There are no sales
assistants to ask certain questions or advice.
Furthermore, you have to pay by credit card, but
it may not be safe to give out personal details
online. 

All in all, most people are turning to the Internet
for their shopping needs. The ease and convenience
are the attraction, but you still need to be careful
by choosing to shop from safe sites.

12 1 from 2 on 3 to 4 with

13 1 publicize 4 summarize
2 characterizes 5 economizing/to economize
3 harmonizes 6 categorize

PAIRWORK ACTIVITIES

Suggested Answer

S1: How about we buy Joe the latest video game?
You know how much he enjoys gaming.

S2: He’s already bought it himself. Perhaps he
would like a CD?

S1: Maybe, but I am not sure what music he
likes. How about a sports jersey?

S2: They are too expensive. It will probably be
more than $20. A DVD?

S1: Yes, but which movie? There are so many to
choose from and what if he has already seen it?

S2: You’re right. A new book or a wallet?
S1: I did notice that Joe’s wallet is really worn

out. He needs a new one.
S2: I agree, his wallet is very old.
S1: Great. Let’s buy him a new wallet.
S2: Yes.

1 C
2 B
3 A
4 B
5 B

6 B
7 C
8 A
9 A

10 C

11 B
12 A
13 C
14 B
15 C

16 B
17 A
18 A
19 C
20 C

21 C
22 A
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PORTFOLIO ACTIVITIES

Suggested Answer

83% people ― use cell phones often to all the time
66% people ― use computers often to all the time
83% people ― use DVDs some of the time
16% people ― use iPods often

Today, technology plays a major role in almost
every young person’s life. With this in mind, I
recently carried out a survey in my classroom to
determine what the most commonly used forms
of technology amongst teenagers were. I came
up with some interesting findings.
Firstly, 80% of the teens I surveyed said that they
use their cell phones “often to all of the time,”
making cell phones the most commonly used piece
of technology. Teenagers mostly use their cell
phone for communication with peers. Secondly,
63% of those surveyed said that they used a
computer “often to all of the time,” making
computers the second most commonly used form

of technology. They mostly use their computers for
playing video games. Thirdly, 80% of those
surveyed said that they “occasionally” use a DVD
player. Finally, only 16% of the teens I surveyed
said that they “often” use an iPod, with 50% saying
that they “never” use one.
The conclusions that I drew from my survey are
as follows: cell phones and computers have had
the biggest influence on teens’ lives to date,
DVDs feature heavily in teens’ lives but they are
part of teens’ weekly (as opposed to daily)
routines and lastly, iPods have yet to make a
significant impact on teens’ lives.

GAME
Ss’ own answers

MODULE 8

1 1 make 3 perform 5 sculpt
2 draw 4 paint 6 take

2 1 animator 3 sculpt
2 clay 4 stage

3 1 degree 5 adapted
2 transformed 6 possess 
3 prides herself on 7 ensure
4 rummaged around 8 inspired

4 1 recent 5 way 9 effect
2 took 6 lost 10 sense
3 escaped 7 makes 
4 add 8 brought

5 1 will be delivered 4 is located
2 was repaired 5 be worn
3 be checked 6 is made

6 1 is, served 4 was, made
2 will be sent 5 be watered
3 are sold 6 was stolen

7 1 has his eyes tested 
2 is having her house painted 
3 hasn’t had a telephone line installed 

Name Cell
phone Computer DVD iPod Reason

Steve
Alison

all the
time

often
some 
of the
time

never

computer
games/
talk with
friends

Jane
Grey

all the
time

some of
the time

often often

loves
listening
to music/
watching
films

Charlie
Stone

some
of the
time

all the
time

some 
of the
time

never
researches
the
Internet

Meg
Jordan

often often
some 
of the
time

some 
of the
time

sends
emails/
borrows
an iPod 

George
Rally

all the
time

all the
time

some 
of the
time

never

computer
games/
chats
online

Tracy
Jones

often
some of
the time

some 
of the
time

some 
of the
time

shops
online/
chats with
friends
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4 must have the leaky faucet repaired
5 had his living room redecorated 
6 was having trees planted 

8 1 can’t 3 can’t 5 might
2 must 4 may 6 can’t

9

10 1 G 2 E 3 H 4 C 5 B

11 Suggested Answer

Notting Hill Carnival
Notting Hill Carnival takes place every August in
London. It lasts two days. The carnival celebrates
the mix of different nationalities in London. Lots
of the ideas come from Caribbean culture. 
Early on the first day, large speakers are placed
in the streets for the carnival music. Stalls which
sell food and drinks are set up. Groups of people
have often spent weeks practicing their dance
routines. Thousands of people make or buy
bright carnival clothes for the event.
The first day is especially for children. There is a
short parade and people paint the children’s
faces. The main parade happens on the second
day. The streets come to life with all the colorful
costumes and stunning dances. Loud music fills
the air with excitement. There are also amazing
music competitions in the parks. A total of two
million people attend the event each year.
The whole experience is absolutely breathtaking.
If you think you can go along without dancing,
think again! Just watching all the people and the
impressive mixture of colors will make you want to
join in too! 

12 1 through 2 across 3 over 4 along

13 1 to 3 from 5 on
2 in 4 for

14 1 irrational 3 infrequent
2 illegible 4 immature

PAIRWORK ACTIVITIES

A Suggested Answers

STUDENT A

The picture was taken in a street, probably in a
touristy part of town. It shows a man and a
painting. The man is wearing casual clothes and
a hat. He is painting a picture and most likely
trying to sell it to people passing by in the
street.

STUDENT B
The picture is from a theater. I see a performance
of a play. The actors are wearing costumes and it
looks like one woman is dressed as a bride. The
actors are all standing together on stage like they
do at the end of a performance.

B S1: I love going to the theater. I really enjoy live
performances.

S2: I prefer paintings and going to art galleries
to see different works of art.

S1: I enjoy seeing musicals and comedies at the
theater. It’s so exciting and fun.

S2: Someday I would like to collect paintings and
decorate my house with them. 

S1: I find paintings boring and prefer action and
live entertainment.

S2: I disagree, paintings are entertaining. I enjoy
looking at them and trying to understand them.

PORTFOLIO ACTIVITIES

Suggested Answer

Title: Pirates of the Caribbean: The Curse of the
Black Pearl
Genre: Adventure
Director: Gore Verbinski
Cast: Johnny Depp, Orlando Bloom, Keira Knightley
Release Date: July 9, 2003

Plot
Elizabeth Swan, the governor’s daughter is
kidnapped by an evil pirate named Barbossa and
his crew because she has a piece of stolen
ancient gold they need to return to a treasure in

1 B
2 C
3 C
4 B
5 B

6 C
7 A
8 C
9 C

10 A

11 A
12 B
13 C
14 A
15 B

16 A
17 C
18 A
19 B
20 B

21 A
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order to lift a curse that was put on them for
stealing the gold in the first place. 
Will Turner, Elizabeth’s fiancé, and Captain Jack
Sparrow set off in search of Elizabeth and
Sparrow’s ship the Black Pearl which Barbossa
has taken. An adventurous tale follows that ends
in Sparrow and Turner saving Elizabeth, the gold
being returned, the curse being lifted from
Barbossa and his crew, and Sparrow taking back
his ship the Black Pearl.

Feelings
When I first saw it, I felt thrilled and amazed at
the idea of a pirate adventure. The plot was very
exciting with lots of pirate sword fights. It was
the first time I had seen a story about pirates
and I was very curious about this unusual world.
Now that I think about it, it is a really unique
film as it combines comedy, adventure, and
romance all together. I can watch it over and
over again without getting bored.

GAME

1 was, built 8 to 15 to
2 immobile 9 will be held 16 be cleaned
3 in 10 on 17 ―
4 ― 11 illiberal 18 irresistible
5 insensitive 12 ― 19 from
6 ― 13 imbalanced 20 must
7 can’t 14 ― 

MODULE 9

1 Across Down
2 oil spills 1 tornado
4 earthquakes 3 hurricane
5 eruption 7 drought
6 avalanche
8 explosion

2 1 set 4 quench 7 barriers
2 reveal 5 dawn 8 lost
3 eruption 6 against 

3 1 disastrous 4 shocking 7 puzzled
2 stunning 5 interesting 8 widely
3 impressive 6 incredible 

4 1 He said I must/had to answer all the questions
on the test.

2 The teacher said the Nile was the longest river
in the world.

3 Susan told Terry to water the flowers while
she was gone.

4 Mom said we could go to the beach the next
day.

5 The student asked how long I had been studying
there.

6 He said he was going to get his film developed
the next day.

7 Mother said the children had not liked the food.
8 Dad said he had forgotten his car keys at

home.

5 1 Susan said she had been studying very hard.
2 Mark said the teachers were very friendly.
3 Robert said there was a huge library.
4 Richard said he was taking his final exams the

week after. 
5 Bob said the college cafeteria was fantastic.
6 Mavis said it was very close to the downtown

area.
7 Sarah said the lessons weren’t as difficult as they

seemed.
8 David said the college also offered great sports

facilities.

6 1 David warned Sarah not to touch it.
2 The teacher threatened Phillip that she would

call the principal if he didn’t stop talking.
3 Tony offered to help me with my assignment.
4 Tom reminded me to turn off the computer

before I left the room.
5 Paul complained that I was always coming in

late.
6 Ann promised that she wouldn’t be late for

dinner./Ann promised not to be late for dinner.
7 Jonathan agreed to continue with the project

tomorrow.
8 Sue insisted on doing the dishes. 

7 1 on 2 from 3 on, to 4 after
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8

9 1 C 3 A 5 A 7 A 9 A
2 A 4 B 6 C 8 D 10 A

10 Suggested Answer

Chief Seattle was a leader of the Suquamish tribes
of northwest America. He was famous for a speech
about peace and respect for the environment. 
Chief Seattle was a strong warrior and a powerful
leader. He also became a friend of the white
settlers coming into the country. In 1854, he gave a
famous speech which encouraged people to respect
each other and to care for the environment. The
city of Seattle takes its name after him.
I admire Chief Seattle because he was both brave
and wise. I think we must all listen to his important
speech.

11 1 homelessness 5 convenience
2 maturity 6 happiness
3 evidence 7 accuracy
4 accessibility 8 weakness

12 1 out 3 into 5 out
2 down 4 through 6 up

PAIRWORK ACTIVITIES

Suggested Answer

S1: If I were you, I would definitely take a compass
so as not to get lost.

S2: You are right. Do you think I should take an
umbrella?

S1: Not really because the weather is going to
be sunny the whole time.

S2: OK. I think I will need a flashlight for the night.
S1: That’s a good idea. Perhaps you should get a

guidebook of the area.
S2: It could be helpful for planning where to go

hiking.
S1: How about taking your camera?

S2: Maybe, but I’m afraid of losing or breaking
it. I have to remember to bring my tent and
sleeping bag.

S1: Yes, you must take them and I also think you
should take the compass and flashlight, for
sure.

S2: Yes, those things are the most essential for
my trip. 

PORTFOLIO ACTIVITIES

Suggested Answer

The Russian Revolution 
A series of two revolutions in Russia in 1917
resulted in the overthrow of centuries of czarist
autocratic rule and the establishment of the
communist Soviet Union which grew to a global
super power that lasted until 1991. The
Bolsheviks overthrew the government and seized
the capital in St. Petersburg.

Important person:
Vladimir Lenin was born on April 22, 1870. He was
the leader of the Bolshevik Party that overthrew
the provisional government in October of 1917. His
greatest achievement was becoming the first
leader of the Soviet Union. In the end he was
considered one of the hundred most influential
people of the 20th century.

The Fall of the Berlin Wall
The Berlin wall separated West Berlin from East
Berlin and East Germany and was a symbol of the
Cold War between communism and capitalism. It
was built in 1961 and torn down in 1989 as
communism collapsed and the Cold War ended
between the United States and the Soviet Union.

Important person:
Ronald Reagan was born on February 6, 1911. He
was the president of the United States who
challenged Mikhail Gorbachev to destroy the Berlin
Wall with his famous speech and words: “tear down
this wall.” This challenge is said to be the initiator
in the events that followed that brought down the
wall. His greatest achievement was the rebuilding
of a very strong American military force. In the end,
he was recognized as the force behind the collapse
of the Berlin wall and the Soviet Union.

1 B
2 A
3 C
4 B
5 C

6 B
7 A
8 C
9 C

10 A

11 B
12 C
13 B
14 A
15 B

16 C
17 B
18 B
19 B
20 C

21 B
22 A
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GAME
Ss’ own answers

MODULE 10

1 1 resort 4 assist
2 absence 5 graceful
3 charming 6 participate

2 1 survival 4 prohibited
2 inhabitants 5 contribution
3 hospitality 6 conservation

3 1 lose 4 missed 7 met
2 keep 5 got 
3 went 6 having

4 1 explore 3 path 5 dishes
2 endangered 4 spin 6 regions

5 2 This dish, which is cooked in the south of India,
is very spicy.

3 This is the building where most action films
are shot.

4 This is Mr. Adams, whose wife is a famous
playwright.

5 The book that he wrote during his stay in
Chile became a bestseller.

6 Jonathan, whose birthday is on Saturday, is
having a party.

6 1 by the time 5 in case 
2 although 6 before
3 unless 7 Despite
4 in order to 8 so that

7 3 as soon as I arrive
4 despite the fact
5 if she is not feeling/does not feel

8

9 1 F 3 T 5 F 7 F 9 F
2 T 4 F 6 T 8 T 10 F

10 Suggested Answer

Dear Jerry,
I am writing to thank you very much for the great
party you invited me to. I had a wonderful time. I
would like to tell you how delicious the food was
and how lovely your house looked. I would also
like to say that the music and dancing were great.
Another thing I appreciated was that you
introduced me to all your friends. I was made to
feel very comfortable and enjoyed talking with
them. I was wondering if we could arrange a
dinner at my house and invite your friends John,
Mary, and Frank. Once again, thank you for your
hospitality and I look forward to having you in my
home soon.
Best Regards,
Amy

11 1 about 2 in 3 with 4 for

12 1 cooperate 3 co-driver
2 superhuman 4 misplaced

13 1 away 2 out 3 up 4 off

PAIRWORK ACTIVITIES

A Suggested Answers

STUDENT A

The picture was taken at the beach. It shows a
family standing all together in front of the water.
They are wearing T-shirts, shorts, and the boy is
wearing a hat. They are holding beach toys and
laughing. They are enjoying themselves.

STUDENT B
The picture was taken at a historic site. I see a
huge castle and its surrounding garden. There is
a couple looking at the castle and the garden.
They are wearing casual clothes and are
probably tourists.

1 B
2 A
3 B
4 C
5 C

6 A
7 C
8 B
9 B

10 C

11 B
12 C
13 C
14 A
15 B

16 C
17 A
18 C
19 C
20 C
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B S1: I would like to go on a relaxing beach
vacation. It would be great to sit in the sand
and read or go for a relaxing swim.

S2: I prefer going somewhere that has interesting
monuments and historical sites to see. I enjoy
sightseeing and learning about new places.

S1: That’s OK, but wouldn’t it be great to be able
to go jet skiing or snorkeling? How about long
walks on the beach and watching the sunset?

S2: That would be fun for a few days, but then I
would like to explore a city or area and learn
about its history.

PORTFOLIO ACTIVITIES

Suggested Answer

1 Portugal: A vacation package in Portugal
offers a combination of sightseeing and a
relaxing beach vacation. Tourists can learn
about Portugal’s history by wandering around
the ruins of Conimbriga or the Torre De Belém
in Lisbon. After this visit to the sights, a trip
to the white sandy beaches in the north of
Portugal is a must. Visitors can also take part
in many of the traditional summer festivals
that happen all summer long.

2 Euro Disney: Euro Disney is the ultimate family
vacation with something for every member of
the family. A stay at the Disney village with its
variety of theme hotels will make your stay an
adventure. Visitors spend their days at the
Disneyland park or Disney Studios where they
can go on spectacular Disney rides and enjoy
shows and parades. There is so much to see
and do that there is never enough time.

3 Verbier: The beautiful mountain village of
Verbier is located in Switzerland. This is the
perfect place for a nature and ski vacation.
The nature walks and scenic views are
unforgettable in and around the village and
slopes. The skiing is world-class with steep
slopes. Besides great skiing, visitors will enjoy
the alpine culture in the village with its hearty
night life and alpine cuisine that includes the
famous cheese fondues.

GAME
Ss’ own answers
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ENTRY TEST

TEST 1

A 1 get you down 6 nodded
2 took over 7 probably
3 reacts 8 offended
4 opportunity 9 unacceptable
5 gesture

B 10 A 12 B 14 A 
11 C 13 B

C 15 is always calling 20 never offers
16 Do you think 21 are having
17 Is Alex joining 22 sometimes bites
18 meet 23 is trying
19 is buying 24 leaves/is leaving

D 25 stay 30 watching
26 getting 31 promise
27 talking 32 to celebrate
28 to become 33 writing
29 taking 34 to receive

E 35 C 36 A 37 D 38 E 39 B

F 40 C 41 B 42 C 43 B 44 C

G Suggested Answer Key
Hi John,
I wanted to drop you a line to congratulate you

on your marriage!
I’m sorry I couldn’t make it, but I had to go to
Scotland on a business trip.
How was your honeymoon? Did you go to Jamaica
or Brazil?
Tell me all about it!
Regards,
Terry

H 45 B 47 C 49 B
46 A 48 A 50 B

TEST 2

A 1 E 2 D 3 A 4 C

B 5 sound 10 recover
6 waiter 11 sample
7 permission 12 illustration
8 site 13 present
9 curious 14 conclusion

C 15 changed 19 was fixing
16 discovered 20 was talking
17 was looking 21 copied
18 invented

D 22 Who created the Model T Ford automobile?
23 Where is the famous Altamira cave?
24 When did Albert Einstein win the Nobel Prize

in Physics?
25 What did Alexander Graham Bell invent?
26 Who did the art students talk to about 19th

century art?

E 27 used to have 31 used to have
28 took 32 had
29 visited 33 used to be
30 used to be 34 would go

F 35 C 36 D 37 E
38 A 39 B

1 C
2 A
3 B
4 C
5 C
6 A
7 A
8 B
9 C

10 B
11 C
12 C
13 B
14 C
15 A
16 B

17 A
18 A
19 B
20 C
21 C
22 C
23 B
24 A
25 C
26 C
27 B
28 B
29 C
30 B
31 A
32 B

33 B
34 C
35 A
36 C
37 C
38 C
39 C
40 A
41 A
42 B
43 A
44 A
45 B
46 B
47 B
48 A

49 B
50 A
51 B
52 C
53 B
54 C
55 A
56 C
57 A
58 A
59 C
60 B
61 A
62 C
63 A
64 C

65 B
66 C
67 B
68 A
69 B
70 A
71 C
72 A
73 C
74 B
75 C
76 B
77 B
78 B
79 C
80 A

Key to Tests
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G 40 E 41 D 42 F 43 G 44 B

H Suggested Answer Key
It was a beautiful day, so my brother and I

decided to go to the beach. It was very hot, so
we jumped in the water and started swimming. 

After a while, we saw a cave and decided to
swim in and explore it. We were climbing onto a
high rock when my brother said, “Look! Gold!”
He dove back into the water and came out with a
small coin. 

We were very excited, so we rushed home to
tell our parents. They took the coin to a museum,
and the director said that it was a 14th century
Spanish gold coin from a lost treasure! 

The treasure is now in the museum’s exhibition
and many newspapers wrote about us. We’re
famous!

I 45 10 pm 48 (large) shopping bags
46 post office 49 coffee shop
47 Wednesdays 50 French

TEST 3

A 1 effort 4 consists 7 pride
2 itchy 5 runny
3 allergic 6 influence

B 8 spending habits 12 picky eater
9 immune system 13 established

10 packed lunch regulations
11 reasonable prices

C 14 gone 16 gone 18 been
15 been 17 been 19 gone

D 20 has been shopping 23 have been waiting
21 haven’t eaten 24 has only been dieting
22 have already bought 25 has never eaten

E 26 cut 30 ordered
27 haven’t heard 31 Have you ever 
28 Have you picked up cooked
29 spent 32 has suffered

F 33 Are they new?
34 They really suit you.
35 Were they very expensive?
36 That’s a bargain!
37 Where exactly is it?

G 38 I 39 I 40 C 41 C 42 I
43 I 44 C 45 C 46 I 47 I

H Suggested Answer Key
Kay’s Corner, the new family restaurant on

Lexington street, is a great place for a meal. The
decor is modern, with colorful paintings on the
walls, soft music, and a fountain near the dining
area. It’s known for its traditional dishes, but it
also offers unusual tastes like sushi or roasted
mint lamb, and the service is excellent. The prices
are reasonable, and range from 15-25 dollars a
person for lunch and 30-45 dollars for dinner. Kay’s
corner is very popular because people of all ages
can enjoy a lovely meal there.

I would recommend this restaurant for its
delicious food and friendly service.

I 48 b 49 a 50 b 51 b 52 c
53 c 54 a

TEST 4

A 1 focus 5 match 9 fabrics
2 puts 6 put off 10 put up with
3 cozy 7 plain
4 scruffy 8 confidence

B 11 a) grow up b) mature
12 a) effort b) try
13 a) go b) fit
14 a) trendy b) ridiculous
15 a) skinny b) muscular

C 16 the best 19 the most beautiful
17 sharper 20 warmer
18 softer 21 the prettiest

D 22 as ... as 24 less ... than
23 less ... than 25 as ... as
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E 26 too 29 such 32 so
27 so 30 too 33 enough
28 enough 31 such 34 too

F 35 c 36 e 37 d 38 b 39 a

G 40 C 41 B 42 D 43 D 44 A

H Suggested Answer Key
Dear Sam,

I just got your letter and I have to say that
I’m sorry you feel this way.

First of all, you should not let your appearance
get you down. A lot of people have a weight
problem, but there are certain things you can do to
help the situation. For example, I know you have a
sweet tooth, but maybe you could cut down on
sweets and eat more fruit and vegetables. By doing
so, you’ll lose weight and have more energy.

Another thing you can try is joining a gym. This
way, you can exercise two or three times a week,
have a more muscular body, and meet new friends!

I hope that my advice helps you and that you
feel better. 
Love,
Lucy

I 45 A 47 B 49 A
46 A 48 B 50 A

TEST 5

A 1 chirp 4 barks 7 variety
2 qualified 5 blows
3 exceptional 6 howl

B 8 dedicate 13 sting
9 impressive 14 confuse

10 depend 15 developed
11 mammals 16 effective
12 fur 17 take care of

C 18 had fed 22 had forgotten
19 had eaten 23 had been sunbathing
20 had been working 24 had never seen
21 had been trying 25 had been asking

D 26 any 29 many 32 somewhere 
27 a lot 30 anything 33 much
28 anyone 31 lots 34 few

E 35 c 36 d 37 a 38 e 39 b

F 40 B 41 C 42 B 43 B 44 C

G Suggested Answer Key
A Terrible Camping Trip

Last September, some school friends and I
went on a mountain camping trip. We arrived
early in the morning, pitched our tents, and set
off to explore the surroundings.

The wildlife was really impressive and we
were having a wonderful time, when we realized
that we were lost. It was getting dark and
suddenly we heard a wolf howling. Scared, we
started screaming for help. After a while, our
camp leader heard us and came to our rescue.

We felt relieved but silly, as the group had
just been a few feet in front of us, and what we
thought was a wolf howling was really an owl
hooting. I’m never going camping again! 

H 45 C 47 C 49 A
46 B 48 C 50 B

MIDTERM TEST (MODULES 1-5)
1 B
2 C
3 C
4 B
5 C
6 A
7 C
8 C
9 A

10 C
11 B
12 C
13 C
14 B
15 C
16 A

17 C
18 A
19 B
20 C
21 A
22 B
23 B
24 C
25 A
26 B
27 A
28 C
29 C
30 A
31 B
32 C

33 A
34 B
35 C
36 A
37 C
38 C
39 C
40 B
41 C
42 B
43 B
44 B
45 A
46 B
47 A
48 C

49 A
50 A
51 B
52 C
53 A
54 A
55 A
56 B
57 A
58 A
59 C
60 C
61 A
62 C
63 B
64 C

65 B
66 B
67 B
68 B
69 C
70 A
71 A
72 B
73 C
74 C
75 A
76 C
77 A
78 B
79 A
80 C
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TEST 6

A 1 overpopulation 3 advancing 5 famine
2 drought 4 support 6 fossil fuels

B 7 resources 10 waste 13 roam
8 fertilizers 11 leading 14 features
9 adopt 12 estimate

C 15 will do 19 am going to meet/
16 is not going to be/ am meeting

won’t be 20 is going to have/
17 will take will have
18 am flying

D 21 will be presenting 24 will have arrived
22 will have finished 25 will be announcing
23 will have died

E 26 would have taken 31 will be
27 had 32 hadn’t passed up
28 wouldn’t throw 33 hadn’t been
29 drove 34 use
30 hadn’t rained

F 35 b 36 e 37 c 38 d 39 a

G 40 C 41 A 42 H 43 F 44 E

H Suggested Answer Key
One of the biggest problems that big cities in

developed countries face today is air pollution.
What can be done to solve this problem?

To begin with, it would be a good idea to ban
cars from the downtown area. As a result, there
would be fewer cars emitting exhaust fumes,
which would mean less smog.

Another way to solve the problem would be to
make factories which are near cities find ways to
reduce the smoke they produce. Consequently, the
atmosphere would be less polluted as there would
be fewer toxic fumes in the air.

To sum up, air pollution is a very serious problem
but we can improve the situation. If we all work
together, we will be able to reduce the amount of
pollutants in our air.

I 45 A 47 B 49 A
46 A 48 A 50 A

TEST 7

A 1 follow 5 copyrighted 9 develop
2 rights 6 connect
3 chores 7 mind
4 properties 8 hackers

B 10 A 12 C 14 A
11 B 13 A 15 C

C 16 must not 19 must not
17 must not 20 don’t have to
18 don’t have to 21 don’t have to

D 22 could 24 was able to
23 was able to 25 could

E 26 should 31 don’t have to
27 must 32 was able to
28 had to 33 could
29 Can 34 must not
30 might

F 35 D 36 E 37 B 38 A 39 C

G 40 I 42 I 44 C 46 I 48 I
41 C 43 I 45 C 47 C 49 C

H Suggested Answer Key
These days, a large number of people have cell

phones. There are advantages and disadvantages
to using cell phones.

First of all, cell phones are useful in
emergencies. For instance, if you have an
accident and need to contact someone, you can
do so quickly. In addition to this, they are easy
to carry. For instance, the newer models are
small and lightweight!

However, there are also disadvantages to
using cell phones. Many models are expensive
and the cost of a call from a cell phone can be
higher than that from a regular phone. Also,
when you use your cell phone in public places,
others can listen in on your conversation.
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To sum up, cell phones are practical and
convenient, but they may not always be a better
alternative to a regular phone.

I 50 space 53 school groups
51 photography 54 tour guides
52 café 55 one month

TEST 8

A 1 degree 4 inspired 7 adapt
2 transform 5 combines 8 convincing
3 figure 6 character

B 9 C 10 E 11 A 12 D 13 B

C 14 be bought 17 are accepted
15 will be performed 18 be seen
16 was painted 19 is held

D 20 The actress has her hair styled by a famous
hairdresser every day.

21 James and Lily had their house decorated by
a professional.

22 The dancer will have her costume made by a
popular designer.

23 We had our vacation pictures developed
yesterday.

24 Lucy is having her room painted by her dad.
25 The singer will have his new CD cover designed

by a well-known artist.

E 26 must 28 may 30 must 32 might
27 may 29 might 31 can’t 33 must

F 34 C 35 E 36 A 37 B 38 D

G 39 B 40 B 41 D 42 B 43 A

H Suggested Answer Key
Salvador Dali, one of the most brilliant painters

of all time, was born in the town of Figueras,
Spain, in 1904. Dali developed an interest in art at
an early age, and in 1922, he attended the San
Fernando Royal Academy of Fine Arts in Madrid.
Dali held his first personal exhibition in 1925 in
Barcelona, and in 1931 he painted one of his
most famous works, The Persistence of Memory.

During World War II when the Germans took over
Paris in 1940, Dali and his wife were forced to
escape to America where they lived for eight years.
During that time, Dali worked with famous figures
such as Walt Disney and director Alfred Hitchcock. 
In 1942, Dali published his autobiography, and later 
on, wrote several other books. Meanwhile, the
evolving artist continued to explore new techniques
and movements in art. In 1974, Dali opened his
Theater-Museum in Figueras, which included a
large collection of Dali’s works.

Dali died in January 1989, in his hometown,
because of heart problems. He was one of the
most inspirational artists of the twentieth century.

I 44 a 46 c 48 b 50 a
45 a 47 c 49 b

TEST 9

A 1 calamitous 4 attended 7 account
2 unfold 5 massive 8 Remains
3 prove 6 fellow 9 persistent

B 10 dawn 13 blew up 16 out
11 goal 14 stunning 17 flood
12 perceive 15 setting 18 evolved

C 19 Tony said (that) Nancy wanted to go on the
underwater archaeology expedition.

20 Maria said (that) Peter had borrowed her
book on space exploration.

21 The children said (that) they were doing a
science project in class that week.

22 The astronaut said (that) they had enjoyed
an impressive view of the earth from the
spacecraft.

23 Lucy said (that) John would return from
Egypt the following week.

24 The children said (that) they were visiting
the Smithsonian Museum the next day.

25 Our teacher told us (that) we would not have
a history exam that day.

26 The professor said (that) astronomers had
recently discovered a new star system.

27 The reporter said (that) they were getting more
information about the space flight that evening.
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28 The historian said (that) the two explorers
had disagreed about which route to take.

D 29 was always 32 to take
leaving/always left 33 had already 

30 had seen booked
31 would 34 to write

E 35 d 36 c 37 a 38 e 39 b

F 40 B 41 B 42 C 43 C 44 C

G Suggested Answer Key
One of the most important historical figures

from my country is Albert Einstein. Born on March
14th, 1879, in Ulm, Germany, Einstein became
curious about the natural world when he was
given a compass by his father.

Surprisingly, Einstein was not a very good
school student, but he was always intrigued with
math and physics and in 1900, he graduated
from the Federal Polytechnic in Zurich. Einstein
achieved success for his Theory of Relativity
which he is most famous for, and in 1921 he
received the Nobel Prize for Physics.

Albert Einstein had a challenging mind and a
love for learning. I admire him because he was
one of the greatest scientific geniuses of the 20th

century.

H 45 A 47 A 49 C
46 B 48 B 50 B

TEST 10

A 1 thrilling 4 inhabitants 7 absence 
2 outstanding 5 long-term 8 occurs
3 participate 6 vary 9 surface

B 10 tea 14 extinction 18 remain
11 spin 15 tastes 19 wandering
12 tour 16 crafts 
13 lie 17 collision

C 20 where 22 when 24 why
21 whose 23 which 25 who

D 26 have 29 Although 32 In spite
27 book 30 so that 33 gets
28 get 31 could 34 in order to

E 35 C 36 B 37 D 38 E 39 A

F 40 D 41 G 42 F 43 B 44 A

G Suggested Answer Key
Dear Jonathan,

I am writing to let you know that I have arrived
home safe and sound and to thank you for making
my vacation so enjoyable. I will never forget how
helpful you were and I appreciate everything you
did for me and the rest of the group.

Paris was wonderful. I loved visiting the Louvre
Museum and the Eiffel Tower and I must say that I
especially liked the magical boat tour on the Seine
River. You made Paris seem so warm and familiar
that I was made to feel like a true Parisian!

Thank you once again for your kindness. Having
you as my tour guide truly gave me great pleasure,
and I hope that we will always keep in touch!
Yours truly,
Natasha

H 45 B 47 A 49 B
46 A 48 B 50 B

EXIT TEST (MODULES 1-10)

1 A
2 B
3 B
4 B
5 B
6 C
7 C
8 B
9 B

10 C
11 B
12 A
13 A
14 B
15 B
16 C

17 B
18 A
19 C
20 C
21 A
22 A
23 C
24 C
25 C
26 A
27 B
28 A
29 C
30 C
31 A
32 C

33 B
34 B
35 C
36 B
37 B
38 A
39 B
40 B
41 C
42 A
43 C
44 B
45 B
46 C
47 A
48 A

49 C
50 A
51 A
52 C
53 B
54 A
55 C
56 B
57 C
58 A
59 B
60 C
61 B
62 B
63 A
64 B

65 B
66 A
67 C
68 A
69 C
70 B
71 A
72 C
73 A
74 A
75 B
76 C
77 B
78 C
79 C
80 B
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Tapescripts

Test 1 ― Listening

Stephanie: As a travel writer, I’ve been all over the world.
Friends often ask me about the cultural differences between
countries and I always tell them that it’s not the big
differences like politics or religion that are the most
surprising, but the little differences. Take Australia, for
example. Australia is a very informal country and someone
you’ve just shaken hands with for the first time will think
nothing of calling you by your first name or even a nickname.
Don’t worry, they’re just being friendly! One thing you
shouldn’t do, though, is smoke in someone’s home. This is
considered very rude, as most Australians don’t smoke and
it’s banned in restaurants, too. Also, if you’re lucky enough to
be invited to someone’s house for a barbecue, don’t forget to
take your own salads or meat! It may seem a bit strange but
it’s a way of thanking your host for the invitation. After all,
he’ll be washing all the dishes afterwards!

Moving on to Holland, I found that the Dutch have some
interesting customs when it comes to gift-giving. When you
give flowers, make sure you give an odd number. You know
five, seven, nine, etc. That’ll bring good luck but whatever
you do, don’t give thirteen, because that number is said to
be the unluckiest of all. Don’t expect to be invited back if
you give the lady of the house thirteen red roses! Another
thing you shouldn’t do is give knives or scissors as gifts.
They say that these kinds of gifts “cut” a friendship, and
we don’t want that, do we? Send some chocolates to be on
the safe side!

Respect is very important in many cultures. If you’re in
India, you should always greet the most senior member of
the group first. The best way to do that is to put your palms
together and say “Namaste,” but you can also shake hands
if you want. Don’t be offended if any gifts you might take
are not opened in front of you but put away, this is
perfectly normal. Visitors are welcome at any time of the
day and treated to food and drinks but you must remember
to take your shoes off before entering a house. No putting
your dirty sneakers on the coffee table here! 

Test 2 ― Listening

Radio presenter: Everyone’s talking about the new art
gallery which is opening this Friday, July the 18th. If you
haven’t heard already ― it’s called the “Hamilton Gallery”
and it has a fantastic selection of British paintings from
different time periods. To celebrate this special event, there
will be a gathering from 7 o’clock in the evening. The doors
will close at 9:30 pm, but the gathering itself lasts until
10 pm. For more information, call 0114 8756473. Lines are
open from 7 am to 6 pm. It is sure to be a very nice evening! 

The gallery is situated just outside the downtown area in a
lovely part of town just beside the river. From Parker Avenue
you turn right on Bridge Street and keep driving until you
reach Ness Road. Then you will see the gallery to the left of
the post office, across the street from the library.

The gallery is open to the public every single day of the
week from ten till five except on Sundays when it closes at
4 pm. On Wednesdays, closing time is not until 9 pm. And
admission is totally free!

However, like other galleries, the gallery does have quite a
few rules and regulations for visitors. For example, if you
have a backpack or umbrella with you, you will have to
hand it into the cloakroom. You will also have to hand in any
large shopping bags that you have. Also, you are not allowed
to bring food or drinks into the gallery! If you do get hungry
or want a drink, you can get something from the coffee shop
which is situated on the top floor. There is also a store on
the first floor where you can buy postcards, books, and
souvenirs. You may take photographs while inside the
gallery, but I’m afraid no flash photography is permitted.

So, come along to the Hamilton Gallery! And coming up in
August I hear there’s a special exhibition of paintings by
French artists. More about that at a later date ... .

Test 3 ― Listening

e.g., How will the man eat his eggs?

Woman: How do you want your eggs done this morning?
Man: Well, I’d like them fried, but I’m trying to cut down
on fat and grease.
Woman: How about scrambled eggs, then? They’re not too
greasy.
Man: That’s no good, either. I think I’ll just have them
hard-boiled, with a little salt and pepper.

48 What will the couple order?

Man: I think I’ll just have one of their sandwiches.
Woman: Me too … and some orange juice. Should we order
for Katie?
Man: She’ll probably want some coffee, but let’s wait till
she gets here.

49 Where did the woman leave her bag?

Woman: Oh, no! Where’s my other bag? 
Man: You didn’t leave it in the car, did you?
Woman: I don’t think so. Oh, now I remember. I put it on
the floor while I was in the hairdresser’s. I definitely still
had it with me when I left the jewelry store.

50 What does the man need to buy for the salad?

Man: So, do we have everything we need for the salad?
Woman: I’ll take a look in the fridge. Ah, we don’t have
any tomatoes.
Man: What about lettuce?
Woman: We have plenty of that but we need some onions.
Oh and I forgot to buy olive oil yesterday. 

51 How will customers pay on the first floor?

This is a customer announcement. Because of a problem with
our computers today, the department store is currently unable
to accept credit cards and checks. We have opened all of our
desks on the first floor for anyone who would like to pay in
cash. We apologize for any inconvenience. 
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52 What present did the boy decide to buy?

Boy: Hi, Mom! Yes, everything’s fine ... yes, I spoke to
Grandma on Saturday ... no, I haven’t forgotten about her
birthday ... yes, I know she loves books, but I think Aunt Susan
is getting her one ... well, my last effort at making a cake was
a total disaster, so I think she’d be happier with a nice meal at
a fancy restaurant. A cake’s a nice idea, though!

53 What chore will the man do?

Man: Do you want me to help you with any chores while
you’re out?
Woman: Well, I’ve finished all the ironing, so there’s really
only the vacuuming left.
Man: Ok, I’ll do that. Would you like me to cook supper, too?
Woman: Don’t worry. I’ll do that when I get home.

54 What time will the boy and his mom go shopping?

Woman: Don’t forget we’re going shopping for pants this
afternoon. Meet me downtown at one o’clock. 
Boy: Oh, didn’t I tell you? I have a football game at one
thirty. I’ll be finished by three, but I won’t be able to meet
you until three forty-five. 

Test 4 ― Listening

Emma: Is it true you’re going to take part in the 800 meter
race on sports day?
Dave: Yes, that’s right. I’m also running in the 400 meters.
I can’t wait!
Emma: You must be really fit.
Dave: Well, I go jogging most mornings and I am also on the
school football team.
Emma: Where do you find the energy to do all that?
Dave: Don’t you know ― the more energy you use, the
more energy you have! You should try it!
Emma: Do you mean I should take up jogging?
Dave: Yes ― why not? 
Emma: Well, I’d feel strange, as if everyone was watching
me.
Dave: Who cares if they are! You shouldn’t let that bother
you.
Emma: I’m not the athletic type. Anyway, I like to sleep in
in the mornings.
Dave: So, are you taking part in any of the competitions on
sports day?
Emma: I’m afraid not. There are loads of people who are
better than me and they were chosen. I’ll just have to
watch and cheer everyone on.
Dave: That’s a shame. In my opinion, it’s much more fun to
be taking part.
Emma: I don’t know. It’s good to watch sports sometimes.
I like watching the big tennis tournaments, for example.
Dave: Yes, it’s great to see professional athletes in action.
Emma: And women!
Dave: Yes, of course! Don’t you admire them?
Emma: Yes, they are so strong, so confident ...

Dave: I really think you should believe in yourself a bit
more. You know, there’s nothing that you can’t do if you
really want to do it. You just have to give it a try.
Emma: I know. You’re right. I guess it’s never too late to
take up a new sport. Maybe I’ll try it.

Test 5 ― Listening

Presenter: ... and to end this week’s Animal World, I’d like
to take a closer look at some of the best books for animal-
lovers. 

Having a dog myself, I was very interested in Ian Dunbar’s
How to Teach a New Dog Old Tricks. This book is over one
hundred pages long, but it’s worth reading if you need some
really good advice about how to deal with a difficult dog,
whether your dog is a puppy or an older dog. My little puppy
was quite badly behaved when I first got him but when I
tried out some of the tips in this book, they really worked! 

Close Encounters is an award-winning collection of wonderful
close-up photographs of animals in their natural environment.
It’s a good deal but get something else if you want to read
more details and facts about the animals. You won’t find a
more beautiful hardcover book to keep out on your coffee
table at home than this, though. 

For those of you who like biographies, A Wild Life tells the
amazing story of David Peterson who spent his life working
to save endangered species. This book can be found in all
the major bookstores, just like any other best-seller. What
is different about this one, though, is that the author wrote
it to raise money for organizations that work to protect
animals. 50% of the money from the sale of each book goes
to different animal charities. 

Those of you who enjoyed reading David Jones’ Most Incredible
Creatures and don’t mind a bit of fear and excitement might
like this next book, The World’s Most Dangerous Creatures. In
it, Jones presents some absolutely fascinating facts about
where these creatures can be found and how they are
dangerous. He also describes the many times he has been
attacked, bitten, or stung by some very dangerous animals!
There are plans to make a series of TV documentaries
based on these books, so look out for these! 

Now, Tales of the Jungle is my personal favorite because the
author John Watkins has a wonderfully entertaining way of
describing the things that happened to him while he was
traveling around the world’s rainforests as a wildlife
photographer. John has also included some of his photographs
in the book and there is some fascinating information about
different jungle creatures. 

Finally, if you would like to read a really good novel, Miles
& Henry might be the best choice for you. This is not a true
story ― it is a fictional novel telling the beautiful story of
an African couple who adopt two orphan lion cubs whose
mother and father were killed by hunters. This book isn’t
going to win any prizes for the quality of its writing, but it
deals with some very important issues. 
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Test 6 ― Listening

Harry: Are you going to the beach clean-up on Saturday?
Penny: I’m not sure. Why, are you going?
Harry: Definitely. I went last year and it was great. Over
500 people turned up ― I thought I would be there all day,
but we cleaned the beach in no time!
Penny: That’s great! But why should people give up their
free time to do it? It doesn’t sound like much fun to me.
Harry: No, I guess it doesn’t, but actually I had a lot of fun
last year because I was there with all my friends. You feel
great that you have done something helpful too when you
have finished the job.
Penny: I bet you found all kinds of things lying around!
Harry: You’re right about that, but don’t worry ― they give
you gloves and bags and things like that.
Penny: Oh, I’m not afraid of getting my clothes dirty or
anything, but don’t you feel sad knowing that the beach
will be just as dirty again in no time? 
Harry: Well, I guess so ...
Penny: That’s another reason why I’m not sure about
coming. I’d rather spend my energy on something that’s
really going to make a difference.
Harry: But if everyone thought like that, nothing would
ever change. I think that if people see us cleaning up the
beach they will start to think more about their behavior
and start putting their garbarge in the trash can or taking it
home with them.
Penny: Hmm ... that’s a good point. I hadn’t thought of
that. And maybe if people had to pay big fines for littering,
too, they would change their ways.
Harry: Yeah, I totally agree. So, are you going to come
along on Saturday to help?
Penny: I still haven’t made my mind up. I’ll let you know.
Harry: OK, fine. Just give me a call. 

Test 7 ― Listening

If you’re looking for somewhere interesting to go to this
weekend, how about the new Linsdome Science Center
which has just opened its doors to the public for the very
first time? 

This incredible new science center offers visitors of all
ages a chance to learn about science, technology, and the
world around us. On the first floor, you will find the
center’s most popular attraction, a 200-seat IMAX theater
showing the amazing 3D film “Space and the Future,”
which will take you on an exciting adventure through cities
built in space. There is also a huge science room on this
floor, full of all kinds of interactive activities, displays, and
special exhibitions. Here there is an excellent exhibition on
global warming and climate change. Visitors can even
enter a room which allows them to experience season and
temperature changes first-hand. 

Moving up to the second floor, you will find a wonderful
exhibition about the history of film and television. There is

also a particularly interesting section telling the story of
photography from its beginnings to the present day. After
all this excitement, you’ll probably be ready to have a
short break in the nice café, which you will find on the
third floor. For younger visitors, there are also discovery
workshops on this floor with hands-on, fun-filled activities
such as building your own hot air balloon.

The center is open six days a week, Monday to Saturday, from
8 am to 7 pm. Tickets cost $7 for adults and $3.50 for
children under 12. School groups, however, will receive a 10%
discount. The ticket prices include all exhibits and activities
and the IMAX film, but tour guides cost extra. Enquire at the
reception desk for details or if you want to book your tour.
Also, if you would like to organize your visit in advance, you
can do this online at www.linsdomesciencecenter.com, but
not more than one month earlier.

If science is not really your thing, there’s also ... (fade)

Test 8 ― Listening

e.g., How will the man eat his eggs?

Woman: How do you want your eggs done this morning?
Man: Well, I’d like them fried, but I’m trying to cut down
on fat and grease.
Woman: How about scrambled eggs, then? They’re not too
greasy.
Man: That’s no good, either. I think I’ll just have them
hard-boiled, with a little salt and pepper.

44 What time will Sally and Jane meet?

(Answer machine)
Hi Sally, it’s Jane. I’m afraid my piano teacher wants to
have a lesson today, so I’ll have to pick you up a bit earlier
than expected. I know we’d agreed on 7:15, but is it OK if I
come half an hour earlier, at quarter to seven? That way I
can be at my piano lesson by 7. Let me know if there’s a
problem.

45 What drawing is there on the fridge door?

Man: Is that another one of Tom’s drawings?
Woman: Yes, he says it’s the cat next door. There’s also a
nice one that I’ve stuck on the fridge door. It’s supposed to
be your car.
Man: Well, he’s certainly improving.
Woman: Wait until you’ve seen his drawing of our house!

46 What is the man looking for?

Woman: It might rain this afternoon so take your umbrella
with you.
Man: I can’t. I think I left it in my briefcase at work.
Do you have another one?
Woman: I’m afraid mine’s broken so take your raincoat,
just in case.
Man: OK, but I’ll just check if there’s one in the car first.
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47 What are they currently watching on TV?

Man: Can we turn over to channel 3? There’s a soccer game
on.
Woman: I thought you wanted to watch the music concert.
Man: I did, until I found out that there’s a game on at the
same time.
Woman: OK. Just let me see the end of this wildlife
documentary and then we’ll switch over.

48 Who will blow up the balloons for the party?

Woman: I’ve prepared all the food for the party.
Man: OK, so I’ll move the stereo from the other room.
Woman: The kids have already done that, but someone
needs to blow up the balloons.
Man: I’ll leave that to you and I’ll go and pick up the cake.

49 Where was the man’s car after the accident?

Man: So, as I got on the one-way street, another car came
down in the wrong direction. He was going so fast he didn’t
have time to hit the brakes.
Woman: I see. So he crashed into you?
Man: Not exactly. We both managed to turn out of the way.
I hit some bushes and he ended up in somebody’s yard.

50 Why didn’t the woman like the concert?

Woman: I can’t believe we wasted our money on that
concert!
Man: What do you mean? I thought they played really well.
Woman: Oh, the music was great, but it was so hot in
there I thought I was going to faint.
Man: I know what you mean. It was a good thing we took
that water with us.

Test 9 ― Listening

Μan: Good morning listeners, I’m Andrew Stephens and I’m
here today to tell you about my work. I guess it’s pretty
interesting for people here in Britain because, well, I’m a
professional tornado and storm chaser. I know that most of
you probably can’t imagine the possibility of doing something
like this as a profession. Most people I’ve spoken to here
imagine it to be a hobby or just a way to spend an afternoon,
but that’s because you don’t get to see many tornadoes in
this part of the world! Where I come from in the States, I get
to chase quite a few every year and so it has slowly become a
full-time job.
When I first started tornado-chasing in my twenties, I used to
travel thousands of miles to photograph and take videos of
the best storms, so I’d end up paying a lot of money out of
my own pocket! Now I do important tornado research and I’m
also working on education and safety, too. I don’t make
money from chasing storms but I get paid for the photographs
I take of them and for my research. I work with highly
talented videographers and reporters who love the thrill of
the chase as much as I do. 

Tornado season usually starts in the spring, but June can be
a busy month for me, and sometimes so can October. These

aren’t usually the worst months, though. I think that I’ve
chased some of the most violent storms in May, where
whole towns have been destroyed and people left
homeless. The rest of the time when I’m not out on the
road, I sit behind my computer checking weather reports
and predicting where a storm or tornado will hit.

Over the years, people have asked me why I put myself in
so much danger and I must admit that I’ve had some scary
moments. Not only do I have to face very strong winds, but
there are also flying objects to avoid. However, it’s the
overturned cars blocking the roads that present the most
serious problem, as a serious accident can happen if you’re
not careful.

Listeners should know as well that there are important
things for us to pay attention to. I mean, we can’t just get
in our cars and race all over the country. For example, we
must stay out of the way of emergency services and park off
the road when watching, filming, and photographing
storms. Also, we cannot drive onto anyone’s land, as this is
against the law.

Finally, there’s not much time to prepare for a tornado so
my advice is that, wherever you are at the time of the
storm, try to avoid being near any windows and, if
possible, take cover under a staircase. It’s extremely
dangerous to be driving at this time, as you have to drive
out of its path, so it’s much better to park the car and find
shelter quickly. Anyway, that’s given you a little idea about
what I do, but if you would like ... (fade)

Test 10 ― Listening

Tom: Just think ― this time next week we’ll be enjoying
our summer vacation! Isn’t that great! 
Lucy: I know I should be happy, but the truth is I’m not
looking forward to my vacation at all.
Tom: Aren’t you going away somewhere nice?
Lucy: We’re going camping in France ... again!
Tom: But I thought you liked France.
Lucy: I do, but whenever I go, I go with my parents.
Tom: What would you prefer to do instead?
Lucy: Well, I asked mom and dad if I could go away with
my friend Tina but they said I was too young to go on
vacation on my own. What are you doing?
Tom: Can you believe it ― I’m going to visit my pen pal in
Germany! 
Lucy: Wow! No wonder you’re excited about your vacation! 
Tom: Yeah, it’s going to be great. I’m a bit nervous, though.
Lucy: Oh, I’d be a bit worried about traveling by myself,
too. Don’t worry though ― I’m sure you’ll be fine.
Tom: Oh no, it’s not that. I’m more anxious about meeting
my pen pal for the first time. We’ve been writing to each
other for three years and we’ve never met. 
Lucy: Don’t worry! You have been working really hard to
improve your German ― you’ll make a really good
impression. I wish I were good at languages.
Tom: You know some French, don’t you?
Lucy: A little, but I wish I knew more. 
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Tom: I know! Why don’t you enroll in a summer class while
you’re in France? It would be fun and you could meet some
new people.
Lucy: Sounds good, but I’m not sure I want to spend the
summer studying! 
Tom: Summer language classes often include outdoor

activities, like horseback riding or cycling, you know. You
don’t stay in the classroom all the time. You would
probably go on trips, too.
Lucy: I think I’ll go and ask my French teacher Mrs. Hill if
she can recommend any classes. It’s definitely something
worth thinking about.
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